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Chapter 1

Introduction

Epistemic security [463] is related to the protection of a society’s knowledge creation

and knowledge communication processes. In the present information ecosystem perme-

ated by colloquial uses of expressions such as “post-truth” [87], “fake news” [324] and

“deepfakes” [457], epistemic threats can manifest themselves in a variety of ways includ-

ing e.g. nefarious attention dynamics [273, 463], epistemic stagnation linked to “filter

bubble” mechanisms [487], the erosion of trust [87], but importantly also intentional

epistemic distortion conducted by malicious adversaries [462] which can encompass the

misuse of technology such as AI [113]. The latter engenders a hardened collective agree-

ment on empirical observations (which we term automated disconcertion) caused by the

mere possibility of deceptive epistemic artefacts such as misleading deepfakes1. Against

this backdrop, one can state that the use of present-day AI already permeated the epis-

temic infrastructure at an international level. In short, while present-day AI can give rise

to tremendously beneficial effects for society, it can simultaneously increase the severity

of epistemic security issues [119] with regard to scope, speed and scale. In this vein, the

main twofold research question of this transdisciplinary book can be formulated as fol-

lows: 1) how could one mitigate AI-related epistemic security risks in the deepfake era and

2) which strategies could support a responsible epistemically-sensitive AI design that is

informed of 1)? Given the complexity of the underlying socio-psycho-techno-physical epis-

temic threat landscape, this book coalesces knowledge from various domains such as e.g.

cybersecurity-oriented AI safety, psychology, cybernetics, virtual reality (VR), human-

computer interaction, philosophy, natural language processing and creativity research.

Past work proposed countermeasures to combat AI-related epistemic threats including

maliciously crafted deepfakes and “fake news” more broadly. For instance, the techni-

cal detection of AI-generated content [46, 524, 569] has been thematized. A study [212]

1Here, the term “deepakes” refers to any deep-learning based technology harnessed for the generation

of synthetic artefacts agnostic of the intentionality and thus also encompassing beneficial use cases [149].
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mentioned governmental restrictions on AI hardware and training data next to “proof of

personhood” schemes and another suggested the development of “truthful AI” [172]. In

the context of counteracting risks posed by the deployment of sophisticated online bots,

it has been suggested that “technical solutions, while important, should be complemented

with efforts involving informed policy and international norms to accompany these techno-

logical developments” [77] and that “it is essential to foster increased civic literacy of the

nature of one’s interactions” [77]. Another analysis presented a set of defense measures

against the spread of deepfakes [113] which contained i.a. legal solutions, administrative

agency solutions, coercive and covert responses as well as sanctions (when effectuated by

state actors) and speech policies for online platforms. Previous work also performed differ-

ent assessments on the severity of more general epistemic threats in the deepfake era. For

instance, concerning “fake science news” and their impacts on “credibility and reputation

of the science community” [252], it has been even postulated by Makri that “science is

losing its relevance as a source of truth” and “the new focus on post-truth shows there is

now a tangible danger that must be addressed” [347]. Following the author, scientists could

equip citizens with sense-making tools without which “emotions and beliefs that pander to

false certainties become more credible” [347]. It has been stated that the existence of deep-

fake videos confronts society with severe epistemic threats [176]. Thereby, it is assumed

that “deepfakes reduce the amount of information that videos carry to viewers” [176] which

analogously quantitatively affected the amount of information in text-based news due to

earlier “fake news” phenomena. Beyond that, an “epistemic babble” scenario [462] has

been postulated as worst-case scenario in which society looses its ability to distinguish

between “truth and fiction” [462]. Mainly, a common theme underlying many rather

gloomy narratives referring to concepts such as “post-truth world” [307], “post-epistemic

world” [260] and “epistemic anarchy” [280] seems to be an empiricism-based epistemol-

ogy with the epistemic aim to obtain justified and truer beliefs via (probabilistic) belief

updates given evidence. However, as explained in this book, empiricist epistemology is

not without any alternative and an epistemic doom is not inevitable.

Generally, both for epistemic security and for epistemically-sensitive AI design, one may

first need to improve the epistemic assessment of present-day AI itself. For this, in the first

part of the book from Chapter 2 to 7, we explain why epistemic security cautions society

against both overestimating the epistemic capacity of present-day AI and underestimating

its yet underexplored facets including especially the augmentation of anthropic creativity.

Instead of following an empiricist line of reasoning that would risk to sabotage itself e.g.

by unnecessarily causing the mental construction of a post-epistemic stance, we craft

epistemic defense strategies taking the epistemological philosophy of critical rationalism

as developed by Popper [410, 411] and reinvigorated by Frederick [200, 202] as point of

departure. In the course of the book, we gradually refine this framework. We discuss

why in the long term, instead of habitually focusing on data-based “evidence” and the

sources of knowledge – which may appear to be useful short-term heuristics but which

2



Figure 1.1: Exemplary epistemic total order for the generation of new EBs (the instruc-

tions are loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick [201]). Each glue operation x is indicated

via a label Gx. EBs are a special form of explanatory information (EI) obtained by inter-

weaving EI blocks via the step-by-step application of rational procedures sampled from a

robust explanation-anchored, adversarial and trust-disentangled epistemology. Thereby,

“trust-disentangled” signifies that the epistemic modus operandi is grounded in agreed

upon criteria for better EBs i.e. it is orthogonal to any trust relation between involved

entities – which means a better EB must be formulated such that metaphorically speaking

it appears to defend itself against adversarial candidate EBs. The inherently comparative

criteria for better EBs are updatable and determined by agreement. Current criteria en-

compass e.g. a preference for explanations that are simpler, provide more novel falisifiable

predictions, are more innovative, more aesthetically appealing than rival ones. In science,

the specification of (direct or indirect) empirical tests in G4 is the default condition.

could obviously be forged with more ease in the deepfake era, one must foreground the

content of knowledge. Thereby, in line with Popperian philosophy, our epistemic aim

should be to strive for ever better new explanations embedded in a process of bold novel

conjectures and (provisional) refutations [3, 200, 411]. This book expounds why in the

deepfake era, our epistemic aim should be to craft ever better new instances of what we

call explanatory blockchains (EBs) – a special form of chains of explanations2 respecting

a robust epistemic format. For a simple exemplary illustration on a generic recipe for a

new EB, see Figure 1.1. More specifically, we conjecture that (and later discuss why in

the third part of the book) there exists an information-theoretical asymmetry between the

ability to create information of a type x versus the ability to understand that information

of type x. Consistent with earlier research [14], we define as Type II entities all entities

for which it is possible to (consciously) understand linguistic explanations and as Type I

entities all entities for which this is impossible3. While humans are exemplary Type II

2The recent specific concept of EBs facilitates an extension beyond the vaguer and broader term of

“explanatory knowledge” which was frequently utilized by Deutsch [158] but may be problematic because

one could e.g. state that present-day language AI is able to generate outputs that are colloquially widely

perceived as “new explanations”. However, no language AI has been collectively agreed upon by scientists

and philosophers to have been able to reliably generate arbitrary new yet unknown EBs.
3This ontology has no relation to the metaphor of Kahneman on “System 1” and “System 2” linked

to two modes of human brain functioning with the first one being prediction-dominated/automatic and

the second one prediction-error dominated/controlled but both modulated by precision weights [266].
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entities, a Type I entity could e.g. be the set of all systems that are presently commonly

referred to as AI, a chair, thoughts, non-human mammals, ideas, language itself being a

primordial technology, stone tools, fishes and so forth. We state that while there may

exist no theoretical limitation to the accuracy with which Type I entities such as present-

day AIs could create new non-EB-like information, it is impossible for Type I entities

to reliably create new EBs with arbitrary high accuracy. The latter is a scientific claim

since, as recommended by Popper [201, 200, 411], it is a bold universal statement which

is easily amenable to experimental problematization and it is refutable by a new better

theory that would explain a Type-I-shortcut to the reliable creation of new EBs. We

discuss implications in real-world environments, conventional social media and VR.

In Chapter 8, the second part of the book compactly introduces a novel paradigm for

epistemically-sensitive AI design termed the Conjecture, Observe, Orient, Co-Create, Act

(COOCA) loop. We focus on the generic concept of a cyborgnet [16], a template for

a dynamic, hierarchical and context-dependent functional unit that can be described

by a directed graph where explanatory narratives combine at least one Type II entity

with at least one Type I entity. (A cyborgnet is a highly generic term that is not to

be confused with the much more narrow concept of a cyborg. Since the cyborgnetic

approach generically regards tools including language as a form of technology, the first

language-cognizant humans already instantiated a cyborgnet. Thus, both an individual

early human at the dawn of language and a modern cyborg equipped with an eyeborg

such as Neil Harbisson [285] are an example of a cyborgnet. Moreover, multiple humans

can act as one cyborgnet and it is possible to construct higher hierarchies of cyborgnet

networks including complex nested variants.) We explain why in high-risk contexts, in

order to achieve a meaningful control of present-day AI, one must instantiate a COOCA-

loop where each single of the five COOCA functions is cyborgnetic and should not allow

an OODA-loop [14] constellation if one or more function(s) form a Type-I -only-pipeline.

In the third part of the book, in Chapter 9, we conduct a short comparative analysis to ex-

plicate why there exists a qualitative epistemic gap between present-day AI and humans –

which instantiates a so-called cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck. Synthesizing modern

transdisciplinary knowledge from i.a. systems theory, biology, neuroscience, philosophy

of creativity and physics we provide novel explanations for that phenomenon. The book

elucidates why both for epistemic security and epistemically-sensitive AI design in the

deepfake era, humans may profit from a generic self-reflective epistemic process termed

the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis. The latter refers to the procedure of consciously

theorizing the so-called cynet butterfly effect – a new cyborgnetic version of what is re-

ferred to as butterfly effect [28, 444, 518] in the context of frameworks describing complex

systems. In line with recent accounts of dynamic creativity [128, 129], the fundamental un-

predictability of cyborgnetic creativity is emphasized. Indicated implications for attempts

to create “artificial superintelligence” [79] from scratch are extended in Chapter 11.3.
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In the final discussion in Chapter 10, we comment on how in the present deepfake era, it

seems that epistemological philosophy can and should become a much more scientifically

palpable topic. On the whole, it seems that for epistemic security reasons, humanity may

need to empower itself with rational self-knowledge to avoid loosing a sense of agency

caused by overestimating the forgery capabilities of present-day AI. An augmented ratio-

nality is required to avoid a passive condition steered by meaningless Type-I-loops with

even lethal consequences. Thereby, rationality in the deepfake era cannot passively reduce

itself to forgeable confirmation-based empiricist strategies and heuristics. Instead, there

is the need for a rationality that also promotes the creation of ever better new EBs. More-

over, we expound that the mentioned process of the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis,

while appearing uniquely suited for the modern deepfake era, can as well be understood

as a rediscovery of timeless cyborgnetic knowledge. We build a link to early epistemic

postulates stemming from Indian philosophy [393, 496]. The latter may offer a new per-

spective on the concept of self-transcendence [302] analyzed in modern psychology [290]

and positive computing [95, 364] – a potential inspiration for future epistemically-sensitive

AI design. Finally, in Chapter 11, we provide a set of novel cyborgnetic epistemic require-

ments via which one could extend beyond the narrow imitation-based concept of Turing

Tests. Overall, because the epistemic strategies presented in this book are developed and

refined gradually, each chapter from Chapter 2 to 8 ends with an epistemic meta-analysis

that contextualizes the chapter against the backdrop of the whole book.

On the whole, this book provides the following 7 main contributions:

1. Chapter 2 provides recommendations on how to perform a trandisciplinary AI ob-

servatory of international scope with relevance for the augmentation of epistemic

security. We illustrate the framework with numerous concrete practical examples.

2. In Chapter 3, 4 and 7, we conduct cybersecurity-oriented design fictions grounded

in threat models for AI-related epistemic security solutions in VR settings.

3. In Chapter 5, we introduce the novel concept of scientific and empirical adversarial

AI attacks of which so-called deepfake science attacks are a subset.

4. In Chapter 6 and 7, we present new cyborgnetic creativity augmentation strategies

unifying (epistemic) security and ethics endeavors with language AI as use case.

5. Chapter 8 extends beyond the OODA-loop and introduces the cyborgnetic COOCA-

loop as new meta-paradigm for a responsible epistemically-sensitive AI design.

6. In Chapter 9 and 10, we elaborate on the cynet butterfly effect and the implications

of cyborgnetic epistemology for epistemic security in the deepfake era. We connect

the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis to early insights from Vedantic philosophy.

7. Chapter 11 contains new ideas for future strict scientific AI evaluation frameworks.
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Outline

� Chapter 2 introduces an international transdisciplinary AI observatory project with

epistemically-relevant recommendations.

� Chapter 3 examines epistemic security in VR and explains why strictly speaking,

we do neither inhabit a post-truth era nor a post-falsification era.

� Chapter 4 uses immersive journalism as a use case to elucidate how cybersecurity-

oriented immersive design fictions grounded in threat models could be utilized to

mitigate AIVR risks that affect epistemic security.

� Chapter 5 introduces scientific and empirical adversarial (SEA) AI attacks using

cyber threat intelligence and scientific writing as use cases.

� Chapter 6 collates a set of generic cyborgnetic defenses against SEA AI attacks

specifically affecting science and education.

� Chapter 7 thematizes the role of cyborgnetic creativity augmentation and new ex-

planatory blockchains for a VR-based epistemic security training and an epistemically-

sensitive threat modelling – both for VR and real world environments.

� Chapter 8 describes the COOCA-loop meta-paradigm.

� Chapter 9 presents the cynet butterfly effect and the hereto linked process of the

homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis.

� Chapter 10 concludes, provides an overview of cyborgnetic epistemology, specifies

practical recommendations for AI regulation and design and establishes a connection

between the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis and Vedantic philosophy.

� Chapter 11 discusses future research directions attempting to craft better epis-

temic assessment frameworks of cyborgnetic nature that qualitatively extend beyond

imitation-based Turing Tests.
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Chapter 2

Transdisciplinary AI Observatory

This chapter is based on a modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman, L. Kester and

R. Yampolskiy. Transdisciplinary AI Observatory – Retrospective Analyses and Future-

Oriented Contradistinctions. Philosophies, 6(1), 6, 2021. As the first author of the

underlying paper, I had a vital contribution. It was solely my responsibility to write

down the content and to perform an extensive literature research and in-depth analysis.

2.1 Motivation

Lately, the importance of addressing AI safety, AI ethics and AI governance issues has

been acknowledged at an international level across diverse AI research subfields [29, 146,

175, 193, 269, 506]. From the heterogeneous and steadily growing set of proposed so-

lutions and guidelines to tackle these challenges, one can extract an important recent

motif, namely the concept of an AI observatory for regulatory and feedback purposes.

Notable early practical realizations with diverse focuses include Italian [493], Czech [309],

German [352] and OECD-level [385] AI observatory endeavors. Thereby, the Italian AI

observatory project targets the public reception of AI technology and the Czech one tack-

les legal, ethical and regulatory aspects within a participatory and collective framework.

The German AI observatory jointly covers technological foresight, administration-related

issues, sociotechnical elements and social debates at a supranational and international

level. Finally, the OECD AI Policy Observatory “aims to help policymakers implement

the AI Principles” [385] that have been pre-determined by the OECD and pertain among

others to data use and analytical tools. Theoretical and practical recommendations to

integrate the retrospective documentation of internationally occurring AI failures have

been presented by Yampolskiy [550] and very recently McGregor [356]. In addition, Al-

iman [14] proposed to complement such reactive AI observatory documentation efforts

with transdisciplinary and taxonomy-based tools as well as proactive security activities.
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In this chapter, we build on the approaches of both Yampolskiy and Aliman and elab-

orate on the necessity of a transdisciplinary AI observatory integrating both reactive

and proactive retrospective analyses. As reactive analysis, we propose a taxonomy-based

retrospective descriptive analysis (RDA) which analytically documents factually already

instantiated AI risks. As proactive analysis, we propose a taxonomy-based so-called retro-

spective counterfactual risk analysis [539] (RCRA) that inspects plausible peak downward

counterfactuals [436] of those instantiated AI risks to craft future policies. Downward

counterfactuals pertain to worse risk instantiations that could have plausibly happened

in that specific context but did not. While an RDA can represent a suitable tool for a

qualitative overview of the current AI safety landscape revealing multiple issues to be

addressed in the immediate near-term, an RCRA can supplement an RDA by adding

breadth, depth and context-sensitivity to these insights with the potential to improve the

efficiency of future-oriented regulatory strategies1.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next Section 2.2, we first in-

troduce a simple fit-for-purpose AI risk taxonomy as basis for classification within RDAs

and RCRAs for AI observatory projects. In Section 2.3 and in the subsequent Sec-

tion 2.4, we elaborate on aims but also limitations of RDA and RCRA while collating

concrete examples from practice to clarify the proposed descriptive and counterfactual

analyses. In Section 2.5, we exemplify the requirement for transdisciplinarily conceived

hybrid cognitive-affective AI observatory approaches and more generally AI safety frame-

works. In Subsection 2.5.1, we provide near-term guidelines directly linked to the prac-

tical factuals and counterfactuals from RDA and RCRA respectively. Hereinafter, we

discuss differentiated and bifurcated long-term directions through the lens of two re-

cent AI safety paradigms: artificial stupidity (AS) and eternal creativity (EC) – succinct

concepts which are introduced in Subsection 2.5.2. We provide incentives for future con-

structive dialectics by delineating central distinctive themes in AS and EC which (while

overlapping with regard to multiple near-term views) exhibit pertinent differences with

respect to long-term AI safety strategies. Thereafter, in Section 2.6, we briefly com-

ment on data collection methods for RDAs and idea generation processes for RCRAs.

Finally, in Section 2.7, we summarize the introduced ensemble of transdisciplinary and

socio-psycho-technological recommendations combining retrospective analyses and future-

oriented contradistinctions.

1Note that in cyborgnetics [16], a meta-disciplinary approach to the mitigation of socio-psycho-techno-

physical harm in cyborgnets, next to an RDA and an RCRA, the set of future-oriented countermeasures

projected to the immediate counterfactual future is called future-oriented counterfactual defense analysis

(FCDA). For this reason, the triadic method of RDA, RDA-based RCRA and RDA-and-RCRA-based

FCDA implicitly utilized in this transdisciplinary observatory can be understood as an early exemplary

instantiation of a cyborgnetic analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Simplified overview of main Type I AI risks. Modified from [19].

2.2 Simple AI Risk Taxonomy

For simplicity and means of illustration, we utilize the streamlined AI risk taxonomy dis-

played in Figure 2.1 for the classification of practical examples of AI risk instantiations in

the RDA and corresponding downward counterfactuals in the RCRA. This simplified tax-

onomy has been derived from a recent work by Aliman et al. [19]. (Note that the original

taxonomy makes a substrate-independent difference between two disjunct sets of systems:

Type I systems and Type II systems. While the set of Type II systems includes all sys-

tems that exhibit the ability to consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge,

Type I systems are by definition all those systems that do not exhibit this capability.

Obviously, all present-day AI systems are of Type I whereas Type II AI is up to now

non-existent. In fact, the only currently known group of Type II systems are human en-

tities. For this reason, the taxonomy we consider here for RDA and RCRA only focuses

on the practically-relevant and already instantiated classes of Type I AI risks.) Following

cybersecurity-oriented approaches to AI safety [14, 84, 407, 550], we do not only classi-

cally zoom in on unintentional failure modes but also on intentional malice exhibited by

malevolent actors. This distinction is reflected in the utilized taxonomy by contrasting

AI risks brought about by malicious human actors (risk Ia and Ib) vs. those caused by

unintentional failures and events (risks Ic and Id). Moreover, the taxonomy distinguishes

between AI risks forming themselves at the pre-deplyoment stage (Ia and Ic) vs. those

forming themselves at the post-deployment stage (Ib and Id).

2.3 Retrospective Descriptive Analysis (RDA)

2.3.1 Aims and Limitations

To allow for a human-centered AI governance, one requires a dynamic responsive frame-

work that is updatable by design [25] in the light of novel emerging socio-technological [24,

96, 353] AI impacts. For this purpose, it has been postulated to combine proactive and

reactive mechanisms in AI governance frameworks in order to achieve an effective socio-
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technological feedback-loop [25]. An RDA can be understood as a reactive AI governance

and AI safety mechanism. More precisely, taxonomy-based RDA documentation efforts

could facilitate a detailed especially qualitative overview and valuable opportunity for

fine-grained monitoring of the AI safety landscape. It could be harnessed to guide regula-

tory efforts, inform policymakers and raise sensitivity in AI security, law and the general

public. Further, an RDA could inform future ethical and security-aware AI design and

guide endeavors to build defense mechanisms for AI systems enhancing their robustness

and performance.

In addition to the proposed fourfold qualitative distinction via the classification in risks

Ia, Ib, Ic and Id, one could also introduce a quantitative parameter for intensity rat-

ings [461] such as harm intensity [14]. Given the harm-based nature of human cognitive

templates in morality [217, 456], a harm parameter could provide a meaningful short-

cut to encode the urgency of addressing specific risk instantiations in practice. However,

given the simultaneous perceiver-dependency [216, 456] of harm perception in morality

which is strongly based on dyadic considerations (the degree to which an intentional agent

is perceived to inflict damage to a vulnerable patient [456]), corresponding assignments

may not generalize. Nevertheless, identifying peaks of harm intensity above a certain

agreed upon threshold (e.g. starting at the level of lethal risks) from an RDA might rep-

resent a responsible strategy with less controversial assignments. (Analogously, as further

specified in Section 2.4, it is meaningful to focus on analytically derived above threshold

downward counterfactuals as basis for an RCRA.) Extracted RDA peaks can be useful to

calibrate regulations where necessary while avoiding superfluous constraints for multiple

stakeholders that could hinder freedom and progress in the AI field.

Obviously, the quality of RDA results depends on data collection methods and an RDA

may not reveal a comprehensive overall picture. Generally, AI risk instantiations could

stay unreported, overlooked by the manual or automated data sampling or even remain

unnoticed in certain contexts despite already existing. Finally, it is important to note

that an RDA should not be understood as means to predict the future. As known from

Popper, a society cannot predict the contents of its own future knowledge [410]. This

fundamental unpredictability is directly relevant to understand limitations of an AI ob-

servatory – it can only reveal patterns of the past. There is no guarantee of repetitions

and for instance completely unknownable novel threats could emerge via future human

malevolent creativity in the form of risk instantiations Ia and Ib or via yet unknown errors

leading to future instances Ic and Id. Instead of conceiving of an RDA as an oracle, we

suggest framing it as a valuable preparative but incomplete tool with certain fundamental

and further non-fundamental limitations. How an RCRA can be utilized to tackle one

restriction of the latter sort is described in Section 2.4.
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2.3.2 RDA for AI Risk Instantiations Ia and Ib – Examples

To clarify the implementation of a taxonomy-based RDA for an AI observatory, we briefly

analytically document a variety of concrete already instantiated AI risks starting with

those linked to intentional malice (AI risks Ia and Ib). For risk Ia, the current goals of

the human entities in the context of many induced events are mostly either adversarial

goals hold by malicious actors or research goals of white hats and AI security researchers.

To provide a simple and compact overview for risk Ia, we group the space of these different

goals in a set of 6 (unquestionably non-exhaustive) main clusters: 5 adversarial clusters

and 1 research cluster conflating the research goals. The aim of the research cluster is to

demonstrate the feasibility of malicious AI design motivated by diverse adversarial goals

across a variety of domains in order to foster safety-awareness. Beyond that, we consider

1 extra emerging risk pattern, namely automated disconcertion which we introduce in a

few paragraphs.

First, an adversarial cluster 1 could be described as grouping the use of generative AI for

subsequent (cyber-)crime facilitation e.g. via impersonation [244, 437, 442, 486]. Striking

examples for adversarial cluster 1 include a deep-learning based voice cloning of the CEO

of a UK-based company that enabled a fraudster to acquire ca. $243,000 [486] and a

scammer that suceeded to cause a transfer of ca. $287,000 with a deepfake video sample

impersonation [437]. Second, one can indentify an adversarial cluster 2 related to defama-

tion, harassment, revenge and sextortion [210] typically employing deepfake techniques

such as deep learning based facial replacement to visually place targeted often female in-

dividuals in pornographic video settings they never partook [7]. Third, adversarial cluster

3 comprises the use of AI for misinformation and disinformation purposes [9] including

via fake profiles camouflaged with AI-generated synthetic portraits [431]. Fourth, an ad-

versarial cluster 4 consists in using deepfake methods (as well as recent applications of

deepfakes to virtual reality [121]) for a form of non-consensual voyeurism whereby even

underage victims are assumed to be affected in some cases [236]. Fifth, adversarial clus-

ter 5 includes AI-supported espionage [133] (e.g. via AI-generated fake profile pictures

on social media platforms[450]), AI-aided intelligence gathering [416] and controversial

AI-supported targeted profiling [365].

Moreover, we identify a research cluster 1 as described. Notably, security researchers pro-

vided proof-of-concepts among others related to designing camouflaged undetectable fake

samples usable for other crimes (e.g. adversarial deepfakes bypassing deepfake filters [370]

which could be misused to conceal unethical illegal material disguised as deepfakes and

furthermore undetected AI-generated fake comments i.a. on a federal public comment

website [564]). Recent security work also successfully explored advanced deepfake tech-

niques for improved impersonation, spear-phishing and large-scale disinformation [384].

Yampolskiy crafted a proof-of-concept for an AI-generated fake academic article [278]
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perhaps simultaneously acting as cautionary example and as a form of honeypot [566] for

inattentive readers that might cite this article unknowingly. Other researchers identified

an emerging interest for deepfake ransomware [371] in certain cybercriminal circles. Be-

yond that, it has been demonstrated that via a replica of a victim intelligent system (a

deep reinforcement learning agent), the policies of the victim system can be compromised

in a targeted way [107].

Interestingly, an already perceptible consequence of the mere existence of risk Ia instan-

tiations containing the design of deepfake technologies already led to the emergence of a

risk pattern which has been termed automated disconcertion. Automated disconcertion

can imply the intentional or also unintentional mislabelling of real samples as fake – e.g.

in the context of misleading conspiracy theories [482] or against the background of uncer-

tain political settings as it was the case in Gabon not long ago [234]. (To summarize the

latter, a “recent failed military coup in the context of pre-existing political unrest in Gabon

was partially grounded in the proliferation of the wrong assumption that an official pres-

idential video represented a manipulative deepfake video” (see Chapter 4).) Conversely,

automated disconcertion can also mean that fake samples are considered as being authen-

tic or simply lead to highly uncertain and inconclusive settings in which doubts cannot

be further resolved in reasonable time with acceptable resources. In short, this additional

outlier risk pattern is called automated disconcertion since it does not further necessitate

the interference of any actors to be repeatedly instantiated after initiation.

Coming to risk Ib, its instantiations are currently predominantly concentrated in a single

research-oriented cluster (in analogy to research cluster 1 for risk Ia instantiations). How-

ever, it is thinkable that exploits of AI vulnerabilities unknown to the public are already

taking place before disclosure (a type of zero-day exploits [67] applied to the AI domain).

The main benign research goal for security researchers to target risk Ib instantiations

is currently mostly to disclose existing AI vulnerabilities against malicious attacks and

explore possible novel defenses against those before their exploitation. This already led to

an incessant attacker-defender race in the fast moving field of security for machine learn-

ing and adversarial examples [103, 100, 398, 497]. In recent years, researchers have among

others developed different attack schemes on how to evade cybersecurity AI [298], e-mail

protection, verification tools [417], forensic classifiers [102] and person detectors [543],

how to elicit algorithmic biases [14, 526], how to fool medical AI [111, 192, 231, 570], law

enforcement tools [572] as well as autonomous vehicles [97, 413], how to perform denial-

of-service and other adversarial attacks on commercial AI services [110, 332, 541], how to

cause energy-intense and unnecessarily prolonged processing time [469] and how to poison

AI systems post-deployment [117].
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2.3.3 RDA for AI Risk Instantiations Ic and Id – Examples

In this subsection, we continue to elucidate the practical application of a taxonomy-based

RDA by now briefly analytically documenting various already instantiated unintentionally

triggered risks that formed themselves at the pre- and post-deployment stage (i.e. risk Ic

and Id respectively). For risk Ic, we group the space of observed failure modes in a set of

5 (unquestionably non-exhaustive) main failure clusters. In addition, we present 1 extra

emerging risk pattern. In analogy to the outlier risk pattern of automated disconcertion

related to risk Ia instantiations, we introduce the risk pattern of automated peer pressure

representing an already perceptible side-effect of specific risk instantiations Ic. In the

case of AI risk instantiations Id, we consider a single main failure cluster. (Overall, in

some cases, it is difficult to delineate a risk instantiation type unambiguously (e.g. Ic

vs. Id in the presence of multiple complex influences or even in a few cases Ic vs. Ia

given different ethical perspectives). This practical limitation is partially linked to the

perceiver-dependency of classification-related assignments that may also play a role in a

future AI observatory. However, by publicly sharing the sources, it is possible for entities

external to an AI observatory to refine interpretations. Generally, we humbly subscribe

to the epistemological view that all knowledge is fallible [115].)

For risk Ic, we consider the 5 main failure clusters described in the following. First, failure

cluster 1 comprises ethically-relevant instances of algorithmic bias [381]. Part of this clus-

ter are misclassifications of diverse underrepresented patterns in AI training datasets with

unethical repercussions as exhibited in e.g. facial misidentification [249], facial recognition

failures [91, 144], inaccuracy in AI-aided diagnosis [322]. Other cases are datasets with

historically outdated unethical labels [414] and ethically-sensitive training biases favor-

ing overrepresented patterns [272]. Second, failure cluster 2 refers to instances of poorly

designed low-performing AI that are halted subsequently [292]. Third, failure cluster 3

are AI methods designed for law enforcement but threatening privacy [265]. Fourth, fail-

ure cluster 4 subsumes all unintentional risk instantiations linked to more or less hidden

pseudo-scientific or outdated and previously refuted preconceptions. For instance, the

deployment of AI for facial recognition of criminals based on “minute features” [143, 241]

in their face is based on pseudo-scientific assumptions [400]. Further, the deployment of

present-day image-based “emotion recognition” AI is not grounded in state-of-the-art [53]

affective science and lacks the required multimodal and context-sensitive modelling to be

able to mimick how humans infer [208] (and not detect) affective patterns. In fact, a

ban has been requested for premature emotion AI i.a. to prevent usage in ethically sen-

sitive settings [137] such as law enforcement, fraud detection or recruiting. Fifth, failure

cluster 5 is linked to affective, persuasive [334] and (micro-)targeted AI-aided methods

that already permeate human cognitive-affective constructions in a way extending beyond

the initial design purposes and causing epistemic biases ranging from a loss of critical

stance via AI-empowered social media [273, 453] to flawed mind perception in present-
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day robots [114, 545].

A further risk pattern that emerged via the mere existence of specific AI risk instanti-

ations Ic assignable to the failure cluster 5, is a construct that we call automated peer

pressure. It is already known that attention at a collective level can be intentionally bi-

ased and manipulated in social media [273] also with the help of bots [390, 415] (risk Ia).

Moreover, as stated in an open letter written by multiple known psychologists and sent

to the American Psychological Association: “[...] the desire for social acceptance and the

fear of social rejection are exploited by psychologists and other behavior change experts

to pull users into social media sites and keep them there for long periods of time” [329]

– especially children [334]. Susceptible collective attention mechanisms and beliefs are

already even unintentionally [453] strongly influenced by AI-empowered social media ini-

tially developed for benign purposes. Paired with the strong social dependency of humans

where social pressure plays an important regulatory role with biological roots [494], it al-

ready triggered what one could call automated peer pressure, a self-perpetuating pattern

of social pressure [30, 43, 198, 228, 485] without the need for social agents that directly

and consciously exert it. Beyond that, the known group phenomenon of “self-reinforcing

networks of like-minded users” [415] encountered in social media has been termed ho-

mophily [273, 415]. Overall, a combination of a multiplicity of heterogeneous factors of

which epistemic biases, homophily, affective contagion [184, 273], bots and automated

peer pressure are only a subset may foster the documented spread of propaganda in so-

cial media [415] as well as the reported negative impacts on the mental health of young

users [342, 453].

Finally, concerning AI risk Id, we observe one main failure cluster which is connected to

unanticipated post-deployment usage modes and contexts which also includes eventual

complications within unusual interactions of the AI system in a dynamically changing

environment. Notable examples are failures of facial recognition AI linked to COVID-19

causing the widespread use of facial masks [321, 366, 372], the invariant responses of nat-

ural language processing systems when faced with nonsensical instead of usual meaningful

queries [310] (disclosing the low level of understanding) and the AI-based censorship of a

picture displaying ancient slavery settings due to a forerunning misclassification labelling

the sample as displaying nudity [491]. Other cases include unknown latent biases in med-

ical AI [154] and other forms of biases in medical AI that unfold post-deployment as a

function of geographical factors [291].
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2.4 Retrospective Counterfactual Risk Analysis (RCRA)

2.4.1 Aims and Limitations

While upward counterfactuals of a factual event refer to the better ways in which that

event could have unfolded but did not, downward counterfactuals refer to those conceiv-

able ways in which this event could have turned out worse. In the past, counterfactual

thinking has often been framed as detrimental rumination or even as cognitive bias. How-

ever, a modern explanatory framework from social psychology termed functional theory

of counterfactual thinking (abbreviated with FTCT in the following) stresses that coun-

terfactual thoughts can offer “[...] insights that comprise blueprints for future action

[...]” [436]. FTCT stresses that counterfactual thinking serves problem-solving and can

exhibit high usefulness especially in complex multi-causal domains [436]. At the intraper-

sonal level, counterfactual thoughts are based on implicit processes caused by problems,

they are linked to a negatively valenced state of core affect [171] and have the potential

to evoke (mental or physical) actions that can potentially correct the underlying errors.

This procedure instantiates a regulatory loop – which corresponds to a type of negative

feedback model [171] enacted as goal-oriented corrective behavior.

Recently, the notion of an RCRA [539] building upon downward counterfactuals from

historical events has been proposed to risk stakeholders in the context of risk management

applied to hazardous events (such as earthquakes or terroristic attacks). As explained by

Woo [539], such an innovative augmented historical analysis represents a generic universal

tool that can supplement regulatory resilience tests and sense-making while facilitating

the formation of more differentiated and nuanced views. Given its conjectured domain-

general nature and seeming applicability to complex multi-causal domains of risk analysis,

we suggest to transfer RCRA to AI observatory contexts at a conceptual level.

For illustration purposes, the Subsection 2.4.3 presents a simplified RDA-based RCRA

which directly builds upon the exemplary RDA performed in the last Section 2.3. Our

method is loosely inspired by Woo’s RCRA conception which manifests itself by the gen-

eral integration of downward counterfactuals from historical samples. However, our step-

wise methodology (elucidated in the subsequent Subsection 2.4.2) to extract meaningful

candidates for the simulation2 of downward counterfactuals given a large state space of

past events has been independently conceived and tailored to the specific AI observatory

domain. Overall, we understand an RCRA as complement for a forerunning RDA. To-

gether, this pair of retrospective analyses could provide a solid starting point for future

AI observatory projects to be however necessarily updated and error-corrected with time.

2Downward counterfactuals can be (co-)created e.g. in a predominantly mental form, facilitated by

immersive design fiction settings (including storytelling narratives and virtual reality) or simulated and

visualized with technological tools.
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In abstract terms, combining RDA and RCRA can be seen as a socio-technological enact-

ment of the regulatory loop-governing behavior [171] described in FTCT – which fits

to the AI governance recommendation mentioned earlier in Subsection 2.3.1, namely

the notion of a socio-technological feedback-loop combining proactive and reactive mea-

sures [14, 24, 25]. While an RDA mainly represents a reactive documenting approach, an

RCRA attempts to broaden future proactive measures by anticipating potential extreme

branches of the future while resisting the fallacy to cast itself as oracle tool. We empha-

size that in the light of the fundamental unpredictability of future knowledge creation

as well as the fallibility and incompleteness of human knowledge, surprises and errors

are unavoidable. No RCRA can guarantee unassailability. This is similarly the case in

cybersecurity for other types of techniques that are likewise assignable to a broad class

of proactive security measures related to downward counterfactuals such as penetration

testing [531] and red teaming [423, 428]. Also there it holds that the non-detection of a

vulnerability does not guarantee its absence. (Conversely, the detection of a vulnerability

does also not guarantee its future exploitation by malicious actors3.)

2.4.2 Preparatory Procedure

After having expounded on aims and limitations of an RDA-based RCRA, we speak to

the preparatory procedure of meaningfully extracting the required downward counter-

factuals for an RCRA taking as input the set ORDA containing all instances from the

forerunning RDA. However, before providing further details, we recall as mentioned in

Subsection 2.3.1 that a meaningful agreed upon threshold τ of harm intensity is recom-

mendable. Although perceiver-dependent, a sufficiently high threshold such as e.g. when

set to plausible downward counterfactuals of at least lethal dimension may be suitable.

On an oversimplified harm intensity scale with 1 standing for almost no harm and 5 for

existential risk, let 4 stand for a lethal risk (with 2 encoding minor and 3 major harm).

Naturally, this threshold and scale are solely employed for purely illustrative purposes and

more differentiated and tailored approaches may be required in practice [14]. Equipped

with the scale and the exemplary threshold τ = 4, we elaborate in the following on how

the set ORCRA of all clusters4 considered in an RCRA can be constructed starting with

ORDA and consecutively applying the following ordered sequence of 4 operations in yet to

be described ways: 1) taxonomization, 2) analytical clustering, 3) brute-force deliberation

and threshold-based pruning, 4) assembly.

As first step, taxonomization is applied to ORDA which consists in a one-to-one mapping

3For instance, their interest could shift, the asset could be(come) less interesting or the attack too

time-consuming and costly.
4For an enhanced context-sensitivity and to avoid overfitting to the idiosyncrasies of single isolated

events, we recommend RCRA simulations at the level of clusters and not of single instances as becomes

apparent in the next Subsection 2.4.3.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified sketch on possible preparatory procedure to extract peak generic

downward counterfactuals for an RCRA out of a forerunning taxonomy-based RDA for

an AI observatory. The top node stands for the initial set ORDA containing all RDA

samples. For illustration, the risk instantiation clusters from Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 are

filled in. A refers to adversarial, R to research, E to extra and F to failure cluster.

The conjunction of all analytically derived leaves are possible generic above threshold

downward counterfactuals of interest for the RCRA. In this example, the output set

for the RCRA corresponds to ORCRA = {A′
a2
, A′

a3
, A′

a4
, R′

a1
, E ′

a1
, R′

b1
, E ′

c1
, F ′

d1
}. For more

details, see text.

of each AI risk instantiation sample to either a key from the taxonomy (i.e. Ia, Ib, Ic

or Id) or in theory to a generic placeholder key for novel unknown patterns. In our

description, all samples were directly or at least secondarily assignable to the pre-existing

taxonomy keys and no unknown key was required. As second step, the researchers apply

an analytical clustering operation based on a self-generated explanatory semantic grouping

linking every sample associated with a specific key, to a cluster. By way of example,

under risk Ia discussed in Section 2.3.2, this operation led to 5 adversarial clusters, 1

research cluster and 1 extra cluster. In a third step, the researchers apply brute-force

deliberation5 and threshold-based pruning by mentally going through every single sample

of ORDA and trying to devise – within reasonable self-determined time limits – a plausible

downward counterfactual where it holds for the self-rated harm intensity h, that h ≥ τ . If

such a suitable downward counterfactual is generated in time, the sample is maintained,

otherwise the sample is discarded from further consideration. Finally, the fourth operation

assembly is performed which requires to assemble ORCRA by linking back the remaining

samples to their clusters from the second step. On this basis, one obtains the generic

downward counterfactuals that need to be analyzed for the intended RCRA. In short,

this simple step-wise procedure takes RDA instances as inputs and produces a set of

generic RCRA clusters as output. This output set ORCRA represents the superset of

5In theory, this search can be optimized further. However, the aim is to (at a later stage) obtain

a broad as possible set of counterfactual instances to increase illustrative power. Both one-to-one and

many-to-one mappings between downward counterfactual instances and clusters can potentially become

RCRA-relevant if stored. This is connected to the complementary cognitive co-creation method used to

interlink the preparatory procedure with the RCRA that we explain in Subsection 2.6.2.
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the searched meaningful generic above threshold downward counterfactuals of interest.

For clarification, the next paragraph briefly comments on the application of this simple

preparatory procedure to our exemplary RDA instances.

While applying the third step of brute-force deliberation and threshold-based pruning,

we deleted a large amount of RDA samples since many instances did not seem to have

had a plausibe downward counterfactual with a harm intensity h ≥ τ . However, we de-

cisively already identified certain rare samples where this condition was fulfilled. In the

fourth step, we assembled ORCRA by linking these maintained samples back to 8 RDA

clusters as described in the following. For risk Ia, we deleted the first and fifth adversarial

cluster but maintained adversarial cluster 2 (encoded with Aa2), adversarial cluster 3

(Aa3), adversarial cluster 4 (Aa4), the single research cluster (Ra1) and the extra cluster

(Ea1) of automated disconcertion. For risk Ib, the standalone research cluster (Rb1) was

maintained. For risk Ic, only the extra cluster (Ec1) of automated peer pressure remained,

and we deleted all failure clusters. Finally, for risk Id, we kept the single available failure

cluster (Fd1). While these clusters were mapped to factual risk instantiations, an RCRA

obviously requires the generation of corresponding downward counterfactuals. Thus, in-

stead of Aa2 , we encode its unreal generic downward counterfactual which we denote A′
a2
.

Similarly, instead of Aa3 , we write A′
a3

and so forth. Consequently, as illustrated in a

highly simplified form in Figure 2.2, one can hereafter fairly straightforwardly assemble

these fragments (visualized as the leaves of the tree) in order to obtain the final output

set ORCRA = {A′
a2
, A′

a3
, A′

a4
, R′

a1
, E ′

a1
, R′

b1
, E ′

c1
, F ′

d1
}.

2.4.3 Exemplary RDA-based RCRA for AI Observatory Projects

Recently, co-creation design fictions (DFs) [6, 406] known from human-computer inter-

action (HCI) [426] have been recommended for security practices in the AI field [262]

and at the intersection between AI and virtual reality (AIVR). Generally, DFs “can be

used for technological future projections by experts in the form of e.g. narratives or con-

strued prototypes that can be represented in text, audio or video formats but also in VR

environments” (see Chapter 4 where we cautioned likewise not to regard a DF as a

means to predict the future but as preparatory tool). In our view, one promising way

to perform an RDA-based RCRA could be to frame each RCRA cluster as co-creation

DF task. Distinctively, instead of projecting into the future as performed in classical

DF contexts, such an RDA-based RCRA-DF construes instances of RCRA cluster narra-

tives (or experiential prototypes) projecting to the counterfactual past. For illustration,

we apply a simplified RDA-based RCRA-DF to each of the 8 elements within the set

ORCRA = {A′
a2
, A′

a3
, A′

a4
, R′

a1
, E ′

a1
, R′

b1
, E ′

c1
, F ′

d1
} assembled in the preparatory procedure

of the previous Subsection 2.4.2. For RCRA-DFs pertaining to intentional malice (risks Ia

and Ib), we provide short DF narratives taking the form of a succinct threat model [101]
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specifying adversarial goals, knowledge and capabilities. By contrast, for unintentional

failure modes (risks Ic and Id), we instead describe a short failure model comprising initial

design goals, knowledge gaps and unintended effects. Generally, we only consider instan-

tiations of RCRA clusters that correspond to above threshold downward counterfactuals

(i.e. with a harm intensity h ≥ τ whereby in Subsection 2.4.2, τ was exemplarily set to

lethal risk dimensions).

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a2

� Adversarial Goals: AI-aided defamation, revenge, harassment and sextortion.

� Adversarial Knowledge: Since it is a malicious stakeholder that is designing

the AI, the system is available to this adversary in a transparent white-box setting.

Concerning the knowledge pertaining to the human target, a grey-box setting is

assumed. Open-source intelligence gathering and social engineering are exemplary

tools that the adversary can employ to widen its knowledge of beliefs, preferences

and personal traits exhibited by the victim.

� Adversarial Capabilities: In the following, we briefly speak to exemplary plau-

sible counterfactuals of at least lethal nature that malicious actors could have been

capable to bring about and that are “worse than what actually happened” [539] (as

per RDA). For defamation purposes, it would have been for instance possible to

craft AI-generated fake samples that wrongly incriminate victims with not actually

executed actions (e.g. a fake homicide but also fake police violence) leading to a

subsequent assassination when deployed in precarious milieus with high criminality.

To enact revenge with lethal consequences in socio-cultural settings that particu-

larly penalize the violation of restrictive moral principles, similar AI-based methods

could have been applicable (e.g. via deepfakes assumingly displaying fake adultery or

contents linked to homosexuality). An already instantiated form of AI-enabled ha-

rassment mentioned in the RDA consists in sharing fake AI-generated video samples

of pornographic nature via social media channels [7]. Consequences could include

suicide of vulnerable targets (as generally in cybervictimization [276]) or exposure to

a lynch mob. In fact, the contemplation of suicide by deepfake pornography targets

has already been reported lately [210]. Finally, concerning AI-supported sextor-

tion, warnings directed to teenagers and pertaining to the convergence of deepfakes

and sextortion have been formulated recently [141]. Given the link between sextor-

tion and suicide associated with motifs such as i.a. hopelessness, humiliation and

shame [374], consequences of technically feasible but not yet instantiated deepfake

sextortion scams could also include suicide – next to simplifying this criminal en-

actment by adding automatable elements.
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Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a3

� Adversarial Goals: AI-aided misinformation and disinformation.

� Adversarial Knowledge: Identical to adversarial knowledge indicated in 2.4.3.

� Adversarial Capabilities: Technically speaking, a malicious actor could have

crafted misleading and disconcerting fake AI-generated material that could be in-

terpreted by extreme endorsers of pre-existing misguided conspiracy theories as

providing evidence for their beliefs inciting them to subsequent lethal violence. A

historical precedent of gun violence as reaction to fake news seemingly confirm-

ing false conspiracy theories was the Pizzagate shooting case where a young man

fired a rifle in a pizzeria “[...] wrongly believing he was saving children trapped in

a sex-slave ring” [225]. Beyond that, when it comes to (micro-)targeted [273] dis-

information, conceivable malicious actors could have more systematically already

employed hazardous AI-aided information warfare [415] techniques in social media.

This could have been supported by AI-enabled psychographic targeting tools [273]

and via networks of automated bots [64, 415] partially concealed via AI-generated

artefacts such as fake profile pictures. While the level of sophistication of many

present-day social bots is limited [35], more sophisticated bots emulating a breadth

of human online behavior patterns are already developed [77, 558] and it is known

for some time [467] that “[...] political bots exacerbate political polarization” [556].

By AI-aided microtargeting of specific groups of people that are ready to carry out

violent acts, malicious actors could have caused more political unrest with major

lethal outcomes. In fact, Tim Kendall who was a prior director of monetization at

Facebook recently stated more broadly that “[...] one possible near-term effect of

online platforms’ manipulative and polarizing nature could be civil war” [453].

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative A′
a4

� Adversarial Goals: AI-aided non-consensual voyeurism.

� Adversarial Knowledge: Identical to adversarial knowledge indicated in 2.4.3.

� Adversarial Capabilities: Before delving into downward counterfactuals that

corresponding malicious actors could have already brought about, it is important to

note that the goal considered in this cluster is not primarily the credibility or ap-

pearance of authenticity exhibited by the synthetic AI-generated contents. Rather,

the focus when visually displaying the target non-consensually in compromising

settings is more on feeding personal fantasies or facilitating a demonstration of

power [121, 236] while the synthetic samples can obviously concurrently be shared

via social media channels. Against this backdrop, it is not difficult to imagine
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that when editing visual material of vulnerable targets with practices such as deep-

learning based “undressing” [236], a disclosure could induce motifs of hopelessness,

humiliation and shame in some of those individuals provoking suicidal attempts

similar to the hypothetical deepfake sextortion counterfactual described in 2.4.3.

The mere sensing of having been victimized via non-consensual deepfake pornog-

raphy has also been associated with the perception of a “digital rape” [179, 210].

Especially when the victims are underage [236], this could plausibly reinforce sui-

cidal ideation. Another dangerous avenue may be subtle combination possibilities

available to the malicious actor. Non-consensual voyeuristic (but also more gener-

ally abusive) illegal but quasi-untraceable material bypassing content filters could

be meticulously concealed with deepfake technologies and unnoticedly propagated6

for some time. This could hinder criminal prosecution and particularly threaten the

life of vulnerable young victims. Potentiated with automated disconcertion, it could

cause a set of latent lethal socio-psycho-technological risks.

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative R′
a1

� Adversarial Goals: Research on malevolent AI.

� Adversarial Knowledge: Identical to adversarial knowledge indicated in 2.4.3.

� Adversarial Capabilities: To begin with, note that in this RCRA cluster, we as-

sume that the research is motivated bymalign intentions contrary to the correspond-

ing factual RDA research cluster that is conducted with benign and precautionary

intentions by security researchers and white hats as mentioned in Subsection 2.3.2.

This additional distinction is permissible due to its property as downward coun-

terfactual. By way of illustration, malicious actors could have already performed

research on malevolent AI design in the domain of autonomous mobility or in the

military domain. They could have developed a novel type of meta-level physical ad-

versarial attacks on intelligent systems7 directly utilizing other physically deployed

intelligent systems under their control. Such an attacker-controlled intelligent sys-

tem could be employed as a new advanced form of present-day physical adversarial

examples [109, 167, 303, 369, 529, 543] against a selected victim intelligent sys-

tem. The maliciously crafted AI could have been designed to optimize on physically

6For instance by mixing real material with synthetic elements obtained from style-based generative

adversarial network methods [283], deep-learning based face-replacement and adversarial deepfake tech-

niques [370] in order to evade content filters critical to law enforcement.
7With intelligent systems, we refer to technically feasible AIs implemented with the intention to

let those independently perform an OODA-loop (i.e. observe, orient, decide, act) that is goal-governed

by human entities (e.g. using updatable human-defined ethical goal functions [25, 14] prepared pre-

deployment). Why in high-risk contexts one must however instantiate the so-called COOCA-loop meta-

paradigm instead is discussed in Chapter 8.
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fooling the victim AI system once deployed in the environment e.g. via physical

manipulations at the sensor level such as to misleadingly bring about victim poli-

cies with lethal consequences entirely unintended by the operators of the victim

model. A further concerning instance of malign research could have been secretive

or closed-source research on automated medical AI forgery tools that add imper-

ceptible adversarial perturbations to inputs such as to cause tailored customizable

misclassifications. While the vulnerability of medical AI to adversarial attacks is

already known [111, 192, 231, 420, 570] and could be exploited by actors intending

medical fraud e.g. for financial gains, certain exertions of this practice in the wrong

settings could be misused as tool for murder attempts and targeted homicides.

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative E ′
a1

� Adversarial Goals: This extra cluster of automated disconcertion refers to a risk

pattern that emerged automatically from the mere availability and proliferation of

deepfake methods in recent years. However, it is conceivable that this AI-related

agentless automatic pattern can be intentionally instrumentalized in the service of

other (not necessarily AI-related) primary adversarial goals. One example for a

primary adversarial goal cluster in the light of which it is appealing for a mali-

cious actor to strategically harness automated disconcertion, would be information

warfare and agitation on social media. In fact, early cases may already occur [482].

� Adversarial Knowledge: Identical to adversarial knowledge indicated in 2.4.3.

� Adversarial Capabilities: The use of social media in information warfare has

been described to be linked to the objective to intentionally blur the lines be-

tween fact and fiction [273]. The motif of automated disconcertion itself could be

weaponized and misleadingly framed as providing evidence for post-truth narratives

offering an ideal breeding ground for global political adversaries performing informa-

tion warfare via disinformation. Malicious actors could then intensify this framing

with the use of pertinent AI technology enlarging their adversarial capabilities as

described earlier under the cluster of AI-aided misinformation and disinformation

in 2.4.3. Given that automated disconcertion may aggravate pre-existing global

strategically maintained confusions [118], it becomes clear that a more effective in-

citement to lethal violence, political unrest with major lethal outcomes or civil wars

could be achieved.

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative R′
b1

� Adversarial Goals: Research on vulnerabilities of deployed AI systems.
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� Adversarial Knowledge: Grey-box setting (partial knowledge of AI implemen-

tation details).

� Adversarial Capabilities: As analogously described in 2.4.3, we assume that the

research is conducted with malicious intentions. Zero-day exploits of vulnerabilities

in (semi-)autonomous mobility and cooperative driving settings to trigger extensive

fatal road accidents seem realizable.

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative E ′
c1

� Designer Goals: Although automated peer pressure refers to an agentless self-

perpetuating mechanism that emerged through AI-empowered (micro-)targeting8 on

social media, its origins can certainly be traced back to the original benign or neutral

economic intentions underlying the early design of social media platforms. Psychol-

ogist Richard Freed called present-day social media an “attention economy” [334]

and it is plausible that social media profits from the maximization of utilization

time spent by their users.

� Knowledge Gaps: Early social media designers may not have foreseen the far-

reaching consequences of the designed socio-technological artefacts including threats

of lethal dimension or even existential caliber according to some present-day view-

points [453].

� Unintended Failures: The more attention users pay to social media contents,

the more time they may spend with like-minded individuals (consistent with ho-

mophily9 [273, 415]) and the more they may be prone to automated peer pres-

sure. The latter can an also be partially fueled by social bots aggravating polariza-

tion [556]. The bigger the success of information warfare and targeted disinformation

on social media and the higher the performance of the AI technology empowering it,

the more groups of like-minded peers could (but of course not necessarily) uptake

8As for instance successfully performed in the Cambridge Analytica case [273].
9Homophily in social media is a multidimensional construct that can refer to attitudes, beliefs, pref-

erences, appearances across a variety of domains. It is by no means limited to the often discussed

case of political homophily [123]. For example, empirical social media studies identified weight-based ho-

mophily [301], journalistic homophily [233], homophily in rumor sharing [323], higher perceived homophily

by users from collectivistic cultures [328], perceived homophily driving consumer purchase intentions [448]

and credibility of information [270], homophilic effects in consumer-website relationships [296], homophily

as factor for vlogger popularity [317], ideological hashtag homophily in marketing campaigns [544] and

even homophily related to music preferences [573]. Apart from that, it is known in social psychology that

“ingroups are seen as more variable than outgroups” [523] (especially in individualistic cultures). This

could arguably strengthen the (wrong) perception of engaging in heterogeneous online spaces. However,

some studies actually found social media patterns diverging from homophily [40]. Hence, it is important

to further assess the context-sensitive nature of the phenomenon in future work.
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misleading ideas. Individuals could then – via these repercussions – sense a social

pressure to suppress their critical thinking and get accustomed to simply copy in-

group narratives irrespective of their contents. This scenario could in turn play into

the hands of malicious actors of the type mentioned in 2.4.3 and raise the amount

and intensity of the lethal and catastrophic scenarios of the sort described in 2.4.3.

Downward Counterfactual DF Narrative F ′
d1

� Designer Goals: Implementation of high-performance AI.

� Knowledge Gaps: Designers cannot predict the emergence of yet unknown global

risks for which no scientific explanatory framework exists (otherwise that would

contradict the fundamental unpredictability of future knowledge creation mentioned

in Subsection 2.4.1). Given that the past does not contain data patterns of yet never

instantiated hazards, the datasets utilized to train “high-performance” AI cannot

already have these eventualities reflected in their metrics.

� Unintended Failures: Exemplary failures that resulted from this unavoidable

type of knowledge gap, are multiple post-COVID AI performance issues [320, 420,

475]. Simultaneously, humanity relies more and more on medical AI systems. Would

humans have been confronted with a more aggressive type of yet unknown biological

hazard requiring even faster reactivity, it is conceivable that under the wrong con-

stellations, the AI systems optimizing on metrics pertaining to the then deprecated

old or on the novel but yet too scarce and thus biased datasets [475] could have led

to unreliable policies up to the potential of a major risk.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Hybrid Cognitive-Affective AI Observatory – Transdisci-

plinary Integration and Guidelines

In this Subsection 2.5.1, we compile near-term AI safety guidelines with respect to: 1)

the factual RDA clusters introduced in Section 2.3 and 2) the RDA-based RCRA clusters

from Subsection 2.4.3. For 2), we only specify the necessary supplementary and non-

overlapping guidelines to avoid repetitions.

Near-term Guidelines for Risks Ia and Ib

RDA:
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� Aa1 : Clearly, for risk Ia instances of adversarial cluster 1 related to the misuse

of generative AI to facilitate cybercrimes (e.g. via impersonation within social en-

gineering phone calls), already known security measures regarding identity check

are needed as minimum requirement. A standard approach to mitigate dangers of

malevolent impersonation [548] is to go beyond something you are (biometric) [554],

and to also require something you know (password) [547] and/or something you

have (ID card). Generally, an awareness-raising training of users and employees on

social engineering methods including the novel combination possibilities emerging

from malicious generative AI design seems indispensable. In addition, it may be

helpful to systematically complement those measures with old-fashioned but po-

tentially effective pre-approved but updatable private arrangements made offline

which can also employ offline elements for identity check. For instance, the mali-

cious actor may not be able to react appropriately in real-time if presented with a

from his perspective semantically unintelligible inspection question making use of

offline pre-agreed upon (dynamically updated) linguistically ciphered insider idioms.

The induced confusion could consequently help to dismantle the AI-aided imperson-

ation attempt. Having said this, it is important to analyze the attack surface that

the availability of voice cloning and even video impersonation with generative AI

brings about when instrumentalized for attacks against widespread voice-based or

video-based authentication methods.

� Aa2 : This cluster pertaining to AI-aided defamation, harassment, revenge and sex-

tortion exhibits the need for far-reaching legislatures for the protection of potential

victims. Legal frameworks but also social media platforms may need to counteract

large-scale propagation of material that threatens the safety of targeted entities.

Social services could initiate emergency call hotlines for dangerous deepfake victim-

ization. Moreover, the creation of (virtual or physical) local temporary shelters or

havens for affected individuals combining a team of transdisciplinary experts and

volunteers for acute phases immediately succeeding the release of compromising ma-

terial on social media channels appears recommendable. However, the initiation of a

societal-level debate and education could foster destigmatization of deepfake instru-

mentalized for defamation, harassment and revenge. It could dampen the effects

of widely distributed compromising material once the general public looses interest

in such currently salient elements. More broadly, educating the public about the

capabilities of deep-fake technology could be helpful in mitigating defamation, ha-

rassment and sextortion since just like society learned to deal with fake Photoshop

images, society can also learn scepticism towards AI-generated content.

� Aa3 : AI-aided misinformation and disinformation represents a highly complex socio-

psycho-technological threat landscape that needs to be addressed at multiple levels

using multi-layered [537] approaches. For instance, in a recent work addressing
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the malicious applications of generative AI and corresponding defenses, Boneh et

al. [77] provide a list of directly or indirectly concerned actors: “authors of fake con-

tent; authors of applications used to create fake content; owners of platforms that

host fake content software; educators who train engineers in sensitive technologies;

manufacturers and authors who create platforms and applications for capturing con-

tent (e.g., cameras); owners of data repositories used to train generators; unwitting

persons depicted in fake content such as images or deepfakes; platforms that host

and/or distribute fake content; audiences who encounter fake content; journalists

who report on fake content; and so on”. Crucially, as further specified by the au-

thors, “a precise threat model capturing the goal and capabilities of actors relevant to

the system being analyzed is the first step towards principled defenses” [77]. In fact,

as briefly adumbrated in Subsection 2.4.3, the format of the RDA-based RCRA-DFs

we proposed for risk Ia and Ib was purposefully instantiating exactly that – a threat

model. Overall, we thus recommend grounding the development of near-term AI

safety defenses (as applied to AI-aided disinformation but also more generally) in

RDA-based RCRA-DFs that can be once generated potentially retroactively diver-

sified by novel DF narrative instances tailored to the exemplary actors mentioned

by Boneh and collaborators. This could broaden the RCRA results and allow for

an enhanced targeted development of countermeasures.

� Aa4 : For this AI-aided form of non-consensual voyeurism, the measures of an emer-

gency hotline and a specialized haven as mentioned under cluster Aa2 are likewise

applicable. Legislators need to be informed on psychological consequences especially

for underage victims. While cluster Aa2 implied the overt public dissemination of

compromising material by what minor individuals would be less at risk given the

potential repercussions, the purely voyeuristic case can often be covert and attracts

motivational profiles that can target minor individuals [236]. In addition, it might be

valuable to proactively inform the general public and also adult population groups

susceptible to this issue in order to lift the underlying taboos and to mitigate nega-

tive psychological impacts. In the long run, instantiations of this cluster are unlikely

to be prevented any more than one can prevent someone fantasizing about someone

else. Hence, in the age of fake generative AI artefacts with the virtualization of fake

acts of heterogeneous nature normally violating physical integrity in the real-world,

it might become fundamentally important to re-assess and/or update societal no-

tions intimately linked to virtual, physical and hybrid body perception in a critical

and open dialogue.

� Aa5 : With regard to AI-aided espionage, companies and public organizations in

sensitive domains need to broadly create awareness especially related to the risk

of fake accounts with fake but real appearing profile pictures. For instance, since

the generator in a generative adversarial network (GAN) [214] is by design imitat-
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ing features from a given distribution, advanced results of a successful procedure

could appear ordinary and more typical – potentially facilitating a psychologically-

relevant intrinsic camouflaging effect. In effect, according to a recent study focused

on the human perception of GAN pictures displaying faces of fake individuals that

do not exist, “[...] GAN faces were more likely to be perceived as real than Real

faces”10 [504]. Beyond that, the authors described an increased social conformity

towards faces perceived as real independently of their actual realness. This is con-

cerning also in the light of the extra cluster Ec1 of automated peer pressure that

could make AI-aided espionage easier. A generic trivial but often underestimated

guideline that may also apply to AI-aided open-source intelligence gathering would

be to reduce the sharing of valuable information assets via social media channels and

more generally on publically available sources to a minimum. Finally, to confuse

person-tracking algorithms and prevent AI-aided surveillance misused for espionage,

camouflage [560] and adversarial patches [543] embedded in clothes and accessoires

can be utilized.

� Ra1 : As deep-fake technology proliferates and is used in numerous criminal domains,

it is conceivable that an arms-race between malevolent fakers and AI forensic ex-

perts [38, 458] will ensue, with no permanent winner. Given that this cluster Ra1

covers a wide variety of research domains in which security researchers and white

hats attempt to preemptively emulate malicious AI design activities to foster safety

awareness, a consequential recommendation appears to actively support such re-

search at multiple scales of governance. Talent in this adversarial field would need

to be attracted by tailored incentives and should not be limited to a standard sam-

pling from average sought-after skill profiles in companies, universities and public

organizations of high social reputation. This may also help to avoid an undesirable

drift to adversaries for instance at the level of information operations risking reinforc-

ing capacities mentioned in the downward counterfactual DF narratives on cluster

A′
a3
, R′

a1
and E ′

a1
presented in Subsection 2.4.3. Hence, a monolithic approach in

AI governance with a narrow focus on ethics and unintentional ethical failures is

insufficient [14]. Finally, we briefly address guidelines related to a specific Ra1 issue

concerning science (as asset of invaluable importance for a democratic society [439])

that did not yet gain attention in AI safety and AI governance but that makes fur-

ther inspections appear imperative in the near-term. Namely, targeted studies on

AI-aided deception in science to produce AI-generated text disseminated as fake re-

search articles (see the research prototype developed by Yampolskiy [278] in another

research context) and possibly AI-generated audiovisual or other material meant to

10Note that on the long-term this could in theory skew the unconscious internal model internet users

exposed to more and more synthetic faces have of how human faces look like. Outliers from the real

distribution could be met with more surprise at the subpersonal level. However, the latter might already

be the case today with the widespread use of enhancing filters on social-media.
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display fake experiments or also fake historical samples (see the recent MIT deep-

fake demonstration [361] developed for educative purposes). However, this technical

research direction requires a supplementation by transdisciplinary experts address-

ing the socio-psycho-technological impacts and particularly the epistemic impacts

of corresponding future risk instantiations. We suggest that for a safety-relevant

sense-making, AI governance may even need to stimulate debates and exchanges

on the very epistemological grounding of science – before e.g. future texts written

by maliciously designed sophisticated AI bots (also called sophisbots [77]) infiltrate

the scientific enterprise with submissions that go undetected. For instance, there

is a fundamental discrepancy11 between how Bayesian and empiricist epistemology

would analyze this risk vs. how Popperian critical rationalist epistemology would

view the same risk. Disentangling this epistemic issue is of high importance for AI

safety and beyond as becomes apparent in the guidelines linked to the next cluster

Ea1 below.

� Ea1 : Near-term guidelines to directly tackle this extra cluster associated to auto-

mated disconcertion seem daunting to formulate. However, as a first small step,

one could focus on how to avoid exacerbating it. One reason why this cluster may

seem difficult to address is due to its deep and far-reaching epistemic implications

pertaining to the nature of falsification, verification, fakery and (hyper-)reality [59]

itself. With regard to this feature of epistemic relevance, Ea1 exhibits a common-

ality with the just introduced different risk of AI-aided deception in science. We

postulate that in the light of pre-existing fragile circumstances in the scientific enter-

prise including the emergence of modern “fake science” [259] patterns but also the

mentioned fundamental discrepancies across epistemically-relevant scientific stances,

AI-aided deception in science could have direct repercussions on automated discon-

certion. First, it could for instance unnecessarily aggravate automated disconcertion

phenomena in the general public as e.g. the belief in epistemic threats [176] could

increase people’s subjective uncertainty. Second, a reinforced automated disconcer-

tion can subsequently be weaponized and instrumentalized by malicious actors with

lethal consequences as generally depicted under the downward counterfactual DF

11Bayesian and empiricist epistemological stances placing the empirical collection of evidence and

the identification of true beliefs at the center of science may link AI-aided deception to “epistemic

threats” [176] – knowledge-relevant impairments of belief-updating which they already see emerging via

deepfakes (i.a. subsuming a general decrease of information in audiovisual samples [176]). By contrast,

Popperian epistemic views [411] and especially their Deutschian extension [158] predominantly emphasize

in the first place the explanatory and criticism-centered purpose of science next to the (experimental)

falsifiability of hypotheses. Strikingly, Deutsch describes science as the endless quest for invariant, hard-

to-vary explanations of reality [158]. On this view, AI-aided deception in science may be practically

problematic, but without question solvable. In fact, while the empiricist direction faces epistemic threats

and a post-truth difficulty, the Popperian and Deutschian direction may neither see explanatory knowl-

edge, truth, falsifiability nor the scientific method per se at risk.
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narrative E ′
a1

described in Subsection 2.4.3. This explains our near-term AI gover-

nance recommendation to address AI-aided deception in science as transdisciplinary

collaborative endeavor analyzing socio-psycho-technological and epistemic impacts.

� Rb1 : For this cluster linked to risk Ib and pertaining to research on AI vulnerabili-

ties currently performed by security researchers and white hats, we recommend (as

analogously already explained in Ra1) to recruit such researchers preemptively. In

this vein, Aliman [14] proposes to “organize a digital security playground where “AI

white hats” engage in adversarial attacks against AI architectures and share their

findings in an open-source manner”. For the specific domain of intelligent systems,

it is advisable to proactively equip these AIs with technical self-assessment and

self-management capabilities12 [24] allowing for better real-time adaptability for the

eventuality of attack scenarios known from past incidents or proof-of-concept use

cases studied by security researchers and white hats. However, it is important to

keep in mind that challenges from this cluster also deal with zero-day AI exploits,

they are the unknown unknowns and cannot be meaningfully anticipated and pre-

vented, though it is realized that many issues could be caused by under-specification

in machine learning systems [148].

RCRA (additional non-overlapping guidelines):

� A′
a2
: Generally, one possible way to systematically reflect upon defense methods

for specific RCRA instances (generated from downward counterfactual clusters) of

harm intensity hdown ≥ τ , could be to perform corresponding upward counterfactual

deliberations targeting a harm intensity hup < τ . As briefly introduced in Subsec-

tion 2.4.1, upward counterfactuals refer to those ways in which a certain event could

have turned out better but did not. Recently, Oughton et al. [391] applied a com-

bination of downward and upward counterfactual stochastic risk analyis to a cyber-

physical attack on electricity infrastructure. In short, the difference to the method

that we propose is that instead of focusing on slightly better upward counterfactuals

given the factual event as made sense in the case of Oughton et al., we suggest

a threshold-based selection of below threshold upward counterfactuals given above

threshold downward counterfactuals13. For instance, as applied to the present down-

ward counterfactual cluster A′
a2

which also included a narrative instance describing

12The conjunction of technical self-assessment and self-management has been summarized under the

synonymous umbrella terms of Type I AI self-awareness [14], self-awareness functionality [24] or simply

self-awareness.
13Since as mentioned earlier, lower harm intensity may lead to more perceiver-dependent differences,

one does not exactly need to establish which exact intensity, one only needs to know that it is a non-lethal

upward counterfactual scenario.
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suicide attempts with lethal outcomes as a consequence of AI-aided defamation, ha-

rassment and revenge, it could simply consist in deliberations on how to avoid these

lethal scenarios. This could be implemented by deliberating from the perspective

of planning a human, hybrid or fully automated AI-based emergency team response

with a highly restricted timeframe (e.g. to counteract the domino-effect initiated

by the deployment of the deepfake sample on social media). Next to a proactive

combination of deepfake detectors and content detectors for blocking purposes that

can fail, a reactive automated social network graph analysis AI combined with sen-

timent analysis tools could be trained to detect large harassment and defamation

patterns that if paired with the sharing of audiovisual samples, can prompt a human

operator. This individual could then decide to call in social services that in turn

proactively contact the target offering support as analogously mentioned under the

guidelines for the factual RDA sample Aa2 .

� A′
a3
: For this downward counterfactual cluster on AI-aided misinformation and dis-

information of at least lethal dimensions, we focus on recommendations pertain-

ing to journalism-relevant defenses and bots on social media. Disinformation from

fake sources could be counteracted with the use of blockchain-based reputation

systems [27] to assess the quality of information sources. Journalists could also en-

tertain a collective blockchain-based repository containing all news-relevant audio-

visual deepfake samples whose authenticity has been refuted so far. This tool could

be utilized as publically available high-level filter to evade certain techniques of dis-

information campaigns. Moreover, the case of hazardous large-scale disinformation

supported by sophisticated automated social bots is of high relevance for what one

can term social media AI safety. Ideally, tests for a “bot shield” enabling some bot-

free social media spaces could be crafted. However, it is conceivable that at a certain

point, AI-based bot detection [138] might become futile. Also, social bots already

fool people [139, 556] and many assume that humans will become unable to discern

them in the long-term. Nevertheless, it could be worthwhile viewing what one could

have done better already with present technological tools (the upward counterfactu-

als) – which can also include the consideration of divergent unconventional solutions

or novel formulations of questions. As stated by Barrett, “[...] progress in science

is often not answering old questions but asking better ones” [51]. Perhaps, in the

future, humans could still devise bot shielding tactics that could attempt to bypass

epistemic issues [15] intrinsic to imitation game and Turing Test [507] derivatives

where “real” and “fake” become relative.

� A′
a4
: To tackle suicidal ideation as a consequence of AI-aided non-consensual voyeurism

that enters the awareness of the targeted individual, one may need to extend the

countermeasures already mentioned in the factual RDA counterpart Aa4 of this

cluster (which also included the creation of public awareness and the removal of as-
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sociated taboos). Social services and public institutions like universities and schools

could offer emergency psychological interventions for the person at risk. Next to ne-

cessitated measures at the level of legal frameworks to protect underage victims, the

subtle case of adult targets calls for instance for a civil reporting office collaborating

with social media platforms which could initiate a critical dialogue with the other

party to bring about an immediate deletion or at least categorical refraining from

further dissemination of the material which can be calibrated to the expectations

of the target. Recently, the malicious design of deepfakes has been described as a

“[...] serious threat to psychological security” [396]. Adult targets may despite the

synthetic nature of the deepfake samples and often eventually their private charac-

ter restricted to a personal possession of the agent in question, perceive their mere

existence as degradation [387] – a phenomenon certainly requiring social discourses

in the long-term. For a principled analytical approach, an extensive psychological

research program integrating a collaboration with i.a. AI security researchers could

be helpful in order to be able to contextualize relevant socio-psycho-technological

aspects against the background of advanced technical feasibility. Importantly, in-

stead of limiting this research to deepfake artefacts in the AI field, one needs to

also cover novel hybrid combination possibilities available for the design of non-

consensual voyeuristic material. Notably, this includes blended applications at the

intersection of AI and virtual reality [121] (or augmented reality [344]).

� R′
a1
: Concerning proactive measures against future research where an adversary

designs self-owned intelligent systems to trigger lethal accidents on victim intelli-

gent systems, one might require legal norms setting minimum requirements on the

techniques employed for the cybernetic control of systems deployed in public space.

From an adversarial AI perspective, this could include the obligation to integrate

regular updates on AI-related security patches developed in collaboration with AI

security researchers and white hats that also study advanced physical adversarial

attacks. This becomes particularly important as many stakeholders are currently

unprepared in this regard [315]. As guideline, we propose that future adversar-

ial AI research endeavors explore attack scenarios where adversarial examples on

physically deployed intelligent systems are delivered by another physically deployed

intelligent system which potentially offers more degrees of freedom to the malicious

actor. From a systems engineering perspective, any intelligent system might need

to at least integrate multiple types of sensors and check for inconsistencies at the

symbolic level. Next to explainability requirements, a further valuable feature to

create accountability in the case of accidents could be a type of self-auditing via

self-assessment and self-management [24] allowing for a retrospective counterfactual

analysis on what went wrong.

� E ′
a1
: As its factual counterpart Ea1 , this counterfactual cluster E

′
a1

refering to auto-
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mated disconcertion instrumentalized for AI-aided information warfare and agita-

tion on social media with the risk to incite lethal violence at large scales, represents

a weighty challenge of international extent. As for Ea1 , multi-level piecemeal tactics

of constructive small steps such as e.g. targeted methods to avoid exacerbating it

may be valuable. Concerning AI governance, that could include the strategies men-

tioned under Ea1 but also more general efforts in line with international frameworks

that aim to foster strong institutions and error-correction via life-long learning (see

e.g. [25] for an in-depth discussion).

� R′
b1
: For this counterfactual cluster pertaining to malicious research on vulnerabili-

ties of deployed AI systems with the goal to trigger extensive fatal road accidents, we

recommend tailored measures analogous to those presented for the counterfactual

cluster R′
a1
.

Near-term Guidelines for Risks Ic and Id

As can already be realized from the scope of the AI safety guidelines proposed in Subsec-

tion 2.5.1 which are grounded in our AI observatory exemplification of RDA and RCRA,

modern AI technology cannot be analyzed in isolation. In our view, due to the com-

plex multi-causal socio-psycho-technological interwovenness underlying AI risks and their

instantiations, AI safety requires an inherently transdisciplinary, hybrid and cognitive-

affective approach [14]. Transdisciplinarity is especially required to avoid cognitive blind

spots within AI safety risk analyses and formulations of countermeasures or guidelines.

AI safety needs a hybrid perspective to incorporate the intricacies of human-computer

interactions necessitating a consideration of human nature next to purely technological

viewpoints. Finally, a cognitive-affective perspective is called for due to the inseparably

affective nature of human cognition [55, 299] whose disregard in AI development can con-

sequently engender significant safety issues by virtue of a lack of requisite variety [13].

While the last Subsection 2.5.1 focused on guidelines concerning the AI risks Ia and Ib re-

lated to intentional malice, this Subsection 2.5.1 is linked to the risks Ic and Id related to

mistakes and unintentional failures which are often of ethically-relevant nature. This spe-

cific avenue of research represents a well-studied field at the core of modern AI ethics which

recognizes multidisciplinarity, human-centeredness and socio-technical contextualization

as important requirements [166]. In the last years, a large multiplicity of heterogeneous

AI ethics guidelines have been proposed at an international level [195, 227, 363, 536]. We

refer the reader to Jobin et al. [275] for a global overview of internationally proposed AI

ethics guidelines which are directly of relevance for the 5 failure clusters (Fc1 to Fc5) linked

to risk Ic from the RDA presented in Subsection 2.3.3. In the following, we focus on the

few remaining RDA and RCRA clusters which are not classically in the primary focus of

AI ethics.
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RDA:

� Ec1 : This cluster related to automated peer pressure can be i.a. met by measures

raising public awareness on the dangers of the confirmation bias [220, 559] reinforced

via AI-empowered social media. However, a possible upward counterfactual on that

issue would be to revert negative consequences of automated peer pressure by uti-

lizing it for beneficial purposes. For instance, it is cogitable that automated peer

pressure need not represent a threat would it simply perhaps paradoxically socially

reinforce critical thinking instead of reinforcing tendencies to blindly copy in-group

narratives. Ideally, such a peer pressure would reinforce heterophily (the antonym of

homophily) with regard to various preferences with one notable exception being the

critical thinking mode itself. Hence, one interesting future-oriented solution for AI

governance may be education and life-long learning [25] conveying critical thinking

and criticism as invaluable tools for youth and general public. For instance, critical

thinking skills fostered in the Finnish public education system were effective against

disinformation operations [273]. In fact, critical thinking, criticism and transforma-

tive contrariness may not only represent a strong shield to tackle disinformation or

automated disconcertion and its risk potentials (cluster Ea1 and E ′
a1

respectively),

but it also represents a crucial momentum for human creativity [14, 501]. Generally,

peer pressure is in itself a psychological tool that could be systematically used for

good, for example by creating an artificial crowd [553] of peers with all members

interested in desirable behaviors such as education, start-ups or effective altruism.

A benevolent crowd of peers can then counteract hazardous bubbles on social media.

� Fd1 : Concerning AI failures rooted in unanticipated and yet unknown post-deployment

scenarios, it becomes clear that accuracy and other AI performance measures cannot

be understood as conclusive and engraved in stone. A possible proactive measure

against post-deployment instantiations of yet unknown AI risks could be the estab-

lishment of a generic corrective mechanism. Problems which AI systems experience

during its deployment due to differences between training and usage environments

can be reduced via increased testing and continued updating and learning stages.

On the whole, multiphase deployment, similar to vaccine approval phases, can re-

duce an overall negative impact on society and increase reliability. Finally, for

each safety-critical domain in which AI predictions are involved in the decision-

making procedure, one could – irrespective of present-day AI performance – foresee

the proactive planification of a human response team in case of sudden expanding

anomalies that a sensitized and safety-aware human operator could detect.

RCRA (additional non-overlapping guidelines):
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� E ′
c1
: A twofold guideline for this counterfactual cluster (refering to automated peer

pressure with lethal consequences via automated disconcertion instrumentalized for

AI-aided disinformation), could be to weaken the influence of social bots by measures

described under clusterA′
a3
and by transforming automated peer pressure into strong

incentives for critical thinking as stated in Ec1 .

� F ′
d1
: Finally, for this cluster of major risk dimension being the counterfactual coun-

terpart of cluster Fd1 , we emphasize the importance of an early proactive response

team formation in contexts such as for instance medical AI, AI in the financial mar-

ket, AI-aided cybersecurity and critical intelligent cyberphysical assets. In short, AI

systems should by no means be understood to be able to truly operate independently

in a given task even if current excellent performance measures seem to suggest so.

In the face of unknown and unknowable changes, performance is a moving target

which if mistaken as conclusive and static could endanger human lifes.

2.5.2 Long-Term Directions and Future-Oriented Contradistinc-

tions

After having introduced a broad variety of near-term guidelines for future AI observa-

tory endeavors based on the exemplified systematic factual and counterfactual retro-

spective analyses, we provide a differentiated more general outlook on explicitly long-

term AI safety directions. For this purpose, we select two recent theoretical AI safety

paradigms: on the one hand a direction that has been termed artificial stupidity (AS)

(see [546, 498, 499]) and on the other hand, a direction that we succinctly call eternal

creativity (EC) stemming from recent work [21, 19, 14]. We emphasize that the paradigm

reflected in this book is EC. Thereby, EC and AS are by no means postulated to represent

the full panoply of nuances and views across the entirety of the young AI safety field.

Rather, we select these specific two examples because critical contradistinctions ascer-

tainable via a comparative analysis point to a set of decisive bifurcations which might

be of particular interest for the AI safety community due to their potentially axiomatic

relevance for the future of AI research. While AS and EC coincide in multiple short-term

considerations given their common hybrid cognitive-affective nature and their emphasis on

cybersecurity-oriented practices, they fundamentally differ with regard to 3 future-relevant

contradistinctions.

We consider the following 3 contradistinctive leitmotifs: 1) regulatory distinction cri-

terium, 2) regulatory enactment and 3) substrate management. First, while AS primarily

considers intelligence levels for 1), EC ponders the ability to consciously create and under-

stand explanatory knowledge. Second, whilst AS foresees deliberate restrictions of AI ca-

pabilities as tool for 2), EC especially tackles their systematic enhancement. Third, while
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AS views substrate-dependent hardware analyses (next to software considerations) for

bounded equalization between humans and AIs as approach to 3), EC aims at unbounded

substrate-independent functional augmentation. While there exist certainly more possible

lines along which one could compare AS and EC, we focus on the mentioned 3 themes

due to their urgency and potential to foster constructive dialectics in future theoretical

and applied AI (safety) research beyond AI observatory contexts. In Subsection 2.5.2

and 2.5.2, we briefly provide a general introduction followed by a summarization of long-

term AI safety guidelines formulated from the perspective of AS and EC respectively as

seen through the lens of these 3 contradistinctions.

Paradigm Artificial Stupidity (AS)

One core assumption in the AS paradigm is that an artificial general intelligence (AGI)

“[...] can be made safer by limiting its computing power and memory, or by introducing

Artificial Stupidity on certain tasks” [498]. Thereby, an AI system is understood to be

made artificially stupid on a certain task if its capabilities are deliberately limited by

human designers for the purpose of matching the human performance on that task. One

mentioned exemplary domain where such a technique is already applied is in text-to-

speech synthesis such as e.g in Google Duplex, an AI for natural conversations over the

phone whose implementation included “[...] the incorporation of speech disfluencies (e.g.

“hmm”s and “uh”s)” [330]. Another example is the context of video games where AI can

in principle vastly exceed human performance which is however purposefully restricted in

order to allow for a positive human-centered gaming experience. More generally, there are

many AI application domains where it is human-desirable to mimic anthropic performance

or behavioral patterns for an improved customer service. These cases correspond to

a type of imitation game which only succeeds if the AI does not reveal latent super-

human capabilities. From that point of view, the AS paradigm conceives of making an

AI artificially stupid as being necessary to making it pass a Turing test [499, 498].

Simultaneously, in the last years, AI achieved superhuman-level performance across more

and more tasks. Further, it is assumed in AS that “[...] AI tends to quickly achieve

super-human level of performance after having achieved human-level performance” [499].

Against this background, AS argues distinguishingly that “[...] by limiting an AI’s abil-

ity to achieve a task, to better match humans’ ability, an AI can be made safer, in the

sense that its capabilities will not exceed humans’ capabilities by several orders of magni-

tude” [499]. In short, AS postulates that AI ability needs to be upper-bounded by human

performance since it risks to otherwise become uncontrollable14 once it turns into what

Bostrom termed a superintelligence – an intellect exceeding human cognitive performance

14For an in-depth discussion related to AI uncontrollability and unpredictability, see especially [552]

and [551] respectively.
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across “[...] virtually all domains of interest” [79]. Such a hypothetical future artificial

superintelligence is believed to not necessarily be value-aligned with humans (while poten-

tially becoming unintelligible to humans due to the gaps in performance), to be capable of

insidious betrayal (a scenario termed treacherous turn [79]) and to potentially represent

a major risk [60] to humanity.

� Regulatory distinction criterium: In this light, one can extract intelligence

(or more broadly “performance” or “cogntive performance” across tasks) as the re-

curring theme of relevance for regulatory AI safety considerations under the AS

paradigm. At a first level, one could identify two main safety-relevant clusters:

a cluster comprising all AIs that are less or equally capable than an average hu-

man [499] and another cluster of superintelligent AI systems. The latter can be

further subdivided into three classes of systems as introduced by Bostrom [79]: 1)

speed superintelligence, 2) collective superintelligence and 3) quality superintelli-

gence. According to Bostrom, the first ones “can do all that a human intellect can

do, but much faster”, the second ones are “composed of a large number of smaller

intellects such that the system’s overall performance across many very general do-

mains vastly outstrips that of any current cognitive system” and the third ones are

“at least as fast as a human mind and vastly qualitatively smarter” [79].

� Regulatory enactment: In a nutshell, AS recommends limiting an AI in hard-

ware and software such that it does not attain any of these enumerated sorts of

superintelligence since “[...] humans could lose control over the AI” [498]. AS fore-

sees regulatory strategies on “how to constrain an AGI to be less capable than an

average person, or equally capable, while still exhibiting general intelligence” [499].

� Substrate management: To limit AI abilities while maintaining functionality, AS

proposes multiple practical measures at the hardware and software level. Concerning

the former it proposes diverse restrictions especially pertaining to memory, process-

ing, clock speed and computing [499]. With regard to software, it foresees necessary

limits on self-improvement as well as measures to avoid treacherous turn scenar-

ios [498]. Another guideline consists in deliberately incorporating known human

cognitive biases in the AI system. More precisely, AS postulates that human biases

“can limit the AGI’s intelligence and make the AGI fundamentally safer by avoiding

behaviors that might harm humans” [498]. Overall, the substrate management in AS

can be categorized as substrate-dependent because the artificial substrate is among

others specifically tuned to match hardware properties of the human substrate for

at most equalization purposes. In summary, AS suscribes to the viewpoint that AI

safety aims to “limit aspects of memory, processing, and speed in ways that align

with human capabilities and/or prioritize human welfare, cooperative behavior, and

service to humans” [546] given that AGI “[...] presents a risk to humanity” [546].
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Paradigm Eternal Creativity (EC)

According to Deutsch, “the only uniquely significant thing about humans [...] is our ability

to create new explanations [...]” [158]. He further specifies that explanatory knowledge

“gives people a power to transform nature which is ultimately not limited by parochial

factors, as all other adaptations are, but only by universal laws” [158]. Instead of empha-

sizing levels of intelligence or of performance across a wide set of tasks when analyzing AI

safety issues, EC (the paradigm foregrounded in this book) focuses epistemologically on

one unique “task”: the ability to consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge.

Thereby, in EC, explanatory knowledge creation also implies the capability to consciously

understand. Given that core affect is understood as a fundamental property of conscious-

ness [55, 51] and is linked to cognitive-affective counterfactual deliberations [19], this

excludes philosophical zombie themes [205]. (In modern embodied and enactive cognition

frameworks [51, 83], consciousness is linked to processes of inference for the cybernetic

control of a substrate in an environment connected to allostasis [299] (anticipation of

needs before they occur [51]) – integrating predictions and error signals from external

and internal milieu. It is on such cybernetic control grounds that affective dynamics give

rise to the egocentric virtual first-person perspective of the world [440, 538] familiar to

humans and lacking in present-day AI.)

Note that EC’s focus on consciously creating and understanding explanatory knowledge

is by no means an anthropomorphic assumption forced on AI systems. As elucidated

in constructor theory [159, 161], a novel explanatory framework in physics, explanatory

knowledge creators (of which currently only the human species is known) are brought

to the fore in physics in an entirely non-anthropocentric way. To put it very simply,

constructor theory focuses on possible vs. impossible counterfactuals i.e. what could hap-

pen given physical laws and why (instead of predictions based on laws of motion and

initial conditions). On contemplating the set of all physical transformations that would

be possible in the universe i.e. those that could happen, one would notice that the size

of the very subset containing those transformations that actually happen can be strongly

influenced by entities able to create and understand knowledge on how to bring them

about [158]. This is how explanatory knowledge creation enters “the cosmic scheme of

things” [158] and this is also why EC prioritizes the conscious understanding and creation

of explanatory knowledge via creativity15 instead of intelligence.

15From a psychological and neurocognitive perspective, EC currently views creativity as a tri-partite

evolutionary affective construct with varying degrees of sightedness [21] instead of a blind evolutionary

process without a goal akin to biological evolution – as mistakenly assumed by Popper [19, 163]. This

is epistemologically relevant because ideas are not created by blind trial and error (as variation and

selection in biological evolution). Even if novel idea contents are fundamentally unpredictable a priori,

idea variation is partially guided by previous experience, the task and contextual cues i.e. there is a

non-zero coupling between variation and selection [163]. Creativity itself could have historical roots in

serendipity and multi-purpose socially shared doubt [14] facilitating in theory error-correction but initially
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At first sight, given the fundamental unpredictability of future explanatory knowledge,

it might seem dangerous for AI safety. Deutsch mentions that “no good explanation can

predict the outcome, or the probability of an outcome, of a phenomenon whose course

is going to be significantly affected by the creation of new knowledge” [158] and further

that this fundamental limitation is something that “when planning for the future, it is

vital to come to terms with it” [158]. EC agrees. EC recently formulated the AI safety

paradox [19, 14] stating that value alignment and control are conjugate requirements in

AI safety. This means that both prevailing ideals cannot be simultaneously fulfilled. EC

also states that “the price of security is eternal creativity” [14]. So despite the AI safety

paradox, a cybersecurity-oriented and risk-centered AI safety is possible – when reframed

“as a discipline which proactively addresses AI risks and reactively responds to occurring

instantiations of AI risks” [14]. In short, AI safety is not condemned, it just needs to come

to terms with the compulsion to keep correcting and creating solutions “ad infinitum”.

� Regulatory distinction criterium: EC distinguishes two substrate-independent

and disjunct sets of systems: Type I and Type II systems. Type II systems are all

systems for which it is possible to consciously create and understand explanatory

knowledge. Type I systems are all systems for which this is an impossible task 16.

Thereby, a subset of Type I systems can be conscious (such as non-human mammals)

and requires protection akin to animal rights. Obviously, all present-day AI systems

are of Type I and non-conscious. Type II AI built from scratch is non-existent today.

� Regulatory enactment: In theory, with a Type II AI, “a mutual value alignment

might be achievable via a co- construction of novel values, however, at the cost

of its predictability” [14]. As with all Type II systems (including humans), the

future contents of the knowledge they will create are fundamentally unpredictable

– irrespective of any intelligence class17. In EC, this signifies that: 1) Type II AI

is uncontrollable18 and requires rights on a par with humans, 2) Type II AI could

largely used to maintain traditions.
16EC could be stated to apply a constructor-theoretic distinction to AI safety insofar as it applies a

possibility-impossibility dichotomy [159] embedded in an explanatory framework to it.
17Under EC, superintelligence is as explained not of distinctive interest. It is also viewed as not implying

profound qualitative differences to human baselines. Following Deutsch, it would be “[...] subject only

to limitations of speed or memory capacity, both of which can be equalized by technology” [81]. EC views

human augmentation as valid transformative defense strategy [21].
18Importantly, note that Type II AI uncontrollability does by no means imply that a Type II AI is

necessarily more dangerous than an arbitrarily designed Type I AI. First, it is important to consider

that already an advanced Type I AI could lead to existential risks for instance when maliciously designed

by malevolent human actors to operate “at a global scale (e.g. affecting global ecological aspects or the

financial system)” [19]. Second, while it is obvious that a Type II AI could be highly dangerous, this also

holds for humans including adult terrorists threatening international safety. Overall, it seems a prejudice

to assume that Type II AIs that would be members of an open society would inherently tend to opt

for immutable goals of indifference or extreme violence (see e.g. Hall [229] for an in-depth explanation).
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engage in a mutual bi-directional value alignment with humans – if it decides so

and 3) it would be unethical to enslave Type II AI. (Finally, banning Type II AI is a

potential loss of requisite variety and does not hinder malicious actors to do so.) By

contrast, regarding Type I AI, EC implies that: 4) Type I AI is controllable, 5) Type

I AI cannot be fully value-aligned across all domains of interest for humans due to

an insufficient understanding of human morality, 6) conscious Type I AI is possible

and would require animal-like rights but it is clearly non-existent nowadays.

� Substrate management: To avoid functional biases [432] due to a lack of diver-

sity in information processing, EC opts for a substrate-independent functional view.

Irrespective of its specific substrate composition, an overall panoply of systems is

viewed as one unit with diverse functions. Given Type-II-system-defined cognitive-

affective goal settings, a systematic function integration can yield complementary

synergies. Notably, EC recommends research on substrate-independent functional

artificial creativity augmentation [21] (artificially augmenting human creativity and

augmenting artificial creativity). For instance, active inference could technically in-

crease Type I AI exploratory abilities [206, 446]. Besides that, in Subsection 2.6.2,

we apply a functional viewpoint to augment RCRA DF generation by human Type

II systems for AI observatory purposes.

2.6 Materials and Methods

2.6.1 RDA Data Collection

For the collection of RDA samples utilized for illustration purposes in this chapter, we

undertook a simple keyword-based web search limited to articles in the period between

2018 and 2020. The main queries (with associated boolean operators) that we considered

were: “artificial intelligence”,“AI”, “autonomous”, “neural network”, “deepfakes”, “AI”

AND “bias”, “AI” AND “failure”, “AI” AND “security”, “AI” AND “safety”, “AI” AND

“attack”. While many terms are tailored to the type of keys represented in the taxonomy

(Ia, Ib, Ic, Id) that served as basis for categorization in the RDA as introduced in Sec-

tion 2.2, we also considered utmost general queries such as “artificial intelligence” in order

to do justice to the eventuality that we might identify a novel entirely unexpected catego-

rization pattern. With other words, we also foresaw the possibility of not yet encountered

anomalies while analyzing the results. As briefly mentioned in Subsection 2.4.2, such a

Those patterns are possible choices posing major risks, but not inherent properties of Type II systems

– the content of whose future novel ideas and related decisions cannot be prophesied a priori. In short,

there is no meaningful total order of “dangerousness” according to which one can compare Type I and

Type II AIs. To put it plainly: both the worst risk and the greatest luck for a Type II system could be a

Type II system.
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case would have been assigned to a generic placeholder key for novel unknown patterns.

It would have called for further scrutiny and eventually for a future enlargement of the

taxonomy. However, as mentioned in Subsection 2.4.2, we did not yet identify any novelty

of this kind in the discussed RDA. Though, at a lower level, we discovered atypical in-

stances of the pre-existing key-determined clusters. We tagged this atypicality by refering

to corresponding clusters with the attribute “extra” – which was the case for the extra

cluster of automated disconcertion linked to risk Ia and the extra cluster of automated

peer pressure connected to risk Ic.

Self-evidently, the underlying search can be performed in a more sophisticated way in

future AI observatory projects. First, a broader range of keys and combinations can be

strategically devised in the light of RDA and RCRA results from a previous AI observa-

tory iteration. Second, the efforts can be supported by web crawlers [246]. Third, this

could be combined with sentiment analysis tools [472] to detect negatively polarized texts

of interest for an RDA. Fourth, the creation of novel datasets for text classification [306]

could be undertaken for the pre-existing keys of the taxonomy which might however re-

main insufficient with regard to placeholders for novel patterns. In this vein, we stress the

importance of human analysts for a deep semantic understanding requiring explanatory

knowledge especially when it comes to the discovery of subtle novel tendencies within

superficially similar text sources. Morever, an intense examination of textual material

can lead to a further disentanglement of pre-existing clusters – which could even reveal

the need for a broader change of the taxonomic keys. In short, a safety-aware respon-

sible RDA data collection pipeline is not entirely automatable and requires human-level

understanding by analysts.

2.6.2 Interlinking RDA-based RCRA Pre-processing and RCRA

DFs

As elucidated in Subsection 2.4.2, the preparatory procedure generating candidate RCRA

clusters based on RDA instances consisted of 4 consecutive steps: 1) taxonomization, 2)

analytical clustering, 3) brute-force deliberation and threshold-based pruning and finally 4)

assembly. Subsequently, these RCRA clusters served as basis to generate RCRA DFs that

we exemplified with short RCRA narratives instantiating these clusters as presented in

Subsection 2.4.3. However, for the sake of simplicity, the exact methodological approach

to interlink the preparatory procedure and the RCRA co-creation DF was not previously

characterized. In a nutshell, we utilized a method we call complementary cognitive co-

creation (CCC). While other methods are thinkable, we encourage considering CCC where

possible for reasons described in the next paragraphs. Beforehand, we must specify that

purposefully, the set of researchers involved in the preparatory procedure of the RCRA

and the set of researchers performing the ensuing RCRA DFs were disjunct. For clarity,
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we refer to the former as preparatory group and to the latter as executive group. We

explain how a complementary collaborative effort between these groups in the form of

CCC can increase the variety and illustrative power of RCRA DFs.

After applying taxonomization and analytical clustering to the RDA instances, the prepara-

tory group has been described in Subsection 2.4.2 to perform brute-force deliberation and

threshold-based pruning. While a brute-force search could appear suboptimal at first

sight, we specifically considered this option in order to allow for the preparatory group

to potentially be able to retrospectively diversify the generation of instances performed

by the executive group given the RCRA clusters. This becomes possible, because whilst

the preparatory group goes through every single available RDA instance, it attempts to

generate an above threshold downward counterfactual that if identified can later turn out

to be utile to store. In short, when a downward counterfactual is successfully generated

for a given RDA sample, the preparatory group can not only maintain the RDA sample,

but also store the generated downward counterfactual instance for later RCRA augmen-

tation purposes. Thereby, as briefly specified, generic RCRA clusters were used instead

of specific instances as inputs for the RCRA DFs to avoid overfitting to the idosyncrasies

of unique events and possibly generate a broader variety of DF scenarios. In fact, by

solely providing RCRA clusters to the executive group at the start of the DFs, we avoid

a potentially biased negative influence by the narrow instances of the preparatory group

that fulfilled a different primary function (namely the identification of above threshold

patterns). To recapitulate, the preparatory procedure can be more precisely re-explained

as follows: the preparatory group undergoes all 4 consecutive steps with the crucial addi-

tional detail that the brute-force deliberation and threshold-based pruning operation also

includes the storing of a successfully generated downward counterfactual instance for each

maintained factual RDA instance. After this pre-DF processing, the preparatory group

delivers the RCRA clusters to the executive group which then engages in generating a

variety of narratives instances for each obtained cluster. Post-DF, the executive group

compares the generated instances with those imagined by the preparatory group pre-DF.

All cases that were not yet considered by the executive group19 but were generated by the

preparatory group, are concatenated to the now augmented DFs. Duplicates are ignored.

This overall sequence of steps presents a theoretical collaborative basis for an augmenta-

tion of co-creation DFs to which we refer to with CCC. A further tool that may improve

the efficacy of CCC is to add a functional viewpoint (i.e. related to information processing

in a certain context). On closer inspection, it becomes clear why CCC can profit from

a functional or/and (neuro-)cognitive [5, 156, 71] diversity of the partaking researchers.

19Note that if given an RCRA cluster, the executive group would not succeed in imagining a correspond-

ing instance for a narrative, there is always at least one back-up instantiation – which corresponds to the

narrative envisaged by the participatory group pre-DF (whose identification represented the precondition

for this cluster to exist in the first place).
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Given that in the human cognitive domain, variety is the norm [106] and heterogeneity can

provide requisite variety in complex multi-causal dynamic problem domains [432] necessi-

tating collective learning [5] and innovation [108], it makes sense to explore this potential.

For instance, while the preparatory group can especially profit from individuals that excel

at convergent thinking, the executive group may benefit from divergent thinkers. Pre-

DF, the preparatory group needs to map from one factual instance to one counterfactual

instance. In the DF, the executive group maps from one counterfactual cluster to many

counterfactual instances. The former requires a horizontal integration at a low level of

abstraction while the latter requires a vertical integration from a higher to a lower level

of abstraction revealing the potential for complementary synergies20. A CCC-based ap-

proach combining a preparatory group comprising i.a. individuals with a cognitive profile

exhibiting strengths in the former and an executive group i.a. sampled from a pool of

individuals with strengths in the latter could increase efficiency, variety and illustrative

power of RDA-based RCRA co-creation DFs – critical to raise safety-awareness in experts

but also in the public.

2.7 Conclusions

Starting with a cybersecurity-oriented fit-for-purpose taxonomy of ethical distinction, we

introduced and exemplified a retrospective descriptive analysis (RDA) for future AI obser-

vatory projects. Subsequently, we elucidated how to craft a complementary retrospective

counterfactual risk analysis (RCRA) based on downward counterfactuals from the pre-

viously extracted factual RDA samples. Motivated by recent work on risk management

of hazardous events [539] and the functional theory of counterfactual thinking [436] from

social psychology, we elaborated on why an RDA-based RCRA may be suitable for risk

analyses in a complex multi-causal domain such as AI safety. Thereafter, in the light of

the ethical sensitivity of AI risk instantiations, we discussed the use of harm intensity

ratings for samples of an AI observatory given the perceiver-dependent, harm-based and

dyadic nature of human cognitive templates in morality [456]. For illustrative purposes,

we suggested a threshold-based approach focusing the RDA-based RCRA on downward

counterfactuals of at least lethal dimensions. On the one hand, such a high threshold

may engender fewer discrepancies in the moral perception being related to harm. On

the other hand, it may simultaneously represent a suitable threshold reinforcing mortality

20For instance, despite possible significant context-dependent [106] hindrances, dyadic mismatches [76]

and disabilities, autistic traits are also paired with enhanced convergent thinking [2], detail-rich think-

ing [397] and higher verbal creativity [284] while attention deficit hyperactivity disorder traits have been

linked to enhanced divergent thinking [258, 534] and enhanced originality and flexibility [535]. Sys-

tematically combining these two complementary cognitive profiles under a CCC-oriented approach to

RDA-based RCRA-DFs for AI observatory feedback-loops could engender benefits.
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salience (i.e. the awareness of one’s mortality). From the perspective of a relevant socio-

psychological theory denoted terror management theory [218, 480], mortality salience –

whose elicitation is also conceivable in co-creation design fictions from HCI including

virtual reality settings [116] – may be able to foster safety-awareness and cautionary at-

titudes [116, 468]. Against the backdrop of the RDA samples collected and our targeted

RDA-based RCRA, we formulated the need for inherently transdisciplinary and hybrid

cognitive-affective AI observatory and AI safety strategies. As guidelines for future work,

we compiled a rich variety of tailored multi-level near-term solutions.

Finally, we provided a differentiated general outlook on long-term AI safety directions

by axiomatically contrasting two disparate recent AI safety paradigms along relevant

contradistinctive leitmotifs. More precisely, we contrasted the artifical stupidity (AS)

paradigm with the eternal creativity (EC) paradigm. While AS and EC share a com-

mon cybersecurity-oriented and hybrid cognitive-affective stance with regard to multiple

near-term AI safety solutions, they differ fundamentally in many future avenues of re-

search. AS offers intelligence-focused, restriction-based and tailored substrate-dependent

long-term guidelines. By contrast, long-term EC guidelines bring into focus conscious ex-

planatory knowledge creation and understanding and recommend unbounded functional

augmentation of substrate-independent nature. While AS suggests utilizing human cog-

nitive performance as upper bound for AI capabilities to limit hardware and software

parameters, EC takes a cybernetic perspective according to which humans need to jointly

augment both human and AI functions – e.g. via a doubly ambiguous artificial creativity

augmentation research.

In a nutshell, we collated retrospective analyses complemented by future-oriented con-

tradistinctions in order to: 1) apprise future AI observatory projects using concrete ex-

amples from practice and technically plausible above threshold downward counterfactuals,

2) thematizing possibly decisive bifurcations in future AI (safety) research and 3) pointing

out the requirement of a constructive collaborative dialectical approach addressing those.

As stated by Popper, “while differing widely in the various little bits we know, in our

infinite ignorance we are all equal” [411]. Time might tell whether the assumption that

“the price of security is artificial stupidity” or rather that “the price of security is eter-

nal creativity” [14] (or none of those) turns out to practically solve long-term AI safety

problems. Either way, explanatory knowledge co-creation can heavily influence whether

we will succeed in understanding how to transform today’s vulnerability awareness and

mortality salience into the currently known or unknowable upward counterfactuals of our

counterfactual future.
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2.8 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

In the following, we retrospectively provide additional comments on the chapter. Firstly,

we extract the key takeaways relevant for AI-related epistemic security issues. Secondly,

we summarize key insights for epistemically-sensitive AI design.

2.8.1 Relevance for AI-Related Epistemic Security Strategies

The chapter introduced multiple risk Ia clusters linked to intentional malice at the pre-

deployment stage of the present-day AI system that could have nefarious effects on the

knowledge creation and knowledge communication processes of a society. This includes

e.g. the following epistemically-relevant clusters: the use of generative AI for cybercrime

facilitation, the misuse of deepfakes for defamation and harassment, AI-based disinfor-

mation, AI for non-consensual voyeurism, AI-supported espionage, adversarial deepfakes

to fool deepfake detection and also automated disconcertion. While one should not

overestimate present-day AI since we conjecture that it is impossible for Type I AI to

create new yet unknown explanatory blockchains (EBs) with arbitrary high accuracy (see

Chapter 1), the misuse of Type-I-AI-generated new non-EB-like information and also the

use of old already known EBs to tailor malicious strategies could engender severe epis-

temic threats. Thus, in light of the mentioned risk clusters, we conclude that epistemic

threats could also emerge by the underestimation of present-day AI in this regard.

2.8.2 Relevance for Epistemically-Sensitive AI Design

Especially the risk Ib clusters related to the possibility of adversarial attacks and adversar-

ial examples against deployed AI systems in conjunction with the risk Id cluster pertaining

to unanticipated post-deployment failure modes are relevant for epistemically-sensitive AI

design. The reason being that it cautions humans not to overestimate the capacities of

present-day AI being of Type I. Overstatements of AI abilities and hype can endanger

epistemic security via misguided expectations. The latter can also include a psycholog-

ical effect that one could call a honey mind trap [16](the assignment of agency and/or

experience to present-day AIs all of which are however non-conscious). A responsible

epistemically-sensitive AI design would abstain from reinforcing such misplaced mental

attributions by users and offer more transparency by specifying the limitations of Type I

AI. In the next Chapter 3, we explain why “post-truth” narratives in the deepfake era

are an overestimation of present-day AI since epistemically speaking, we neither inhabit

a post-truth nor a post-falsification era. Concerning ambitions to implement Type II AI

from scratch, Chapter 9 expounds what it may imply and why its universal difficulty is

fundamentally underestimated in the AS paradigm – leaving an epistemic vulnerability.
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Chapter 3

Facing Immersive “Post-Truth” in

AIVR?

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman and

L. Kester. Facing Immersive “Post-Truth” in AIVR?. Philosophies, 5(4), 45, 2020. As

the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my

responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive literature research

as well as in-depth analysis.

3.1 Motivation

In the last years, the information ecosystem was permeated by falsehood-related concepts

such as fake news [324], deepfakes [457], fake realities [409], digital fakery [178] as well as

more globally fake science [259] and post-truth [86]. Regarding fakery and truth in ex-

tended reality (XR) settings and thus by extension VR, Slater et al. [473] recently argued

that: “Society is based on the premise that sensory experiences give ground truth. XR at

societal scales has the capacity to decouple sensory experience from ground truth, poten-

tially undermining some core elements of social fabric.” Moreover, it has been stated that

the deployment of AI deepfakes may foster the acquisition of false memories [336]. This

could be conceivably exacerbated within future extensions of technically already feasible

“VR deepfakes” [78, 121, 344] by the particular aptness of VR to facilitate durable mem-

ories [311]. While such issues would already play a role regarding unintentional failure

modes elicited by ethically aware actors in AIVR, recent research related to the security

and safety of AI [19, 84, 407, 555] and VR [404, 104, 222, 512] respectively emphasizes

the need to additionally consider the presence of unethical malicious actors. Thereby, to

consider intentional malevolent design in AIVR could offer a worst-case scenario analy-

sis [237] that can shed more light on the extent of potential consequences exhibited by
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the deployment of AIVR technology but also by simpler cases in AI and VR separately.

For instance, when addressing defense methods against AI-generated fakery in future im-

mersive (VR) journalism contexts for disinformation purposes (see Chapter 4), one might

gain insights on how to tackle the exposition to non-immersive deepfake artefacts. Si-

multaneously, it might help to foster the vulnerability awareness of VR users yielding

cautionary attitudes towards manipulation.

In this chapter, we focus on immersive falsehood in AIVR (see also Chapter 4), the de-

liberate construction of fake immersive reality landscapes for malicious ends. Using this

example, we contemplate the following question: “can malicious actors in AIVR exac-

erbate the presumed post-truth phenomenon via immersive falsehood?”. Decisively, our

answer to this question is that it is the wrong question to ask for various reasons that re-

quire to be elucidated. While throughout history, many “rational” traditions were averse

to affective motives and attempted to distance themselves from visceral and bodily ele-

ments, modern affective science assumes that affect is an inseparable part of cognition

and perception [55, 255]. Moreover, VR settings are known for their profound affective

impacts on users [89]. Hence, Section 3.2 first elaborates on the epistemological implica-

tions of affect as intrinsic ingredient in human cognition and perception – not only in VR.

Extending beyond that, Section 3.3 explains why the term “post-truth” may not serve as

accurate description of the current age. Moreover, VR has been described to offer a rich

counterfactual experiential testbed for ethics in technological contexts such as AI [12, 23].

Building on this, Section 3.4 briefly discusses how future affective computing and virtual

reality methods could be harnessed for counterfactual and other measures that seek to al-

low an understanding and debiasing of one’s own constructions as a response to immersive

falsehood. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Nested Affective VR Worlds

Before addressing the previously mentioned question related to AIVR and “post-truth”, it

might be essential to first collate information on the nature of human perception of reality

from a transdisciplinary perspective. As famously stated by Feynman [185]: “Science is

a way of trying not to fool yourself.” Against the background of post-truth claims, it

seems important to first carefully deconstruct the notion of “ground truth” in different

ethically-relevant human contexts:

� Affective Realism and Social Reality: As stated by Barrett “the human brain is

anatomically structured so that no decision or action can be free of interoception and

affect” [50]. Thereby, interoception and interoceptive predictions pertain to statisti-

cal regularities of the internal milieu of an organism (related to the body) [299] while
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core affect is seen as a fundamental property of consciousness [51] with especially

valence (pleasant/unpleasant) and arousal (activated/deactivated) as crucial com-

ponents. To put it very simply, according to constructionist theories in psychology,

all mental states are based on constructions involving three basic elements [389]: ex-

teroceptive sensory array (related to sensory predictions and information sampled

from external world), interoception and prior knowledge including past experience.

The hereto linked circumstance that “affective feelings (incidental or not) natu-

rally infuse our perceptions and give us a sense of confidence that they are valid

windows onto the real world” [540] has been termed affective realism. Thereby, hu-

man perception imposes cognitive-affective concepts on the world often previously

constructed in social reality (abbreviated with SR in the following) and shared via

language. In this sense, human perception also exhibits a biologically shaped social

nature given that humans reciprocally regulate the biological nervous systems of

their social conspecifics1 [36, 54, 455, 494] via interpersonal physiological dynam-

ics [395] that humans can even remotely bring about using language [50]. Generally,

“human brains are transactive and cannot be considered outside the context of other

human brains” [36]. In our view, affective realism and the embodied nature of cog-

nition are crucial to a further understanding as it stresses that SR is of embodied

and perceiver-dependent nature [48] – as are mental constructions like emotions [51],

moral judgments [216], thoughts, perceptions and so on.

� Theory-Ladenness: In science, it is important to separate perceiver-dependent

from perceiver-independent phenomena which directly pertain to the physical real-

ity (abbreviated with PhyR in the following) that diverse scientific areas attempt

to understand. As emphasized by Barrett “all science relies on human concepts

and this is true for the astronomy as it is for the science of emotion” [49]. For

illustrative purposes, Barrett explains that while the existence of celestial bodies in

PhyR is perceiver-independent, the status of one celestial body being a planet is

not (see the reclassification of Pluto from planet to dwarf planet). In short, humans

do not have direct access to the hidden states in PhyR but try to infer those. In

this process, one needs to keep in mind that all observations are theory-laden which

cautions scientists that since one actively samples the environment to gather data,

one’s prior socio-cultural context, hypotheses and affective predispositions inher-

ently shape what we perceive as information and what as noise. To conclude, even

1For instance, social groups reveal an attunement of physiological parameters [454, 395], social re-

lationships act as physiological regulators [187, 454], biobehavorial synchrony serves as scaffold for the

maturation of infant brains facilitating social development [36, 181] and the metabolic costs and bene-

fits of interpersonal physiological dynamics modulate social interactions throughout a lifetime [54, 494].

Hence, it is also no surprise that social isolation comes with the physiological burden of less regulatory

facilitations [50] and “lacking social connection qualifies as a risk factor for premature mortality” [257].
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prior to AIVR, our perception of reality was never entirely objective nor did we di-

rectly have access to truth which could suddenly get lost by experiencing immersive

falsehood. SR is as real as socio-cultural conventions such as language or money.

While its embodied constructions contain real physiological ingredients grounded in

PhyR, one often tends more to see what one believes than vice versa [204, 312].

� Nested VR Ground Truth: An important phenomenological aspect of human ex-

perience is its virtual, perspectival and egocentric nature [253, 441] with a simultane-

ous grounding in PhyR linked to cybernetic control [538]. It has been postulated that

human persona inhabit a virtual world generated by the brain [253, 538] and gov-

erned by affective dynamics to navigate the physical environment anticipating bod-

ily needs before they occur (this process has also been termed allostasis [132, 299]).

More generally, waking time, imagination and dreaming are all assumed to be linked

to a virtual reality experience (that we abbreviate with V RMind in the following)

which is generated by the brain for embodied control purposes [538]. In waking

time, this virtual experience is directly constrained by PhyR, while dreaming has

been described as “virtual reality proper” [253] due to the decoupling from external

sensory stimulation and blockage of motor actuators (with the exception of e.g. eye

muscles). While awake and wearing technical VR headsets and being immersed in

a virtual world, a complex novel nested situation occurs, “a nested form of infor-

mation flow in which the biological mind and its technological niche influence each

other in ways we are just beginning to understand” [345]. In these scenarios, our

V RMind experience is constrained by both the artificially created VR world and

still partially always also PhyR (e.g. simply by having a body and literally sitting,

standing or walking during the setting). In short, even without using any VR tech-

nology, human experience of the world does not only reflect statistical regularities

about PhyR, but consists in goal-directed embodied, affective and theory-laden vir-

tual constructions of a perspectival and perceiver-dependent nature – such as those

involved in SR. When using VR, one adds an additional layer of sensory-motor and

affective constraints leading to a nested composition. With social VR [70], a novel

special case of SR constrained by VR arises and poses new challenges.

3.3 Immersive Falsehood – Post-truth, Post-falsification

or Other?

After having analyzed various relevant aspects related to the human perception of reality,

one can now re-examine the initial question on whether malicious actors in AIVR could

exacerbate assumed “post-truth” phenomena via immersive falsehood.
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� Post-truth? As advanced by Buffachi [86], the perception of a “post-truth” era

may be linked to the definition assigned to truth in the first place – especially when

truth is associated with consensus which seems to be compromised in modern times.

We agree with Buffachi to instead utilize the word truth in a much more deflation-

ary manner, namely strictly for scientific endeavors. In our view, consensus is a

dominant factor in SR and technologies such as AIVR may be able to profoundly

distort features of SR and certain democratic processes. However, when it comes to

PhyR, it is obvious that AIVR artefacts do not irreversibly destroy our capability

to create refutable conjectures about PhyR. While one could believe that the loss

of truth would be exacerbated by AIVR because observations may become unreli-

able2, it is important to keep in mind that no repetition of observations can ever

provide experimental logically valid justification for a theory [158, 411]. As Karl

Popper explained, induction is logically invalid and for instance no amount of ob-

served white swans ever proves that all swans are white [411, 447]. He pointed at

the asymmetry between falsifiability and verifiability [357] emphasizing falsifiabil-

ity as one of the most important criteria for scientific theories. While no amount

of successful experiments can ever justify a theory i.e. establish its truth, negative

experiments can make the theory problematic. (Thereby, note that as elaborated in

the Duhem-Quine thesis [239], no experimental falsification attempt can be consid-

ered as absolute and conclusive. Consequently, it is the case in practice that only

multiple contextualized failures and/or the presence of competitive alternatives con-

tribute to consider the theory as refuted. However, since justifications are logically

invalid on principle [357, 158, 411], this type of more complex context-aware sophis-

ticated falsificationalism and criticism remains the recommendable alternative.) In

short, if one does neither equate truth with social consensus nor scientific truth with

justification via observations, immersive falsehood of the future lets the existence of

truth untouched – even if not directly accessible. Hence, there is no reason to assume

that humans inhabit a post-truth era. However, this very asymmetry between falsi-

fiability and verifiability leads to a further complication addressed in the next point.

� Post-falsification? In our view, a legitimate concern is the ability of malevolent

actors in AIVR to compromise material that could be utilized to falsify hypotheses

in diverse contexts such as science, history, forensics and journalism with political

2In fact, from a Bayesian empiricist point of view which links science to true beliefs and empiri-

cal justifications, deepfakes are already assumed to represent epistemic threats [176] gradually empty-

ing audiovisual samples of information. By contrast, Popperian epistemology [411] sees science as an

explanation-based and criticism-centered endeavor with falsifiability as decisive criterium – which has

been extended by Deutsch [158] who views science as the quest to identify invariant hard-to-vary ex-

planations of reality. On that view, deepfakes (and immersive falsehood) do not put truth at risk (see

Chapter 2 for more details including the safety-relevant urgency to thematize these fundamental Bayesian

vs. Popperian epistemic divergences).
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repercussions. As stated by Popper, while coherence cannot attest truth, “inconsis-

tency and incoherence do establish falsehood” [411]. (However, in Section 3.6 and

more extensively in Chapter 5 and Chapter 8, we discuss why one must strictly

speaking even improve and update this statement for a stronger grounding of crit-

ical rationalism as explained by Frederick [202].) Concerning historical and also

forensic sources [268], it is important to analyze whether they exhibit mutual or

internal inconsistencies. In other scientific areas, falsification attempts can be more

easily repeated, but scientists often rely at least on the honesty of other entities

publishing their experimental results (i.e. that other scientists do not deliberately

temper their results). For instance, future immersive falsehood in the form of AI-

manipulated VR news for disinformation but also defamation and extortion purposes

could distort historical and forensic records and exacerbate issues in the informa-

tion ecosystem. Malicious actors could craft future realistic immersive experiences

(e.g. of fake AI-generated confirmatory experiments and research (see Chapter 2))

to undermine the scientific enterprise. With increasing degrees of realism, many

scientists may not stay immune against such strategies. At first sight, it might thus

seem as if immersive falsehood could compromise falsification (e.g. via future VR

deepfakes [78, 121]). Fake memories could be specifically induced in users (see also

Chapter 4) that may turn out to be difficult to detect. However, as noted under

the last bullet point and known from the Duhem-Quine thesis [239], it is not the

case that falsification can be experimentally established in isolation (mainly due to

inherent background assumptions that always play a role). In this vein, it signifies

that immersive falsehood would predominantly complicate the falsification process

by having the potential to lure humans into wrong background assumptions and

slowing down progress. However, while acknowledging these significant impacts of

immersive falsehood, this complication seems however to represent a matter of de-

gree rather than a matter of kind which is why we postulate that there is no reason

to assume the science-threatening scenario of a post-falsification era.

3.4 Future Work

In the light of this complex and nuanced landscape related to the worst-case consequences

of immersive falsehood, future work could address transdisciplinary countermeasures. For

instance, while legal and technical strategies may attempt to harness heuristics to penalize,

“detect” and establish accountability for immersive falsehood artefacts which might stay a

controversial issue, one needs to anticipate the unavoidable proliferation of at least a part

of those within the complex, heterogeneous and dense information ecosystem. Therefore,

it may be of importance to additionally develop reactive strategies addressing the issue on

how individuals can retrospectively deal with the situation of having already experienced
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samples of immersive falsehood without their knowledge. First, one may for instance need

to consciously entertain stronger doubts towards visceral and affective experiences. For

this purpose, a real-time affective monitoring [256, 355] e.g. during the consumption of

immersive journalism and VR news could be investigated. By way of example, measur-

able physiological arousal parameters [286, 388, 430] could be visually displayed to the

user to encourage a critical stance towards the experienced contents. Second, a type of

counterfactual awareness training in VR may promote critical scrutiny by exposing users

to design fiction scenarios featuring a conjunction of immersive news samples related to

real events on the one hand and fake ones based on plausible counterfactuals on the other

hand (see also Chapter 4). Third, users could experience immersive counterfactual sce-

narios illustrating the consequences of triggered doubts through AI-generated fakery in

immersive or non-immersive news settings and the dangers of false memory uptake. In

fact, the mere existence of deepfakes has already led to doubts with lethal risk potentials

such as e.g. in the context of a failed military coup amidst pre-existing political unrest in

Gabon [235, 434]. By making the vulnerability of humans to these sorts of doubts and

false memory constructions more palpable, user vigilance might consequently increase in

AIVR contexts. This could also be supported via tailored VR experiences successfully

elicitating mortality salience [116] (i.e. the awareness of one’s mortality) – which can mo-

tivate safer attitudes and behaviors [116, 468, 479]. VR could thus represent a suitable

awareness-raising tool for future severe AI(VR) safety risks i.a. by facilitating valuable

retrospective counterfactual analyses [539]. Fourth, a generic recommendation that may

already be applicable nowadays is to deliberately turn the confirmation bias [559] automat-

ically reinforced via AI-empowered social media [273] against itself (see also Chapter 2).

For example, one could create social media spaces (subsuming future social VR) that re-

inforce critical thinking, life-long learning and criticism (see Chapter 2) – which could be

deliberately fueled via artificial bots (or non-player characters in VR) steering attention

towards those patterns. Even if immersive falsehood would often not be resolved quickly,

an (AI-aided) social peer pressure reinforcing critical thinking and a focus on invariant

good explanations could represent a necessarily incomplete but principled defense.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we analyzed the extent to which malicious actors in AIVR could compro-

mise truth across diverse areas from societal contexts to science. In the light of affective

realism and the perceiver-dependent nature of social reality, we deconstructed the nature

of the term “ground-truth” often prematurely assigned to the human experiential world.

In a nutshell, we concluded that on a more strict deflationary account of truth linked

to science and not consensus, we do not inhabit a post-truth era. First, humans were

never equipped with a direct access to physical reality in the first place. Second, the
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goal in science should in any case not consist in attempting to empirically identify and

justify truth because neither positive evidence nor consensus ever establishes truth as put

forth by Popper. Instead, the scientific method ideally heavily relies on falsifiability. In a

further step, we thus analyzed whether falsifiability could be irreversibly endangered by

immersive falsehood. Our analysis suggests that while the speed of falsification proce-

dures could be considerably slowed down (which could generate serious complications in

a broad range of domains including science, law enforcement, journalism and politics), it

would be a matter of degree and not of kind. Generally, whatever level of deception and

disinformation is achieved by malicious actors, it does not per se eradicate the scientific

method and we likewise do not inhabit a post-falsification era. A general epistemic view

on science compatible with this is to conceive of it as an endless error-corrected quest for

invariant hard-to-vary theoretical explanations of reality as advocated by Deutsch [158]

– a quest which can obviously not be terminally disrupted by slowed down experimental

falsification procedures. Last but not least, we proposed to defend against and face im-

mersive falsehood by utilizing AIVR safety tools offering a rich counterfactual experiential

testbed [20, 12]. Ideally, these methods could contribute to what one could call a renewed

counterfactual era of technology-augmented critical thinking. In short, while immersive

falsehood neither terminally disrupts truth nor falsification, a technology-augmented crit-

ical thinking (and concurrently a dynamic augmentation of creativity [21] to craft novel

unpredictable requisite solutions) seems indispensable in the light of various remaining

severe socio-psycho-technological risks that future immersive falsehood could involve and

reinforce. Future risk examples could range from AI- [94] and VR-enabled [121] crimes to

false memory constructions [336, 473] over political unrest and safety-critical polarization

in social media [453] (subsuming future social VR).

3.6 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

In the following, we retrospectively provide additional comments on the chapter. Firstly,

we extract the key takeaways relevant for AI-related epistemic security issues. Secondly,

we summarize key insights for epistemically-sensitive AI design.

3.6.1 Relevance for AI-Related Epistemic Security Strategies

In analogy to the last mainly AI-focused Chapter 2, this specifically AIVR-focused chap-

ter simultaneously cautions society against both overestimating and underestimating

present-day AI in VR contexts. On the one hand, we conclude the following: 1) the

misuse of present-day AI(VR) can neither initiate nor exacerbate a “post-truth era” since

the concept is inconsistent in the first place and its applicability can be refuted using
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Popperian epistemology, 2) the misuse of present-day AI(VR) does also not confer the

capacity to engender a “post-falsification era” since in theory, instead of a qualitative

disruption of falsification processes, worst-case falsification complications would stay a

matter of degree and not of kind. On the other hand, “immersive falsehood” in AIVR

should not be underestimated either because a slowing down of falsification procedures

yields epistemic threats affecting not only the immediate context of VR environments but

also more broadly e.g. epistemic processes in science, law enforcement, journalism, politics

and the collation of historical records. Given the importance of epistemological philosophy

for international epistemic security that became more and more palpable in the current

deepfake era, it seems vital to keep dynamically refining one’s epistemic premises using

ever better new explanations (and as suggested in this book the currently best format

for new explanations is the special case of new explanatory blockchains (see Chapter 1)).

Hence, epistemic security should be understood as a process and not the establishment

of an illusionary sustainable end state. In this vein, note that strictly speaking, as elu-

cidated by Frederick [200, 202], one must criticize statements such as the one of Popper

describing that “inconsistency and incoherence do establish falsehood” [411] mentioned

in Section 3.3. Among others, following Frederick [200], one reason for this is that a

falsified theory could still be true if the accepted observations believed to have falsified

it were wrong [200]. This is in line with the Duhem-Quine thesis [239] which emphasizes

the context-dependency of falsification procedures as already adumbrated earlier in Sec-

tion 3.3. Gradual reflections on how to build up a more robust epistemological grounding

that accounts for Frederick’s explanations are implicitly integrated in Chapter 5, 7 and 8.

3.6.2 Relevance for Epistemically-Sensitive AI Design

While Section 3.4 already collated a first set of epistemically-relevant AIVR design strate-

gies as countermeasures against “immersive falsehood”, the following Chapter 4 deepens

this analysis by focusing on the immersive journalism use case. However, prior to that,

against the backdrop of the need for epistemic refinements just mentioned in Section 3.6.1,

it may be crucial to already consider its key implications for epistemically-sensitive AI de-

sign. In particular, it may now become clear that the act of selling AI products described

to offer results such as “deepfake detection”, “lie detection”, “truthfulness” or specifically

“immersive falsehood detection” would be epistemically problematic on multiple grounds.

Firstly, the detection of AI-generated synthetic artefacts is embedded in ongoing adver-

sarial cat-and-mouse games. For instance, the latter can lead to “authentic” samples

being misclassified as deepfake and deepfake samples being misclassified as “authentic”

through adversarial interference (see also Chapter 2). Secondly, among others due to the

possibility of inaccurate observations, observed inconsistencies cannot prove falsehood.

Thirdly, knowledge is steadily evolving and revised gradually by what that which is collo-

quially referred to as “ground truth” is an unpredictably moving target. For instance, it is
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possible that something that would nowadays be perceived as scientific “fake news” may

become tomorrow’s agreed upon scientific knowledge and vice versa. Indeed, as empha-

sized by Corazza [128], there exists cases in the history of science where what was deemed

to be impossible suddenly became accepted to be possible after unexpectedly being made

problematic by experiment and later refuted by a new better explanation able to account

for that. Fourthly, the idea to utilize AI to detect “falsehood” can worsen the stigmati-

zation of humans being statistical outliers (see Chapter 7 for more details). In sum, we

conclude that a responsible epistemically-sensitive AI design framework could implement

present-day AI systems for epistemic assistance and cyborgnetic creativity augmentation

but not to replace cyborgnetic epistemic judgments.
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Chapter 4

Malicious Design in AIVR

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman and

L. Kester. Malicious design in AIVR, falsehood and cybersecurity-oriented immersive

defenses. In 2020 IEEE International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Virtual

Reality (AIVR), pages 130-137. IEEE, 2020. As the first author of the underlying paper,

I had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content

and to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

4.1 Motivation

For humans to benefit from progresses in the AI field, it is essential to early start to

also tackle the potential risks associated with AI development and deployment. In the

light of the foregoing, AI safety and AI ethics considerations are gradually being rec-

ognized as indispensable component of AI research efforts across multiple research sub-

fields [146, 166, 226, 326, 405, 478] at an international level [34]. Commonly, methods

in AI safety and AI ethics focus on how to implement ethical and safe AI systems and

how to avoid unintentional failure modes related to design-time mistakes and operational

failures. However, from a cybersecurity-oriented view in AI safety [19, 84, 407, 555], it has

been emphasized to additionally consider the existence of malicious and unethical actors.

Such adversaries can intentionally launch malicious attacks on deployed AI systems or

themselves craft AI systems with intentional malice in design. Concerning VR settings,

recent work on security and safety for VR [404, 104, 222] and also more generally mixed

reality [41, 151, 237, 512] is in line with this cybersecurity-oriented AI safety perspective

and stresses the need to anticipate misuses and attacks by malicious entities. Generally,

the AI risks embodied by malicious design can be understood as worst-case scenarios in

AI safety given that the system is owned by the attacker allowing maximal adversarial
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capabilities with minimal restrictions in white-box settings1 [549]. Obviously, the same

holds analogously for malicious design in VR.

Hence, given the promising avenues that beneficial synergies between AI and VR tech-

nologies started to bring forth [527], it seems important to proactively identify possible

misuses of such synergies. In fact, the early consideration of individual use cases in-

volving malevolent actors has been recently explicitly recommended for a security-aware

development across diverse mixed reality instantiations [237]. In this chapter, we focus

on malevolent design at the intersection of AI and VR (AIVR). More specifically, we

zero in on intentionally performed unethical AIVR design that construes what we called

“immersive falsehood” in Chapter 3. We regard immersive falsehood as a landscape of

deliberately designed synthetic immersive realities for malicious purposes. For a graspable

analysis and by way of illustration, we use the not yet prevalent but cogitable use case

of targeted disinformation via VR news contents potentiated by Generative AI (such as

e.g. via exploits using future extensions of VR deepfakes [78]). Indeed, regarding the

information ecosystem in the near future, progresses in the nascent field of immersive

journalism (which refers to news formats allowing participatory first-person experiences

of recreated news events and situations [153]) already include the creation of VR news

productions [401]. Thereby, while the convergence of AI, VR and such experiential news

could provide a unique window of opportunity for innovations, it could also simultaneously

exacerbate the space of possibilities for malicious AIVR design and disinformation.

Note that even if advanced AIVR applications might currently belong to a niche in its

infancy, the analysis of this particular type of risk could be already useful today for AI,

VR and their safety separately. The reason being that instructive insights gained from

such worst-case scenario considerations might already be applicable to simpler cases. For

instance, when being equipped with methods on how to defend against misleading im-

mersive journalism experiences in VR, one might be better informed on how to tackle

the consumption of manipulative disinformation videos crafted with Generative AI which

are non-immersive and affect much less sensory modalities. Concurrently, a similar set of

methods might be useful to sensitize VR users and raise security awareness on the proce-

dure of potential adversaries including their manipulation techniques. Finally, the mere

confrontation with instantiations of malevolent AIVR design leads involved researchers

(and ultimately society) to face the relevant issue on how to possibly generate defense

methods against vividly experienced “immersive falsehood”. One possibility to address

this task is the use of design fictions [73, 72, 112, 426] known from human computer

interaction (HCI) and which have been recently also applied to near-term and long-term

security issues of modern technologies including Generative AI [262]. (Co-creation design

fictions can be used for technological future projections by experts in the form of e.g. nar-

1Simply put, in security, white-box settings refer to cases where the adversary has full knowledge

about the internal implementation of the system.
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ratives or construed prototypes that can be represented in text, audio or video formats but

also in VR environments [406].) The next Section 4.2 collates technical and psychological

information on malicious design in the context of Generative AI and immersive journal-

ism. Then, Section 4.3 first discusses parameters relevant to a cybersecurity-oriented

modelling of adversarial capabilities and goals. Subsequently, we elaborate on how to –

on this basis – co-create defenses using immersive design fictions. Thereafter, we conclude

in Section 4.4 and provide incentives for future work.

4.2 Malevolent Actors and Fakery in AIVR

Malevolent creativity [140] can be described as the deliberate utilization of creativity in the

service of harmful goals. As in cybersecurity, malevolent creativity applied to AI may fuel

incessant races between adversaries and defenders. However, as in cybersecurity, dynamic

exchanges between defenders and ethical hackers and the practice of considering safety

aspects, attacks and defenses can contribute to a more informed and balanced security

ecosystem [407]. Early analogous efforts can be already observed in the field of adversarial

machine learning where an increasing number of publications on both adversarial AI

attacks and adaptive defense methods are produced [101]. Already in current AI contexts,

it is technically feasible for malevolent attackers to for instance intentionally cause a

variety of failures ranging from exploitation of vulnerabilities against adversarial examples

over poisoning attacks and machine learning backdoors to model thefts [314]. Regarding

malevolent AI design [407, 549] itself, feasible examples include among others AI-based

malicious software [492], misuse of automated drones [125, 19] or autonomous vehicles [94]

and malicious design of Generative AI [262] for disinformation, extortion and defamation.

In VR, it is in principle practicable for malevolent actors to cause psychological or physical

harm [512] e.g. by displaying or overlaying offensive undesirable contents [104], enacting

harassment in social virtual spaces [70], by controlling the physical movements of the

user towards maliciously chosen physical locations or by deliberately inducing dizziness

and confusion [104]. In extreme cases, physical harm could be caused for instance by

manipulating subtle elements such as the frequency of visual stimuli threatening hereto

neurologically vulnerable individuals [41]. Malevolent actors could also threaten privacy in

social VR settings [383] e.g. via identity thefts of user avatars [512] linked to the unethical

tracking of multiple private channels. Furthermore, an already emerging phenomenon is

the unethical crafting and sharing of synthetic non-consensual VR contents [121] – which

could be exacerbated with perceived virtual replica or tailored modifications of existing

humans [344] if performed non-consensually. Corresponding endeavors could be fueled by

future extensions of VR deepfake methods that are technically already feasible [78, 121].

Ultimately, it is conceivable that AI-aided malevolent VR design could also be utilized
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e.g. for manipulative purposes at a larger scale taking the form of immersive disinfor-

mation [512]. In fact, while one advantage of the already existing VR-based immersive

journalism [401] is the “unprecedented access to the sights and sounds, and possibly feel-

ings and emotions that accompany the news” [153], this feature could be systematically

exploited in order to deceive – especially when amplified with Generative AI. Incisively, a

recent online article expounded that combining deepfakes and VR may “damage the trust

in shared information” and could lead to “extremely manipulated content across various

channels” [483].

4.2.1 Malicious Design of Generative AI

The currently most sophisticated instances of Generative AI that are potentially available

to malevolent actors are the so-called “deepfake” techniques harnessing deep learning (DL)

tools. While often associated with face-swapping methods, the range of deepfake appli-

cations transcends those contexts and comprises not only modifications of faces in image

and video artifacts but also extends to speech, text and body motions as well as images

in other domains. Thereby, it is important to note that deepfakes simultaneously open

up a variety of beneficial and forward-looking applications (see e.g. [98] for an overview)

in areas such as gaming, entertainment, health care, education or even privacy-preserving

journalism. Here, we are concerned with potential misuses which if ignored, could also

compromise or overshadow the unfolding of positive impacts of these technologies. Poten-

tial harmful and malicious adversarial goals to design deepfakes comprise among others

disinformation, revenge, extortion, sabotage, smearing, frauds, crafting a tool for other

cybercrimes, scams, impersonation, obfuscation, tempering with legal evidence and phys-

ical harm [10, 358, 516]. In the next paragraph, we introduce a set of practically relevant

risk instantiations for illustrative purposes.

The following exemplary high-level processes could be instrumentalized across different

domains for malicious Generative AI design: 1) replacement, 2) reenactment, 3) image

synthesis, 4) speech synthesis, 5) synthetic text generation, 6) adversarial perturbation

and interestingly 7) automated disconcertion. The most popular application for process 1

is certainly facial replacement (aka face-swapping) in the computer vision domain. Such

a DL-based facial replacement has been for instance used for a public defamation video

shared across ca. 40000 individuals portraying the journalist Rana Ayyub in pornographic

contexts she never partook. Concerning process 2 which often involves a type of puppetry

via facial reenactment where facial features of a driving source entity are transferred to

the face of a target, they “give attackers the ability to impersonate an identity, controlling

what he or she says or does” [516]. With increasing generative capabilities, it is easily

conceivable that it could become more and more problematic for audiovisual journalistic

contents. Moreover, process 3 facilitates the generation of fake artifacts perceived as por-
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traits of possibly existing individuals. It has been already utilized to generate misleading

profile pictures on social media to simulate fake personas [102] and has been harnessed for

disinformation [452] and even espionage attempts [451]. Another example of malicious

DL-based image synthesis is the generation of deepfakes in the domain of medical im-

agery to add or remove diagnostic features for which a proof-of-concept has been recently

implemented as applied to scans for lung cancer [359]. Process 4 has been for instance

utilized for a type of DL-based voice cloning facilitating an impersonation of the CEO

of a company in the UK where an employee could be convinced to transfer a significant

amount of money [486]. Very recently, process 5 instantiated in the form of DL-based nat-

ural language generation with a fine-tuned version of the known Generative Pre-trained

Transformer (GPT-2) model has been argued to be able to formulate textual messages

resembling political disinformation [505].

When it comes to process 6, the key motivation of adding adversarial perturbations to

a previously crafted material to evade deepfake detectors (a technically feasible strategy

denoted “adversarial deepfakes” [370]) could be to disguise other cybercrimes or to con-

ceal inauthentic contents related to disinformation campaigns [102]. Its future real-world

instantiations could lead to severe forensic consequences [516] and could have nefarious

impacts on the information ecosystem. Beyond that, it could also lead to repercussions

regarding content filters related to terroristic propaganda or child abuse [125] (which is for

instance conceivable if illegal authentic material is first modified via deepfakes for iden-

tity obfuscation [489] and subsequently adversarially perturbed [370] to evade deepfake

detectors). Last but not least, an interim retrospective view of this short non-exhaustive

enumeration of processes that can be exploited for malevolent Generative AI design reveals

the need to consider the socio-psychological and forensic impacts of their mere existence.

In fact, with process 7 of automated disconcertion (see Chapter 2), we refer to the au-

tomatically eventuated mechanism that is brought forth by the very availability of these

processes which are potentiated by the malicious Generative AI design itself. In forensics,

it materializes in the form of the liar’s dividend [516] seemingly taking away the general

credibility of audio, visual and textual samples. At the societal and interpersonal but also

intrapersonal level, it means that founded or unfounded suspicions of fakery might turn

out to become harder and harder to resolve in practice. Needless to say that the rather

diffuse automated disconcertion can represent a strategical advantage for malicious actors

interested in forms of targeted disinformation. In fact, a recent failed military coup in the

context of pre-existing political unrest in Gabon was partially grounded in the prolifera-

tion of the wrong assumption that an official presidential video represented a manipulative

deepfake video [199, 235, 434].
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4.2.2 Immersive Journalism, VR and Disinformation

One striking vision for the nascent field of immersive journalism (IJ) as revealed by De

la Peña (who has also been called the “godmother of VR” [300]) was the explicit goal to

reinstitute “the audience’s emotional involvement in current events” [153] which seemed

to exhibit a certain degree of indifference towards human suffering. It has been argued

that IJ can promote empathy [449] as well as a sense of awe and wonder [402]. Moreover,

a recent study found that it can foster postive attitudinal changes [89]. Further, it was

initially postulated that VR news contents when “based on 3D video rather than on 3D

synthetic modeling and animation” [153] would offer an even more realistic framing than

conventional formats. This may also apply to VR content creation with modern highly

detailed and realistic 3D reconstructions [162, 382, 527]. Beyond that, VR may offer “a

powerful plattform to re-create news events, taking the idea of photographic documentation

of reality or acoustical recordings to an entirely new level in which the user can be virtually

present at a news event and experience it as a witness or even as a participant” [401].

Interestingly, VR news experiences have been associated with higher telepresence and even

elevated news credibility [281] when compared with standard news consumption forms

without VR exposure. IJ experienced with VR headsets could allow unique experiences

of immersive 3D “spatial journalism” [402] via “the introduction of user-directed spatial

dynamics, adding a new level of presence” [93]. Despite these promising avenues and the

fact that there exist multiple types of IJ including AR frameworks, 360-degree reports [238]

and drone-based immersive news [402], IJ is still in its infancy and the most widespread

pieces correspond to either 360-degree video productions or mobile VR settings [88, 401]

which is also linked to the fact that VR content creation is still relatively complex and

expensive nowadays [343].

Nevertheless, multiple early IJ formats in VR have been developped in the last two

decades. The first VR news story of the New York Times (NYT) (albeit only as 360-

degree film downloadable from a NYT app which some would strictly speaking not label

as VR content [500]) termed “The Displaced” [401] was focused on three children from

different nations displaced by war and allowed a visual exploration of the effects of the

devastation. Furthermore, “Project Syria” facilitated an immersive VR experience fea-

turing a bomb explosion in Aleppo and a refugee camp [401] that could be viewed with

Oculus Rift or HTC Vive while “Assent” was devised as a VR documentary that could

be viewed with Oculus Rift depicting the witnessing of military executions in Chile from

the perspective of the maker’s father. Another IJ piece in VR that was made available

to the public was crafted to raise awareness concerning the detention conditions at the

Guantánamo Bay prison and was based on a re-construction of this prison for Second

Life and later for Unity3D. In these examples of VR journalism, a unique grasp of the

situation becomes possible by “transferring people’s sensation of place to a space where

a credible action is taking place that they perceive as really happening, and where, most
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importantly, it is their very body involved in this action” [153]. In a nutshell, according to

De la Peña, it is this combination of presence, the plausibility of the experience and the

embodied active sampling of the environment that facilitates this “profoundly different

way to experience the news, and therefore ultimately to understand it in a way that is

otherwise impossible, without really being there” [153].

However, this set of attributes of IJ in VR make it at the same time lucrative for malicious

actors. It is easily conceivable that such unique immersive experiences can also create

presence, immersion, empathy and a sense of credibility in the context of fakery advocated

by manipulative entities [277]. Different IJ formats could accordingly be misused for

propaganda and disinformation. For clarity, instead of using the broader term of “fake

news” (which partially overlaps with disinformation and misinformation [324]) to refer to

misleading information and news contents, we utilize the narrow term “disinformation”

in the sense recommended by the UK government. It defines “disinformation as the

deliberate creation and sharing of false and/or manipulated information that is intended

to deceive and mislead audiences, either for the purposes of causing harm, or for political,

personal or financial gain” [122]. Regarding disinformation in IJ, in a 2017 interview

with Quartz, De la Peña stated that “VR will be used for propaganda. It will be used

badly for journalism. [...] But that’s always going to be about, who’s the maker? And

it’s not about the medium” [418]. For this reason, the main concern addressed here is

malevolent creativity exhibited by malicious makers. (Naturally, other concerns may

stem from unintentional human errors.) As it has long been the case in cybersecurity and

now also in deepfakes, there is certainly an attacker-defender arms race when it comes to

disinformation attempts. Future IJ and also VR itself could arguably follow this type of

trend [237].

4.2.3 Manipulated VR News and False Memory Construction

In short, with VR technologies becoming cheaper and more widespread, “immersive false-

hood” fabricated by malicious actors could emerge in IJ settings. Sanchez described re-

lated possible dystopian scenarios “where users are immersed in a world of fake news” [449]

while Uskali and Ikonen [511] stressed that IJ experts should be aware of “[...] advanced

and sophisticated manipulation and disinformation operations [...]”. Beyond that, Uskali

et al. specify that “our brain believes so strongly in what it sees in VR that we might not be

able to distinguish fake news from real news” [510]. In our view, one very specific concern

for the future of IJ is the targeted and tailored elicitation of false memory constructions

via experiential VR news contents. On the one hand, when compared to traditional desk-

top displays, it is known from recent findings that immersive VR with head-mounted

displays affords more memorable experiences by combining “visually immersive spatial

representations of data with our vestibular and proprioceptive senses” [311]. On the other
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hand, this concise feature of long-lasting effects via the spatially-centered experiences in

VR journalism [93] could open up a novel attack surface for malevolent actors interested

in disinformation operations. More generally, Liv and Greenbaum [336] postulate that

“creating false memories to promote the uptake of fake news, both on the individual and

mass scale can be enabled through multiple different means, including narrative, video,

photos, and virtual reality”. In this line, a study of Frenda et al. emphasizes that fake

memories can be specifically brought forth for manipulative political gain – with successful

uptakes especially if the contents are coherent with pre-existing preferences [203]. Another

study found that elementary-aged children are susceptible to false memory formation in

VR [464] and concluded more broadly that “third parties may be able to elicit false mem-

ories without the consent or mental effort of an individual”. Already the exposure to

a small set of misleading photographs and a narrative led to false memory construction

across half of the adult participants in a 2018 study in the period preceeding the Ireland

abortion referendum [367]. Overall, it is easily conceivable that hyperrealistic IJ pieces

experienced with VR headsets may exacerbate such psychological effects[473].

Against the backdrop of the foregoing analysis speaking to the creation of durable false

memories for disinformation purposes, the following exemplary set of 3 processes could

facilitate this endeavor: 1) persuasive spatial dynamics engineering, 2) memory-centered

sensory stimulation, 3) information gathering. Process 1 refers to any set of system-

atically selected processes whose outcome yields increased spatial awareness, perception

and orientation in VR settings (such as e.g. implementing 3D minimaps [305]). Process

2 consists in selecting any specific sensory stimulation that increases memory consolida-

tion. For instance, it is easily conceivable that future adversaries could especially profit

from the already implemented [368, 373, 354, 502, 421, 528] but not yet available-for-sale

olfactory displays for VR. The reason being that neuroanatomically speaking, olfactory

pathways are unique [488] and olfactory memories differ from other memory forms by be-

ing particularly apt to evoke affectively-loaden memories and having a strong propensity

to influence memory acquisition while being at the same time “highly resistant to for-

getting” and “highly resistant to retroactive interference” [435]. (Olfactory displays can

for instance be attached to VR headsets [368, 421] or utilized as on-face [528] or hand-

held [373] wearables.) Finally, process 3 could include various techniques such as e.g.

social engineering or open source intelligence gathering [42] (retrieving publicly available

data on a target) to identify pre-existing preferences and beliefs of the victims to be able

to match VR contents for a successful uptake of disinformation.
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4.3 Cybersecurity-oriented Immersive Defenses

In the last Section 4.2, we reflected upon the space of affordances available to potential

malevolent actors in AI and VR respectively. We illustrated this concept utilizing the

use case of disinformation in immersive journalism contexts. In this section, we discuss

a cybersecurity-oriented methodology to generate defense methods against adversaries

operating in AIVR, at the intersection of AI and VR. In this vein, in cybersecurity and

also in recent work on security for machine learning, it is indispensable to perform a

so-called threat modelling [101], a clear specification of assumed goals, capabilities and

knowledge exhibited by the adversary. For this reason, prior to elaborating on how to

generate generic immersive AIVR defense measures, we first provide a threat model for

our malevolent AIVR design use case for illustration.

4.3.1 Threat Modelling for Malevolent AIVR Design Use Case

� Adversarial goals: Given the choice of our use case, the goal of the assumed

adversary is a specific form of targeted disinformation by combining AI with VR

tools in IJ settings. We consider that the adversary has the specific goal to ma-

nipulate the opinions, attitudes and views of selected IJ victims in a well-defined

manner according to a self-defined scheme. More precisely, the goal could be to

modify a source set of conceptions S to a target set of conceptions T in a certain

context whereby these sets could differ in content and in confidence assigned to each

element. By such a modification, the adversary intentionally aims at deceiving and

misleading based on political, personal or financial motives or/and as an end in itself

to cause harm. Overall, the adversarial goal would correspond to a microtargeted

disinformation in IJ.

� Adversarial knowledge: We assume that all Generative AI components utilized

are available in white-box settings. The same holds for the VR content creation for

the IJ experiences that is fully transparent to the adversary. Moreover, the adver-

sary is able to gain publicly available information on the victims and can attempt

to gain more personal data via social engineering. One can conceive of malicious

Generative AI (and by extension malicious deepfakes and VR deepfakes) as a type

of adversarial examples on humans – as exposure to a specifically arranged senso-

rium with the goal to fool human entities (at the level of their preferences, beliefs

and perceptions). Hence, in the case of humans for which information gathering

succeeded in supplying crucial personal knowledge, it may be described as grey-box

setting (a nuance between black-box and white-box adversarial knowledge levels).

� Adversarial capabilities: Regarding the Generative AI parts, the adversary can
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at least instrumentalize the set of 7 processes introduced in the last section which

consisted of replacement, reenactment, image synthesis, speech synthesis, synthetic

text generation, adversarial perturbation and automated disconcertion. In the VR

content creation, the subtasks relevant to the disinformation goal are under the

control of the adversary. For instance, we assume no constraints on the design and

combination of the multimodal material for content (e.g. images, videos, audio sam-

ples,...). The adversary has no constraints on performing the 3 mentioned processes

for VR content creation: persuasive spatial dynamics engineering, memory-centered

sensory stimulation and information gathering. Thus, in total, the adversary can

leverage 10 different processes to achieve microtargeted disinformation. However,

it is obvious that in practice the set of capabilities could be wider and is solely

constrained by malevolent creativity which is why defenses should be understood as

incremental techniques and not as conclusive solutions.

4.3.2 Immersive Design Fictions for AIVR Safety

Design fiction (which we abbreviate with DF in the following) enables “HCI and de-

sign researchers to co-create, explore and speculate the future” [6]. Very recently, Houde

et al.[262] successfully applied co-creation DF to the specific context of near-term AI

safety related to (mis)use cases of Generative AI. On this basis, we regard DF as a well

suited methodology for defenses against near-future AIVR safety risks as illustrated in

this chapter. For clarity and to facilitate a systematic procedure, we suggest to ground

future AIVR DF endeavors for defenses in threat models. Moreover, the law of requisite

variety in cybernetics suggests that “only variety can destroy variety” [32]. Applied to our

use case, this signifies that in order to identify requisite knowledge for defenses against

the described threat model of an adversary operating at physical, virtual and importantly

immersive levels, one may profit from an immersive perspective. In our view, this need

for an immersive stance for the meaningful generation of solutions applies generally to

any malicious AIVR design use case linked to “immersive falsehood”. Interestingly, it

has been proposed to utilize VR as a powerful platform for DF given the “higher level

of immersion and sense of embodiment” [6]. In a nutshell, AIVR safety can profit from

AIVR (next to multiple other areas such as e.g. cybersecurity, social psychology, affective

science, law or journalism) and vice versa.

In the light of our threat model, it becomes clear that DFs for such malicious AIVR design

use cases need to consider a socio-psycho-technological threat landscape with immersive,

digital and physical elements and profound cognitive-affective implications. Given the

complexity, a meaningful approach requires transdisciplinary dynamics. Importantly, the

DFs need to not only address proactive defenses, but also reactive mechanisms [19]. In

fact, proactive defenses could aim at hindering malevolent actors in AIVR to be able
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to disseminate their VR contents in the first place. Such measures could for instance

include prevention mechanisms preceding content deployment and could be developed

based on tools analogous to deepfake detection AI. However, given the fallibility of human

knowledge, the unreliability of AI detection systems and the unpredictability of human

malicious creativity, one needs to be aware of the need for reactive defense measures i.e.

in the example of our use case after users were exposed to the manipulated VR news

contents.

Notably, we do not consider DF as a tool to predict the future. Given the unpredictability

of future knowledge creation, future extrapolations are limited by the state of available

present knowledge and reactive measures to unknown unknowns will be needed. DF

cannot foresee the consequences of not-yet created knowledge. However, DF allows the

generation of plausible counterfactual paths that could become crucial. Organization-

ally, we assume a preparation phase preceding the DF in which an immersive prototype

is crafted (more details below). A simple prototype could e.g. be an immersive multi-

modal storytelling narrative with audiovisual (see e.g. recent MIT deepfake storytelling

project [361]), olfactory or tactile material. For the future, we ideally recommend a VR

prototype [484]. Overall, we consider 3 disjunct groups: the makers of the immersive

prototype, a set of designers with expertise in AIVR and a multidisciplinary set of partic-

ipants with knowledge in a variety of technological areas overlapping with AI and VR or

not. The following order for the immersive DF is non-binding and has a merely illustrative

function:

1. Designer co-creation session: A group of AI and VR designers craft a threat

model 1 and a threat model 2. The former refers to a use case of a malicious AIVR

design that would already be technically feasible nowadays and the latter to a use

case that they consider feasible in 5 years given their current knowledge.

2. Participant introduction to AIVR: The AI and VR designers provide a high-

level introduction to the multidisciplinary audience. It provides an overview on the

state-of-the-art of technical possibilities at the intersection of AI and VR.

3. Designer narrative: The designers present threat model 1 to the audience.

4. Participant co-creation session: Instructed by this example, the participants

generate a new threat model 3 based on what they assume might be technically

feasible in 5 years given their current knowledge.

5. Participant narrative: The participants present threat model 3 to the designers.

6. Narrative comparison: The designers present threat model 2 and participants

compare it to threat model 3.
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7. Immersive session: Designers and participants undergo a short experience of

the immersive prototype. The prototype experientially conveys a threat model 0

(prefabricated by the makers of the prototype). In our use case example, it could

consist of a short blind immersive experience with 2 pieces: an IJ piece (ideally in

VR) featuring an unknown but real event and another one featuring disinformation

inspired by the threat model in Subsection 4.3.1. Before and during exposure, users

are not informed on which piece is real and which manipulative. Clarification is

provided at the end.

8. Common defense co-creation session: Designers, participants and makers

co-create proactive and reactive defenses against threat models 0 to 3. They also

discuss possible adaptive attacks (when defenses are known).

4.4 Conclusion

Recent research related to the safety and security of AI and VR respectively empha-

sizes the need to complement classical efforts to design ethical and safe systems with the

anticipation of intentional exploits by unethical and malicious actors. In this vein, we

performed a proactive cybersecurity-oriented analysis of malicious design in AIVR i.e. at

the intersection of AI and VR. Even though the field is in its infancy, it is essential to

build more robust dynamics from the onset on [512] and not in hindsight. By way of illus-

tration, we applied our analysis to the use case of immersive journalism where malevolent

actors could specifically harness Generative AI and VR settings for purposes of (microtar-

geted) disinformation creating “immersive falsehood” – with socio-psycho-technological

implications that may require proactive and reactive immersive defenses.

For the purpose of generating such defense measures, we introduced a cybersecurity-

oriented approach to immersive co-creation design fictions (ideally in VR). In a nutshell,

AIVR safety can benefit from immersive AIVR co-creations. Thereby, while such co-

creations may not represent a panacea to counter malicious design, it seems recommend-

able to incrementally employ and update them on-demand for conceivable AIVR safety

use cases. Beyond that, it can be postulated that immersive design fictions inspired by

security practices represent a possible way to utilize VR as rich counterfactual experi-

ential testbed [12, 20] – however now extended to counterfactuals comprising co-existing

unethical actors.

In a recent futures exercise, AI-generated fake content was ranked among the highest-

rated potential applications for AI-enabled crime [94]. Moreover, Generative AI such as

deepfakes could be used for the malicious creation of false memories [336]. Such consid-

erations paired with the aptness of VR to facilitate durable memories represent AIVR
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synergies that could be exploited by malicious actors. The possible psychological implica-

tions of false memories induced in the context of such exploits could be studied in future

work. Thereby, a promising avenue for future prevention and remedies could perhaps also

include immersive cognitive-affective debiasing measures harnessing AIVR itself.

4.5 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

As conducted in previous chapters, we retrospectively add comments to contents of the

chapter. Firstly, we extract the key takeaways relevant for AI-related epistemic security

issues. Secondly, we summarize key insights for epistemically-sensitive AI design.

4.5.1 Relevance for AI-Related Epistemic Security Strategies

As can be extracted from this chapter, when it comes to epistemic security considerations

pertaining to the information ecosystem in the deepfake era, it is crucial to additionally

cover social VR – especially in light of its growing popularity among users. The chapter

focused on the exemplary epistemic threat that maliciously crafted deepfake-augmented

immersive journalism settings could pose to society. However, we conclude that much more

generally, one should not underestimate the variety of novel possible synergies between AI

and VR that could be deliberately exploited by malicious actors for purposes of epistemic

distortion. Thereby, the construction of what has been referred to as “false memories” in

psychology which could be exacerbated in VR exemplifies the insufficiency of an empiricist

approach to epistemology in the deepfake era. In light of the epistemic stance conveyed in

this book which foregrounds the phenomenon of new explanatory blockchains (EBs) (see

also Chapter 1), it is apparent that because the creation of any non-EB-like information

can be forged, one can indeed not rely solely on one’s non-EB-like memories to stay

epistemically secure in the long-term. The importance of EB-based strategies for AI- and

also VR-related epistemic security is discussed in Chapter 7.

4.5.2 Relevance for Epistemically-Sensitive AI Design

Interestingly, an epistemically-sensitive AI(VR) design could craft immersive design fic-

tions for the virtual exploration of EB-based strategies (see also Chapter 7). One could

state that a remarkable property of the best scientific, technological but also philosophical

EBs is that by the comparatively strict nature of their generation procedure, (think e.g.

of detailed texts describing new physical theories or new patents all of which could at

least be easily transformed into a suitable EB format) belong to the most rigid invari-

ant epistemic artefacts. Changing minute semantic details engenders inconsistencies that
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could undermine the validity of the entire chain of explanations – which would not corre-

spond to an EB anymore. To shed a new comparative light on the term “hard-to-vary”

utilized by Deutsch [158], one can state that EBs are fundamentally harder -to-vary than

any non-EB-like information2. In that sense, the epistemic procedure according to which

explanation blocks are connected within one EB makes the latter semantically immutable.

Moreover, a meta-chain of successively discovered new EBs that improve upon each other

may inherit that immutability3. In a nutshell, one could utilize this peculiarity as a fea-

ture for an epistemically-sensitive AI design facilitating a technology-augmented critical

thinking. For example, one application could be to let humans experience the contrast

between the contents of a new EB on a problem x versus new non-EB-like explanations

on the same problem x with the required new non-EB-like material being deepfake text

generated by a language AI. (Obviously, it is also possible for a hereto willing human

to manually generate such new non-EB-like material.) More details in this regard are

provided in Chapter 6 and 7. Prior to that, the next Chapter 5 first focuses on a new

epistemic threat emerging in the deepfake era: scientific and empirical adversarial attacks,

a new form of malicious AI-aided epistemic distortion of which “deepfake science attacks”

represent a subset.

2This can be interpreted as one major reason for the present-day lucrativity of (cyber) intellectual

property theft by malicious actors.
3Nowadays, one could argue that in epistemically-relevant areas such as science, anthropic peer re-

view in a domain would ideally already implicitly implement a human expert peer network where each

individual somehow instantiates (via own private expert memories) such a meta-chain of consecutive EBs

given that domain in which that individual is an expert. Perhaps, to ease an AI-based retrieval of known

EBs that augments humans in domains where they happen not to be experts, one could then implement

public human-peer-review-based (i.e. more generally Type-II -only-peer-review-based instead of automat-

able such as e.g. conventional proof-of-work schemes) blockchain solutions that explicitly document the

implicitly evolving meta-chain instantiated by human experts for each domain. Obviously, the latter

could however allow no statement about novel yet unknown EBs. Yet, it could help strengthening an

awareness of what humans perceive as “new” in the first place. For instance, for reasons of epistemic

security, any knowledge that can be derived merely by deduction from old EBs (e.g. including with the

help of present-day AI) should not be considered as new EB in science (see also Chapter 6 for more

details). Indeed, one may even need to proactively explicitly augment currently accepted known EBs

with Type-II-only-validated but Type-I-AI-generatable new non-EB-like information that those old EBs

already seem to entail. The implementation of corresponding Type I AI and the expert validation process

could yield an efficient cyborgnetic creativity augmentation method.
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Chapter 5

Scientific and Empirical Adversarial

(SEA) AI Attacks

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman and

L. Kester. Epistemic defenses against scientific and empirical adversarial AI attacks .

In Proceedings of the Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Safety 2021 co-located with the

Thirtieth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI 2021), Virtual,

August, 2021., 2021. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution

and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive

literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

5.1 Introduction

Progress in the AI field unfolds a wide growing array of beneficial societal effects with

AI permeating more and more crucial application domains. To forestall ethically-relevant

ramifications, research from a variety of disciplines tackling pertinent AI safety [29, 80, 92,

186, 327], AI ethics and AI governance issues [196, 275, 386, 424] gained momentum at an

international level. In addition, cybersecurity-oriented frameworks in AI safety [84, 408]

stressed the necessity to not only address unintentional errors, unforeseen repercussions

and bugs in the context of ethical AI design but also AI risks linked to intentional malice

i.e. deliberate unethical design, attacks and sabotage by malicious actors. In parallel,

the convergence of AI with other technologies increases and diversifies the attack surface

available to malevolent actors. For instance, while AI-enhanced cybersecurity opens up

novel valuable possibilities for defenders [565], AI simultaneously provides new affordances

for attackers [33] from AI-aided social engineering [465] to AI-concealed malware [298].

Next to the capacity of AI to extend classical cyberattacks in scope, speed and scale [279],

a notable emerging threat is what we denote AI-aided epistemic distortion. The latter
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represents a form of AI weaponization and is increasingly studied in its currently most

salient form, namely AI-aided disinformation [113, 279, 505] which is especially relevant to

information warfare [242]. Recently, the weaponization of Generative AI for information

operations has been described as “a sincere threat to democracies” [243]. In this chapter,

we analyze attacks and defenses pertaining to another not yet prevalent but technically

feasible and similarly concerning form of AI-aided epistemic distortion with potentially

profound societal implications: scientific and empirical adversarial AI attacks (SEA AI

attacks).

With SEA AI attacks, we refer to any deliberately malicious AI-aided epistemic distor-

tion which predominantly and directly targets (applied) science and technology assets (as

opposed to information operations where a wider societal target is often selected on ideo-

logical/political grounds). In short, the expression acts as an umbrella term for malicious

actors utilizing or attacking AI at pre- or post-deployment stages with the deliberate ad-

versarial aim to deceive, sabotage, slow down or disrupt (applied) science, engineering or

related endeavors. Obviously, SEA AI attacks could be performed in a variety of modal-

ities (see e.g. “deepfake geography” [571] related to vision). However, for illustrative

purposes, we base our two exemplary use cases on misuses of language models. The first

use case treats SEA AI attacks on security engineering via schemes in which a malicious

actor poisons training data resources [346] that are vital to data-driven defenses in the

cybersecurity ecosystem. Lately, a proof-of-concept for an AI-based data poisoning attack

has been implemented in the context of cyber threat intelligence (CTI) [425]. The authors

utilized a fine-tuned version of the GPT-2 language model [419] and were able to generate

fake CTI which was indistinguishable from its legitimate counterpart when presented to

cybersecurity experts. The second use case studies conceivable SEA AI attacks on proce-

dures that are essential to scientific writing. Related examples that have been depicted in

recent work encompass plagiarism studies with transformers like BERT [524] and with the

pre-trained GPT-3 language model [82] that “may very well pass peer review” [155] but

also AI-generated fake reviews (with a fine-tuned version of GPT-2) apt to mislead expe-

rienced researchers in a small user study [490]. Future malicious actors could deliberately

breed a large-scale agenda in the spirit of “fake science news” [252] and AI-generated pa-

pers that would widely exceed in quality (later withdrawn) computer-generated research

papers [513] published at respected venues. In short, technically already practicable SEA

AI attacks could have considerable negative effects if jointly potentiated with regard to

scale, scope and speed by malicious actors equipped with sufficient resources. As later ex-

emplified in Subsection 5.3.1, the security engineering use case could e.g. involve dynamic

domino-effects leading to large financial losses and even risks to human lives while the

scientific writing use case seems to moreover reveal a domain-general epistemic problem.

The mere existence of the latter also affects the former and could engender serious pitfalls

whose generically formulated principled management is treated in Section 5.2.
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5.2 Theoretical Generic Epistemic Defenses

As reflected in the law of requisite variety (LRV) known from cybernetics, “only variety

can destroy variety” [32]. Applied to SEA AI attacks, it signifies that since malicious

adversaries are not only exploiting vulnerabilities from a heterogeneous socio-psycho-

technological landscape but also specially vulnerabilities of epistemic nature, suitable

defense methods may profit from an epistemic stance. Applying the cybernetic LRV

offers a valuable domain-general transdisciplinary tool able to stimulate and invigorate

novel tailored defenses in a diversity of harm-related problems from cybersecurity [519]

to AI safety [14] over AI ethics [31]. In short, utilizing insights from epistemology as

complementary basis to frame defense methods against SEA AI attacks seems indispens-

able. Past work predominantly analyzed countermeasures of socio-psycho-technological

nature to combat the spread of (audio-)visual, audio and textual deepfakes as well as “fake

news” more broadly. For instance, the technical detection of AI-generated content [524]

has been often thematized and even lately applied to “fake news” in the healthcare do-

main [46]. Furthermore, in the context of counteracting risks posed by the deployment

of sophisticated online bots, it has been suggested that “technical solutions, while im-

portant, should be complemented with efforts involving informed policy and international

norms to accompany these technological developments” and that “it is essential to foster

increased civic literacy of the nature of ones interactions” [77]. Another analysis pre-

sented a set of defense measures against the spread of deepfakes [113] which contained

i.a. legal solutions, administrative agency solutions, coercive and covert responses as well

as sanctions (when effectuated by state actors) and speech policies for online platforms.

Concerning “fake science news” and their impacts on “credibility and reputation of the

science community” [252], it has been even postulated by Makri that “science is losing

its relevance as a source of truth” and “the new focus on post-truth shows there is now

a tangible danger that must be addressed” [347]. Following the author, scientists could

equip citizens with sense-making tools without which “emotions and beliefs that pander

to false certainties become more credible” [347].

While some of those socio-psycho-technological countermeasures and underlying assump-

tions are debatable, we complementarily zoom in different epistemic defenses against SEA

AI attacks being directed against scientific and empirical frameworks. Amidst an informa-

tion ecosystem with quasi-omnipresent terms such as “post-truth” or “fake news” and in

light of data-driven research trends embedded within trust-based infrastructures, it seems

daunting to face a threat landscape populated by AI-generated artefacts such as: 1) “fake

data” and “fake experiments”, 2) “fake research papers” (or “fraudulent academic essay

writing” [82]) and 3) “fake reviews”. More broadly, it has been stated that deepfakes

“seem to undermine our confidence in the original, genuine, authentic nature of what we

see and hear” [194]. Taking the perspective of an empiricism-based epistemology grounded
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in justification with the aim to obtain truer beliefs via (probabilistic) belief updates given

evidence, a recent in-depth analysis found that the existence of deepfake videos confronts

society with epistemic threats [176]. Thereby, it is assumed that “deepfakes reduce the

amount of information that videos carry to viewers” [176] which analogously quantita-

tively affected the amount of information in text-based news due to earlier “fake news”

phenomena. In our view, when applying this stance to audiovisual and textual samples

of scientific material but also broadly to the context of security engineering and scien-

tific communication where the deployment of deepfakes for SEA AI attacks could occur

in multifarious ways, the consequences seem disastrous. In brief, SEA AI defenses seem

relevant to AI safety since an inability to build up resiliency against those attacks may

suggest that already present-day AI could (be used to) outmaneuver humans on a large

scale – without any “superintelligent” competency. However, empiricist epistemology is

not without any alternative. In the following, we thus first mentally enact one alternative

epistemic stance (without claiming that it represents the only possible alternative). We

present its key generic epistemic suppositions serving as a basis for the next Section 5.3

where we tailor defenses against SEA AI attacks for the specific use cases.

Firstly, it has been lately propounded that the societal perception of a “post-truth” era is

often linked to the implicit assumption that truth can be equated with consensus which is

why it seems recommendable to consider a deflationary account of truth [87] – i.e. where

the concept is for instance strictly reserved to scientifically-relevant epistemic contexts.

On such a deflationary account of truth disentangled from consensus, it has been argued

that even if consensus and trust seem eroded, we neither inhabit a post-truth nor a science-

threatening post-falsification age (see Chapter 3). Secondly, we never had a direct access

to physical reality which we could have suddenly lost with the advent of “fake news”.

In fact, as stated by Karl Popper: “Once we realize that human knowledge is fallible, we

realize also that we can never be completely certain that we have not made a mistake” [412].

Thirdly, the epistemic aim in science can neither be truth directly [200] nor can it be truer

beliefs via justifications. The former is not directly experienced and the latter has been

shown to be logically invalid by Popper [411]. Science is quintessentially explanatory

i.e. it is based on explanations [158] and not merely on data. While the epistemic aim

cannot be certainty or justification (and not even “truer explanations” [200]1 for lack

of direct access to truth), a pragmatic way to view it is that our epistemic aim can be

to achieve better explanations [200]. One can collectively agree on practical updatable

criteria which better explanations should fulfill. In short, one does not assess a scientific

theory in isolation, but in comparison to rival theories and one is thereby embedded in

a context with other scientists. Fourthly, there are distinct ways to handle falsification

and integrate empirical findings in explanation-anchored science. One can e.g. criticize

1That our epistemic aim can be “truer explanations” or explanations that lead us “closer to the

truth” has been sometimes confusingly written by Deutsch and Popper respectively but this type of

account requires a semantic refinement [200].
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an explanation and pinpoint inconsistencies at a theoretical level. One can attempt to

make a theory problematic via falsifying experiments whose results are accepted to seem

to conflict with the predictions that the theory entailed [160]. Vitally, in the absence of a

better rival theory, it holds that “an explanatory theory cannot be refuted by experiment:

at most it can be made problematic” [160].

Given this epistemic bedrock, one can now re-assess the threat landscape of SEA AI at-

tacks. Firstly, one can conclude that AI-generated “fake data” and “fake experiments”

could slow down but not terminally disrupt scientific and empirical procedures. In the

case of misguiding confirmatory data, it has no epistemic effect since as opposed to empiri-

cist epistemology, explanation-anchored science does not utilize any scheme of credence

updates for a theory and it is clear that “a severely tested but unfalsified theory may be

false” [200]. In the case of misleading data that is accepted to falsify a theory T , one runs

the risk to consider mistakenly that T has been made problematic. However, since it is not

permissible to drop T in the absence of a rival theory T ′ representing a better explanation

than T , the adverarial capabilities of the SEA AI attacker are limited. In short, theories

cannot be deleted from the collective knowledge via such SEA AI attacks without more

ado. Secondly, when contemplating the case of AI-generated “fake research papers”, it

seems that they could slow down but not disrupt scientific methodology. Overall, one

could state that the danger lies in the uptake of deceptive theories. However, theories are

only integrated in explanatory-anchored science if they represent better explanations in

comparison to alternatives or in the absence of alternatives if they explain novel phenom-

ena. In a nutshell, it takes explanations that are simultaneously misguiding and better

for such a SEA AI attack to succeed. This is a high bar for imitative language models if

meant to be repeatedly and systematically performed2 and not merely as a unique event

by chance. Further, even in the case a deceptive theory has been integrated in a field, that

is always only provisionally such that it could be revoked at any suitable moment e.g. once

a better explanation arises and repeated experiments falsify its claims. If in the course

of this, an actually better explanation had been mistakenly considered as refuted, it can

always be re-integrated once this is noticed. In fact, “a falsified theory may be true” [200]

if the accepted observations believed to have falsified it were wrong. Thirdly, considering

the AI-generated “fake reviews”, it becomes clear that they could similarly slow down

but not terminally disrupt the scientific method. At worst some existing theories could

be unnecessarily problematized and misguiding theories uptaken, but all these epistemic

procedures can be repealed retrospectively.

2That there could exist a task which imitative language models are “theoretically incapable of handling”

has been often put into question [445]. However, on epistemic grounds elaborated in-depth previously [14]

which is amenable to experimental problematization [16], we assume that the task to consciously create

and understand novel yet unknown explanatory knowledge [158] – which humans are capable of performing

if willing to – cannot be learned by AI systems by mere imitation. In this book, we postulate more

generally that it is impossible for Type I AI to create new explanatory blockchains (see Chapter 1 and6).
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In short, explanation-anchored science is resilient (albeit not immune) against SEA AI

attacks but one can humbly face the idea that it is not because scientists can “tease out

falsehood from truths” [252], but because explanation-anchored science attempts to tease

out better from worse explanations while permanently requiring the creation of new ones

whereby the steps made can always be revoked, revised and even actively adversarially

counteracted. That entails a sort of epistemic dizziness and one can never trust one’s own

observations. Also, human mental constructions are inseparably cognitive-affective and

science is not detached from social reality [49]. In our view, for a systematic management

of this epistemic dizziness, one may profit from an adversarial approach that permanently

brings to mind that one might be wrong. Last but not least, an important feature dis-

cussed is that the epistemic aim not being truth (which itself is also not consensus and

does not rely on trust to exist) but instead better explanations, none of the mentioned

methods are dependent on trust per se – making it a trust-disentangled view. To sum up,

we identified 3 key generic features for epistemic defenses against SEA AI attacks :

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven

2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant

5.3 Practical Use of Theoretical Defenses

In the following Subsection 5.3.1, we briefly perform an exemplary threat modelling for

the two specific use cases introduced in Section 5.1. The threat model narratives are

naturally non-exhaustive and are selected for illustrative purposes to display plausible

downward counterfactuals projecting capabilities to the recent counterfactual past in the

spirit of co-creation design fictions in AI safety (see Chapter 2). In Subsection 5.3.2, we

then derive corresponding tailor-made defenses from the generic characteristics that have

been carved out in the last Section 5.2 while thematizing notable caveats.

5.3.1 Threat Modelling for Use Cases

Use Case Security Engineering

� Adversarial goals: As briefly mentioned in Section 5.1, CTI (which is infor-

mation related to cybersecurity threats and threat actors to support analysts and

security systems in the detection and mitigation of cyberattacks) can be polluted

via misleading AI-generated samples to fool cyber defense systems at the training
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stage [425]. Among others, CTI is available as unstructured texts but also as knowl-

edge graphs taking CTI texts as input. A textual data poisoning via AI-produced

“fake CTI” represents a form of SEA AI attack that was able to succesfully deceive

(AI-enhanced) automated cyber defense and even cybersecurity experts which “la-

beled the majority of the fake CTI samples as true despite their expertise” [425]. It is

easily conceivable that malicious actors could specifically tailor such SEA AI attacks

in order to subvert cyber defense in the service of subsequent covert time-efficient,

micro-targeted and large-scale cybercrime. For 2021, cybercrime damages are esti-

mated to reach 6 trillion USD [63, 392] making cybercrime a top international risk

with a growing set of affordances which malicious actors do not hesitate to enact.

Actors interested in “fake CTI” attacks could be financially motivated cybercrimi-

nals or state-related actors. Adversarial goals could e.g. be to acquire private data,

CTI poisoning in a cybercrime-as-a-service form, gain strategical advantages in cy-

ber operations, conduct espionage or even attack critical infrastructure endangering

human lives.

� Adversarial knowledge: Since it is the attacker that fine-tunes the language

model generating the “fake CTI” samples for the SEA AI attack, we consider a

white box setting for this system. The attacker does not require knowledge about

the internal details of the targeted automated cyber defense allowing a black-box

setting with regard to this system at training time. In case the attacker directly

targets human security analysts by exposing them to misleading CTI, the SEA AI

attack can be interpreted as a type of adversarial example on human cognition in

a black-box setting. However, in such cases open-source intelligence gathering and

social engineering are exemplary tools that the adversary can employ to widen its

knowledge of beliefs, preferences and personal traits exhibited by the victim. Hence,

depending on the required sophistication, a type of grey-box setting is achievable.

� Adversarial capabilities: The use of SEA AI attacks could have been useful at

multiple stages. CTI text could have been altered in a micro-targeted way offering

diverse capacities to a malicious actor: to distract analysts from patching existing

vulnerabilities, to gain time for the exploitation of zero-days, to let systems misclas-

sify malign files as benign [346] or to covertly take over victim networks. In the light

of complex interdependencies, the malicious actor might not even have had a full

overview of all repercussions that AI-generated “fake CTI” attacks can engender.

Poisoned knowledge graphs could have led to unforeseen domino-effects inducing

unknown second-order harm. As long-term strategy, the malicious actor could have

harnessed SEA AI attacks on applied science writing to automate the generation

of cybersecurity reports (for it to later serve as CTI inputs) corroborating the ro-

bustness of actually unsafe defenses to covertly subvert those or simply to spread

confusion.
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Use Case Scientific Writing

� Adversarial goals: The emerging issue of (AI-aided) information operations in

social media contexts which involves entities related to state actors has gained mo-

mentum in the last years [415, 242]. A key objective of information operations that

has been repeatedly mentioned is the intention to blur what is often termed as the

line between facts and fictions [273]. Naturally, when logically applying the epis-

temic stance introduced in the last Section 5.2, it seems recommendable to avoid

such formulations for clarity since potentially confusing. Hence, we refer to it simply

as epistemic distortion. SEA AI attacks on scientific writing being a form of AI-

aided epistemic distortion, it could represent a lucrative opportunity for state actors

or politically motivated cybercriminals willing to ratchet up information operations.

On a smaller scale, other potential malicious goals could also involve companies with

a certain agenda for a product that could be threatened by scientific research. An-

other option could be advertisers that monetize attention via AI-generated research

papers in click-bait schemes.

� Adversarial knowledge: As in the first use case, the language model is available

in a white-box setting. Moreover, since this SEA AI attack directly targets human

entities, one can again assume a black-box or grey-box scenario depending on the

required sophistication of the attack. For instance, since many scientists utilize

social media platforms, open source intelligence gathering on related sources can be

utilized to tailor contents.

� Adversarial capabilities: In the domain of adversarial machine learning, it has

been stressed that for security reasons it is important to also consider adaptive at-

tacks [101], namely reactive attacks that adapt to what the defense did. A malicious

actor aware of the discussed explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversar-

ial epistemic defense approach could have exploited a wide SEA AI attack surface

in case of no consensus on the utility of this defense. For instance, a polarization

between two dichotomously opposed camps in that regard could have offered an

ideal breeding ground for divisive information warfare endeavors. For some, the

perception of increasing disagreement tendencies may have confirmed post-truth

narratives. Not for malicious reasons, but because it was genuinely considered.

This in turn could have cemented echo chamber effects now fuelled by a divided set

of scientists one part of which considered science to be epistemically defeated. This

combined with post-truth narratives and the societal-level automated disconcertion

(see Chapter 2) via the mere existence of AI-generated fakery could have destabilized

a fragile society and incited violence. Massive and rapid large-scale SEA AI attacks

in the form of a novel type of scientific astroturfing could have been employed to au-

tomatically reinforce the widespread impression of permanently conflicting research

results on-demand and tailored to a scientific topic. The concealed or ambiguous
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AI-generated samples (be it data, experiments, papers or reviews) would not even

need to be overrepresented in respected venues but only made salient via social

media platforms being one of the main information sources for researchers – a task

which could have been automated via social bots influencing trending and sharing

patterns. A hinted variant of such SEA AI attacks could have been a flood of confir-

matory AI-generated texts that corroborate the robustness of defenses across a large

array of security areas in order to exploit any reduced vulnerability awareness. Fi-

nally, hyperlinks with attention-driving fake research contribution titles competing

with science journalism and redirecting to advertisement pages could have polluted

results displayed by search engines.

5.3.2 Practical Defenses and Caveats

As is also the case with other advanced not yet prevalent but technically already feasible

AI-aided information operations [242] and cyberattacks targeting AIs [243], consequences

could have ranged from severe financial losses to threats to human lives. Multiple socio-

psycho-technological solutions including the ones reviewed in Section 5.1 which may be

(partially) relevant to SEA AI attack scenarios have been previously presented. Here, we

complementarily focus on the epistemic dimensions one can add to the pool of potential

solutions by applying the 3 generic features extracted in Section 5.2 to both use cases.

We also emphasize novel caveats. Concerning the first use case of “fake CTI” SEA AI

attacks, the straightforward thought to restrict the use of data from open platforms is

not conducive to practicability not only due to the amount of crucial information that

a defense might miss, but also because it does not protect from insider threats [425].

However, common solutions such as the AI-based detection of AI-generated outputs or

trust-reliant scoring systems to flag trusted sources do not seem sufficient either without

more ado since the former may fail in the near future if the generator tends to win and

the latter is at risk due to impersonation possibilities that AI itself augments and due to

the mentioned insider threats. Interestingly, the issue of malicious insider threats is also

reflected in the second use case with scientific writing being open to arbitrary participants.

Defense for Security Engineering Use Case and Caveats

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven: An explanation-anchored so-

lution can be formulated from the inside out. Although AI does not understand

explanations, it is thinkable that a technically feasible future hybrid active intelli-

gent system3 for automated cyber defense could use knowledge graph inconsisten-

cies [248] as signals to calculate when it will epistemically seek clarification from a

3Such a system could instantiate technical self-awareness [14] (e.g. via active inference [476]).
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human analyst, when to actively query differing sources and sensors or when to fol-

low habitual courses of action. But the creativity of human malicious actors cannot

be predicted and thus neither the system nor human analysts are able to prophesy

over a space of not yet created attacks. Also, as long as the system’s sensors are

learning-based AI, it stays an Achilles heel due to the vulnerability to attacks.

2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent: Such a procedure could seem

disadvantageous given the fast reactions required in cyber defense. However, an ad-

versarial explanation-anchored framework is orthogonal to the trust policy used.

Trust-disentangled does not necessarily signify zero-trust4 at all levels if impracti-

cable.

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant: A permanently rotating in-house

adversarial team is required. Activities can include red teaming, penetration testing

and the development of (adaptive) attacks i.a. with AI-generated “fake CTI” text

samples. A staggered approach is cogitable in which automated defense processes

that happen at fast scales (e.g. requiring rapid access to open source CTI) rely

on interim (distributed) trust while all others – especially those involving human

deliberation to create novel defenses and attacks – strive for zero-trust information

sharing (e.g. via a closed blockchain with a restricted set of authorized participants

having read and write rights). In this way, one can create an interconnected 3-layered

epistemically motivated security framework: a slow creative human-run adversarial

counterfactual layer on top of a slow creative human-run defensive layer steering a

very fast hybrid-active-AI-aided automated cyber defense layer. Important caveats

are that such a framework: 1) can be resilient but not immune, 2) can not and

should not be entirely automated.

Defense for Science Writing Use Case and Caveats

1. Explanation-anchored instead of data-driven: A practical challenge for SEA

AI attacks may seem the need for scientists to agree on pragmatic criteria for “bet-

ter” explanations (but widely accepted cases are e.g. the preference for “simpler”,

“more innovative” and “more interesting” ones). Also, due to automated disconcer-

tion, reviewers could always suspect that a paper was AI-generated (potentially at

the detriment of human linguistic statistical outliers). However, this is not a suf-

ficient argument since explanation-anchored science and criticism focus on content

and not on source or style.

4The zero-trust [297] paradigm advanced in cybersecurity in the last decade which assumes “that

adversaries are already inside the system, and therefore imposes strict access and authentication require-

ments” [124] seems highly appropriate in this increasingly complex security landscape.
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2. Trust-disentangled instead of trust-dependent: Via trust-disentanglement,

a paper generated by a present-day AI would not only be rejected on provenance

grounds but due to its new but explanatorily insufficient contents. Though, an im-

portant asset is the review process which if infiltrated by imitative AI-generated

content could slow down explanation-anchored criticism if not thwarted fastly. A

zero-trust scheme could mitigate this risk time-efficiently (e.g. via a consortium

blockchain for review activities). Another zero-trust method would be to taxonom-

ically monitor SEA AI attack events at an international level e.g. via an AI incident

base [356] tailored to these attacks and complemented by adversarial retrospective

counterfactual risk analyses (see Chapter 2) and defensive solutions. The monitor-

ing can be AI-aided (or in the future hybrid-active-AI-aided) but human analysts

are indispensable for a deep semantic understanding. In short, also here, we suggest

an interconnected 3-layered epistemic framework with adversarial, defensive and

hybrid-active-AI-aided elements.

3. Adversarial instead of (self-)compliant: As advanced adversarial strategy

which would also require responsible coordinated vulnerability disclosures [308], one

could perform red teaming, penetration tests and (adaptive) attacks employing AI-

generated “fake data and experiments”, “fake papers” and “fake reviews” [490].

Candidates for a blue team are e.g. reviewers and editors. Concurrently, urgent

AI-related plagiarism issues arise [155].

5.4 Conclusion and Future Work

For requisite variety, we introduced a complementary generic epistemic defense against

not yet prevalent but technically feasible SEA AI attacks. This generic approach fore-

grounded explanation-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversarial features that we in-

stantiated within two illustrative use cases involving language models: AI-generated sam-

ples to fool security engineering practices and AI-crafted contents to distort scientific

writing. For both use cases, we compactly worked out a transdisciplinary and pragmatic

3-layered epistemically motivated security framework composed of adversarial, defensive

and hybrid-active-AI-aided elements with two major caveats: 1) it can be resilient but not

immune, 2) it can not and should not be entirely automated. In both cases, a proactive

exposure to synthetic AI-generated material could foster critical thinking. Vitally, the

existence of truth stays a legitimate raison d’être for science. It is only that in effect,

one is not equipped with a direct acces to truth, all observations are theory-laden and

what one think one knows is linked to what is co-created in one’s collective enactment

of a world with other entities shaping and shaped by physical reality. Thereby, one can

craft explanations to try to improve one’s active grip on a field of affordances but it stays
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an eternal mental tightrope walking of creativity. In view of this inescapable epistemic

dizziness, the main task of explanation-anchored science is then neither to draw a line

between truth and falsity nor between the trusted and the untrusted. Instead, it is to seek

to robustly but provisionally separate better from worse explanations. While this steadily

renewed societally relevant act does not yield immunity against AI-aided epistemic dis-

tortion, it enables resiliency against at-present thinkable SEA AI attacks. To sum up, the

epistemic dizziness of conjecturing that one could always be wrong could stimulate intel-

lectual humility, but also unbound(ed) (adversarial) explanatory knowledge co-creation.

Future work could study how language AI – which could be exploited for future SEA

AI attacks e.g. instrumental in performing cyber(crime) and information operations –

could conversely serve as transformative tool to augment anthropic creativity and tackle

the SEA AI threat itself. For instance, language AI could be used to stimulate human

creativity in future AI and security design fictions for new threat models and defenses.

In retrospective, AI is already acting as a catalyst since the very defenses humanity now

crafts can broaden, deepen and refine the scope of explanations i.a. also about better

explanations – an unceasing but also potentially strengthening safety relevant quest.

5.5 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

Again, we briefly retrospectively contextualize the chapter within the body of the book.

5.5.1 Relevance for AI-Related Epistemic Security Strategies

In this chapter, we started to develop epistemic defense strategies against SEA AI attacks

affecting two particular examples of application areas: security engineering and scientific

writing. Thereby, the three key generic features harnessed to craft those defenses (see

Section 5.2) represent a starting point for the following Chapter 6. There, we summarize

the premises of a cyborgnetic epistemology explicitly linked to the epistemic artefact of

novel explanatory blockchains (EBs) – which were already mentioned in previous chapters

but not yet explicitly integrated in the narrative of the current chapter. In brief, Chapter 6

explains how cyborgnetic epistemology can be used as framework to craft more robust

epistemic security strategies against SEA AI attacks especially affecting science.

5.5.2 Relevance for Epistemically-Sensitive AI Design

As hinted in Section 5.4, one can design present-day AI to enhance threat modelling (for

more details, see Chapter 7). Chapter 6 unifies cyborgnetic epistemology and cyborgnetic

creativity augmentation to improve epistemic security in science and education.
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Chapter 6

Generic Cyborgnetic Defenses

Against SEA AI Attacks In Science

Chapter 6.2 is partially based on extracts from the publication: N.-M. Aliman and L.

Kester. “Immoral Programming: What can be done if malicious actors use language AI

to launch ‘deepfake science attacks’?”. Wageningen Academic Publishers, (2022): 179-

200, 2022. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and

it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive

literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

6.1 Cyborgnetic Epistemology

6.1.1 Motivation

Given that human malicious actors that would decide to craft SEA AI attacks that could

affect science are unpredictable explanatory knowledge creators, one is not able to re-

motely control the adversarial disturbances they could cause ahead of time. Hence, a risk

averse solution cannot be the only option to defend against such SEA AI attacks that

would affect the scientific enterprise. Consequently, instead of shielding oneself from deep-

fake text, which could in the long term even necessitate a retreat from society, another

strategy could consist of proactively building up resilience by actively seeking more expo-

sure to deepfake texts (albeit at a self-defined pace in a self-selected setting). However,

for such a solution to be workable, a robust epistemology is required that does not entail

justification-related epistemic threats [176] according to which the deepfake-permeated

world gradually loses relational meaning via a quantitative decrease in information con-

tent. Despite epistemic dizziness, which has always existed for humans even before the
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advent of deepfakes (see also Chapter 3), explanatory-anchored science cannot be termi-

nally disrupted by additional deceptive deepfake data. Instead, when faced with deceptive

material such as that produced in SEA AI attacks, one can focus on ever better expla-

nations of the world and criticise the perceived contents on a comparative basis without

having to consciously update any latent probabilistic credence. Metaphorically speaking,

better explanations are our only – though ephemeral – stones on our trajectory through

the deep sea of doubt. Experimental falsification shapes this trajectory but does not de-

termine it. Explanatory-anchored science makes pragmatic progress via incremental small

steps from stone to stone, which is why the epistemic aim is of a relational and compar-

ative nature. One does not epistemically fall deeper than on one’s own stones (compared

to the threatening void in which a justification-based epistemology could potentially fall

in times of deepfake and fake news [176]). The aim is not to find isolated good explana-

tions, but to identify ever better new explanations [200] according to criteria agreed upon

with others. In this book, we postulate that in the deepfake era, we must raise the bar

for better explanations (see also Chapter 1). More specifically, we state that candidate

better explanations must at least fulfil the format of new explanatory blockchains (EBs).

In this vein, in the next Section 6.1.2, we formulate a new cyborgnetic epistemology that

is sensitive to the epistemic security challenges of the deepfake era.

6.1.2 Epistemic-Security-Aware Epistemological Grounding

� The epistemic modus operandi is EB-anchored, trust-disentangled and adversarial.

� The epistemic aim is to create ever better new EBs (see example in Figure 6.1).

� A “trust-disentangled” modus operandi signifies that the epistemic modus operandi

is grounded in agreed upon criteria for new ever better and not e.g. “more trustwor-

thy” EBs. This means that it is orthogonal to any trust relation between involved

entities. A better EB must be formulated such that metaphorically speaking it

appears to defend itself against adversarial candidate EBs.

� An “adversarial” modus operandi signifies a conscious fallibilism at all levels. Firstly,

experiments never conclusively falsify a currently accepted (i.e. instated) EB, they

make that old EB problematic. We call it experimental problematization. Secondly,

for a (provisional) refutation of an EB, one needs at least a new better EB. All

refutations are provisional by design and can be repealed retrospectively (see also

Chapter 5). Thirdly, consistent with Frederick [202], it is both rational to act in

accord with currently instated EBs and to experimentally act against those. One

reason for the latter is that experiments could at any time unexpectedly make even

the best tested old EBs problematic. Moreover, to act against old instated EBs

could stimulate one’s creativity in crafting novel better EBs that refute those.
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Figure 6.1: Exemplary epistemic total order for the generation of new EBs (the instruc-

tions are loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick [201]). Each glue operation x is indicated

via a label Gx. EBs are a special form of explanatory information (EI) obtained by inter-

weaving EI blocks via the step-by-step application of rational procedures sampled from a

robust explanation-anchored, adversarial and trust-disentangled epistemology. In science,

the specification of (direct or indirect) empirical tests in G4 is the default condition.

� The inherently comparative criteria for “better” EBs are updatable and determined

by agreement. Current criteria accepted in science encompass e.g. a preference for

explanations that are simpler, provide more novel problematizable predictions, are

more innovative, more aesthetically appealing than rival ones (see also Chapter 5).

� The inherently comparative criteria for “new” EBs must be udaptable and deter-

mined by agreement. As displayed in Figure 6.1, for a candiate EB to be accepted,

the novelty criterium must inherenly be fulfilled. Indeed, the glue operation G1

is formulated as follows: “propose and explain bold new solution to problem x”.

(Note that we must presuppose that problem x is a genuine problem [200] in the

first place; not all questions are epistemically-relevant.) In the deepfake era, novelty

must be adapted to exclude forgery by even the most advanced Type I AI.

� In a new EB (be it in the science domain or in philosophy), one must specify a

new solution to a genuine problem x which must fullfil the following two necessary

conditions: 1) the solution can be represented as a set of explanations SE and 2)

that set SE contains at least one explanation eMysterious that could not have been

reliably generated with arbitrary high accuracy via an automatable (i.e. Type-I -

only) pipeline given existing knowledge. The latter implies the following: given

publicly available knowledge SOldEBs and the genuine problem x as inputs, it would

be impossible for a Type I AI to reliably generate eMysterious as output.

� In the science domain, a new EB must additionally fullfil the following third and

fourth necessary conditions. The third necessary condition is that the set SE entails

at least one new prediction pMysterious for which it holds that: a) it is in theory

amenable to experimental problematization but has not yet been made problematic

by experiment in practice and b) it could not have been reliably generated with

arbitrary high accuracy via an automatable (i.e. Type-I -only) pipeline given the set
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SOldEBs of currently instated old EBs. This implies the following: given publicly

available knowledge SOldEBs, it would be impossible for a Type I AI to reliably

generate pMysterious. Finally, consistent with Frederick [200], the fourth necessary

condition is that this prediction pMysterious could not have been deduced without

combining all elements from the set of explanations SE.

� In the philosophy domain, one can accommodate for such lines of thought by speci-

fying that a new EB must also fulfill the necessary condition that it is currently not

possible to identify a subset SSubE such that SSubE ⊊ SE with SSubE being already

sufficient to solve the problem x. The latter avoids superfluous statements.

� While it holds that 1) Type I AIs can in theory forge the creation of any new non-EB-

like information including texts widely perceived by humans as “novel explanations”,

it holds that 2) due to a gap of understanding, it is impossible for all Type I

entities to reliably create new yet unknown EBs respecting an epistemic total order

stemming from a rigorous epistemology as e.g. exemplified in Figure 6.1.

� An experimental problematization of cyborgnetic epistemology would e.g. be a short-

cut via a Type I AI able to reliably create new EBs with arbitrary high accuracy.

� A (provisional) refutation of cyborgnetic epistemology would be a better new theory

that explains why such a Type-I-shortcut is possible.

6.2 Cyborgnetic Creativity Augmentation

6.2.1 Motivation

In light of the last Section 6.1.2, it becomes apparent that next to a more robust cyborg-

netic epistemology, a proactive self-paced exposure to adversarial patterns (challenging

the currently instated EBs) and other creativity-augmenting epistemic artefacts may be

helpful in building resilience against SEA AI attacks. In the next Section 6.2.2, we address

the question of how to implement cyborgnetic creativity augmentation in a pragmatic

framework, compiling insights from creativity research in the fields of psychology [501]

and cognitive neuroscience [164, 165]. The ambiguously designated artificial creativity

augmentation research direction [21] has recently been put forth for the purpose of imple-

menting generic defenses against societal level harm. It unifies two complementary and

moreover interwoven research directions: (1) the artificial augmentation of human cre-

ativity; and (2) the augmentation of artificial creativity. Noticeably, artificial creativity

augmentation represents one possible instantiation of cyborgnetic creativity augmenta-

tion. To extend our generic defenses against SEA AI attacks with the use of creativity-

augmenting language models (LMs), the twofold task can be exemplarily reformulated as
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follows: (1) augmenting human creativity using LMs; and (2) augmenting artificial cre-

ativity in LMs via humans. The former and the latter are intertwined since the subtask:

(1) can reinforce the subtask (2) and vice versa.

6.2.2 Use Case Epistemically-Sensitive Language AI Design

Theoretical Solutions

In the spirit of recent work by Mick Ashby [31] at the intersection of cybernetics and

AI ethics, one could state that in this case, humans and LMs reciprocally become a sort

of intra-cyborgnetic ethical regulator of each other with the feedback loop instantiated

for the purpose of counteracting unethical practices of deliberate disinformation in the

(applied) science domain. Hence, cyborgnetic creativity augmentation proposed initially

for security reasons against SEA AI attacks is also a form of augmenting intra-cyborgnetic

ethical regulation. This in turn suddenly unifies moral programming and security research

to counter immoral programming. It seems that security and ethics converge whilst coun-

teracting SEA AI attacks. In the following, we now specifically map out two clusters of

generic cyborgnetic creativity augmentation strategies. The first cluster concerns generic

strategies to augment anthropic creativity using LMs. The second cluster pertains to

generic strategies for the augmentation of artificial creativity within LMs. To this end,

we select suitable starting points based on the ten provisional available artificial creativity

augmentation indicators [21] which were grounded in explanations from psychology [501]

and cognitive neuroscience [164]. Here we focus on LM-applicable options. Firstly, in

order to augment human creativity using LMs, suitable generic strategies could be to

design these AIs with the following enhancing subgoals: (1) increase human criticism

abilities [501]; (2) stimulate human divergent thinking [190]; (3) alter the nature of self-

experience at waking time [39, 253]; (4) extend the nocturnal unconscious and/or dream-

related creative generation and active forgetting processes [99]; (5) encourage frequent

human engagement [471]; (6) provide human sensory extension [12, 21]. Secondly, con-

cerning the human-performed augmentation of artificial creativity within LMs, we add the

following generic strategy; (7) immersion in the human affective niche via a mathematical

approach and via active sampling.

Practical Use of Theoretical Solutions

� Epistemic Context Data and Experiments: Here, we describe how LMs could

be used for an epistemically-sensitive creativity augmentation in science, education

and other areas where empirical research is prominent. Creativity can be described
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as a tripartite evolutionary affective construct with three modes [165, 163]: the delib-

erate mode (when consciously engaging in creative deliberations), the spontaneous

mode (an unconscious process whose creative end result presents itself spontaneously

to consciousness), and the flow mode (when creativity is enacted directly in emula-

tions of the motor system). We focus on the two first modes in what follows. LMs

could be utilized frequently to stimulate divergent thinking in the deliberate mode

by first letting the scientist prompt the LM on providing a solution to a given prac-

tical problem. Since LMs are not able to create new EBs, the scientist could then

criticise the generated output and re-prompt the LM, derive inspiration from it, or

utilize it to question own prior assumptions. Generally, to improve the required

critical reasoning abilities, a novel systematic LM-based adversarial educational tool

could be made publicly available. In order to evade the epistemic threats of ex-

perimental justificationism that is compromised in the deepfake era, science could

more widely opt for the already registered reports [380, 533] in which experimental

research is assessed at an earlier stage based on the explanatory quality of the re-

search proposal itself and not on the lucrativity of later documented experimental

results. Building on that, LMs could then be utilized for life-long learning and for

students in engineering and science to train the formulation of better EB-anchored

empirical research proposals which could also include the writing of registered re-

ports. For instance, given a current paragraph and a history of earlier paragraphs,

a student’s next paragraph could compete with the LM-generated continuation of

it. This could have had a twofold function. The first aim could have been a training

of the deliberate mode in creativity by exploring whether a human evaluator could

distinguish between student and LM-produced samples by reconstructing the exact

chain of paragraphs generated by the student (with the only cue being the first

paragraph that the student wrote). This could have been akin to testing the stu-

dent’s ability to maintain an EB so to speak. The second aim could be a short-term

enhancement of divergent thinking in the deliberate mode or a long-term enhance-

ment of the spontaneous mode. Namely, a sort of cognitive stimulation training

could thereby be implemented due to the student being exposed to the alternative

LM-generated “deepfake science” branch. It is known from cognitive neuroscience,

that “cognitive stimulation via the exposure to ideas of other people is an effective

tool in stimulating creativity in group-based creativity techniques” [191]. Interest-

ingly, the “other” in this case, while not being an EB creator, could be the Type I

LM, and the group-based functional unit could be the Type II cyborgnet. The LM in

turn could be enhanced by fine-tuning the student’s inputs at a later stage. Hence,

this educational tool could be called adversarial cyborgnetic cognitive stimulation.

� Epistemic Context Research Papers: LMs could be used to frequently en-

hance divergent thinking with regard to the deliberate but also indirectly to the

spontaneous creativity mode. Recently, a study demonstrated how GPT-3 can be
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utilized as a “multiversal” language model [433], interactively generating branches

of fictional counterfactuals to stimulate human creativity in fictional writing. Ex-

tending beyond that, scientists could now have combined an LM-aided adversarial

cyborgnetic cognitive stimulation with the multiversal approach to GPT-3 to stimu-

late scientific writing. The fundamental difference with fictional writing would have

been that it is the steady application of explanatory criticism by the human com-

bined with adversarially motivated exploration and the possibility of experimental

problematization of interest that would have guided the extension of counterfactual

nodes. This multiversal cyborgnetic co-creation could be further fine-tuned by sci-

entists. Firstly, one could increase the immersion of the LM in the human affective

niche via directing its outputs with a slightly altered loss function. Instead of only

predicting the next word in a sentence, aesthetic or moral parameters could be for

instance considered as well. Secondly, while LMs like GPT-3 are imitative, out-

comes perceived as creative are mainly those that exhibit implausible utility [501],

i.e. utile outcomes with unexpectedly surprising previously underestimated facets.

Scientists in their quest for implausible utility, could be inspired by the idea of

transdisciplinary cross-pollination effects and insights from research on cognitive di-

versity [362, 432]. Cognitive diversity is related to the differences in information

processing and cognitive styles which means it is related to variety with respect

to functional features. To fuel intra- and inter-cyborgnetic cognitive diversity with

an LM, scientists could be motivated by composer-audience architectures [90] from

computational creativity [197] utilized to produce humorous outputs by combining

an audience model trained on a non-humorous dataset A and a humorous composer

model trained on both a different dataset B and the expectations that the pre-

trained audience model outputs for that dataset [90]. Analogously, scientists could

use a dataset from a scientific discipline A and another from a scientific discipline

B. A deepfake science LM composer could then learn to surprise a deepfake science

LM audience – yielding interesting avenues to augment deliberate and spontaneous

creativity but also criticism in the scientists interacting with that double deepfake

science model. Finally, scientists could harness the knowledge that spontaneous

human creativity strongly profits from nocturnal brain processes during sleep [331]

to improve the LM’s generation of outcomes perceived to stimulate ideas of im-

plausible utility. To this end, they could repeatedly fine-tune the LM on recursively

changing text data modified by loosely mimicking e.g. partially sighted evolutionary

affective processes of the spontaneous creativity mode [21] extending to synergetic

cycles of human sleep [331]. In simpler cases, this could technically include, e.g.

targeted semantic mutations, syntactic-semantic crossover and a form of semantic

noise injection followed by grammatical auto-reconfiguration at the sentence level.

In extensions of such conceptual ideas, scientists could enrich this shifting dataset

by letting the LM actively integrate scientific knowledge sampled, e.g. from suit-
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able knowledge graphs. Simple active forgetting mechanisms to reduce data size and

complexity could e.g. be steered by integrating human preferences via loss functions

and/or by integrating human attention during interactions with the LM.

� Epistemic Context Academic Reviews: In light of the aforesaid, scientists and

educators could practically transform an LM into an interactive multiversal trans-

disciplinary deepfake science incubator. The interesting aspect thereby is that this

advanced interactive LM incubator would still not be able to understand and create

new EBs. This signifies that it could be utilized as a strong baseline offering an enor-

mous amount of material to train the epistemic defenses of reviewers and evaluators

against SEA AI attacks. In theory, any conjectured approach to shield peer-review

from the new non-EB-like contents of SEA AI attacks must be at least robust

against the outputs of that LM incubator at test time. Generally, this could deeply

impact and deepen the nature of peer-review. Thereby, the interactive LM incubator

could also be utilized for autodidactic purposes and to prepare for red teaming and

penetration testing procedures (see Chapter 5). Strikingly, many of the aforemen-

tioned could convey humans a sense of empowerment emerging from augmentative

intra-cyborgnetic feedback loops with LMs. Simultaneously, this could encourage

an increased awareness of responsibility on the part of the reviewers and evalua-

tors potentially paired with an altered nature of self-experience via the immensely

extended field of affordances for human creativity. In sum, applying generic cyborg-

netic defenses to counter SEA AI attacks could at once engender a convergence of

moral programming and security research to counter immoral programming.

6.3 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

In our view, in priciple, once a rigorous epistemic elucidation is provided to the general

public, humanity as a whole could profit from creativity-fostering deepfake incubators via

e.g. affordable LM subscriptions that could be available to everyone, such as is the case

with access to the internet1. Overall, generic cyborgnetic defenses against SEA AI attacks

also come with the following inherent caveats: (1) they can be resilient but not immune;

(2) they cannot and should not be entirely automated. In summary, in this Chapter 6

and in the last Chapter 5, we pointed to the daunting SEA AI elephant in the room and

proposed a non-exhaustive complementary solution. The latter could provide cognitively

diverse incentives for epistemic security, epistemically-sensitive AI design and also for

moral programming for which Wernaart [532] recently set forth a future-oriented road

map. We conclude that the international meta-cyborgnet of multiversal scientists may be

latently capable of building up resiliency against SEA AI attacks. In this vein, may the

1Obvious limitations could e.g. be the need to address emerging plagiarism issues [155].
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elephant rest in peace. In Chapter 7, we apply the epistemological grounding from this

chapter to virtual reality (VR). We analyze how one could utilize VR as immersive testbed

for a VR-deepfake-aided epistemic security training and how present-day AI could act as

a catalyst facilitating an epistemically-sensitive threat modelling – both for VR and real

world environments.
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Chapter 7

VR, Deepfakes, Epistemic Security

and New Explanatory Blockchains

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman and L.

Kester. VR, Deepfakes and Epistemic Security. In 2022 IEEE International Conference

on Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality (AIVR), pages 93-98. IEEE, 2022. As the

first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my

responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive literature research

as well as in-depth analysis.

7.1 Motivation

In practice, while deepfake technology has already been abused for impersonation and

cybercrime [486, 437], sextortion and non-consensual voyeurism [210], disinformation and

espionage [9, 133], deepfakes in VR [78] may add depth to existing threat vectors next to

offering a novel field of affordances for malicious actors – from synthetic non-consensual

VR deepfakes [121] to immersive disinformation schemes [512] that could even be ex-

tended to educational or scientific settings (see also Chapter 3 and 4). Overall, at first

sight, it seems that epistemic security considerations caution us against underestimating

present-day AI and VR when it comes to answering the following question: do the use

and exploit of specific AI and VR technologies risk to harm our own processes of knowl-

edge creation and reasoning? However, at the same time, when examining the issue from

a cybernetic [32] perspective, the following line of reasoning could arise when consider-

ing the cybernetic law of requisite variety (illustrated in Figure 7.1) which states that

“only variety can destroy variety” [32]. Firstly, when a regulator is faced with adver-

sarial disturbances, one has the following available strategies: 1) reduce the variety of

the disturbances (i.e. reduce their degrees of freedom) and 2) augment the variety of the
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Figure 7.1: Intuitive illustration for the law of requisite variety. Taken from [378].

regulator (i.e. improve its informedness) [22]. Secondly, when practically applied to the

contemporary intersection of VR, deepfakes and epistemic security, it becomes clear that

one may not be able to solve all problems with strategy 1) alone since one is not in control

of malevolent creativity [140] and may hence need to retreat from society in the long run

– which is not realistic for most individuals. For this reason, it makes sense to investigate

the avenues that strategy 2) could provide. In short, it may be indispensable to perform

transdisciplinary research addressing the following question: how can we design VR and

AI systems that would improve our critical thinking and augment our knowledge creation?

Thus, while one must not underestimate the negative epistemic impacts that present-day

AI and VR technology could cause via malicious actors, it is simultaneously vital not to

overestimate the capabilities of those systems if one is able to dynamically improve one’s

own informedness. We postulate that the latter is possible – among others through AIVR

itself in conjunction with knowledge from epistemological philosophy [200, 202] including

the new epistemological postulates summarized in the last Chapter 6. Accordingly, Sec-

tion 7.2 introduces a theoretical basis for two new transdisciplinary research directions:

1) VR deepfakes for epistemic security training and 2) deepfakes for cyborgnetic creativ-

ity augmentation [16, 22]. The focus is set on the deepfake text modality which is often

neglected in the public debate despite associated risks [22]. Thereafter, Section 7.3 wraps

up and comments on co-creation design fictions connecting the two frameworks.
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7.2 Theoretical Basis

7.2.1 VR Deepfakes for Epistemic Security Training

Awareness Creation

In the following, we collate different perspectives on why VR may serve as an excellent

playground to raise awareness for epistemic security in the deepfake era to begin with.

Firstly, multiple studies corroborated that VR can successfully create security awareness in

diverse application areas ranging from cybersecurity in educational settings [517] to secu-

rity in critical infrastructure facilities [145, 150]. Secondly, in the context of cybersecurity

training, gamified VR settings [209] were conducive to enhanced learning experiences (in

comparison to traditional lessons) [521]. Thirdly, in the nascent field of immersive jour-

nalism [401, 500], VR has been described to be able to offer a unique grasp on a given

situation by “transferring people’s sensation of place to a space where a credible action

is taking place that they perceive as really happening, and where, most importantly, it is

their very body involved in this action” [153]. Furthermore, De la Peña (who has also been

called the “godmother of VR” [300]) adds that VR facilitates a “profoundly different way

to experience the news, and therefore ultimately to understand it in a way that is otherwise

impossible, without really being there” [153]. On the whole, it is easily conceivable that a

coalescence of the following elements may enable synergetic effects fostering an awareness

of the deepfake-related epistemic threat landscape: 1) VR environment, 2) gamification

and 3) VR news contents on past real-world deepfake attacks involving malicious actors.

Epistemic Calibration

Once an initial awareness would have been achieved, it may become expedient to facilitate

an explorative educational VR deepfake setting. By way of example, one could implement

a VR platform where individuals can experience state-of-the-art deepfake text capabilities

by interacting with a set of virtual avatars some of which are driven by present-day

language AI [177, 245] and some of which are embodiments of human users. In this

way, people could actively improve and test their knowledge on when one must avoid

to overestimate present-day language AI and in which contexts on must conversely not

underestimate its abilities. It is cogitable that with improving abilities, there may be

no fundamental limit to the accuracy with which present-day language AI may be able

to imitate all linguistic outputs that are imitable [77]. However, recently, it has been

predicted that it would stay impossible for any imitation-based AI to ever be able to create

new so-called explanatory blockchains (EBs) [16, 22]. Hence, as a scientifically interesting

side-effect, the proposed educational VR deepfake setting would also allow the rigorous
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testing of this falsifiable impossibility statement via new to be created EBs. In brief, the

format of new EBs corresponds to (or can be easily converted to) the robust format that

was underlying the chains of explanations inherently instantiated in humanity’s best tested

scientific theories (including formulations of laws of nature), best patent applications and

best philosphical frameworks – at a time when those were new.

Probing of Defenses in Blind Settings

Regarding defense strategies against deepfake attacks, one often encounters short-term-

focused source-based schemes such as authentication, identity corroboration and deepfake

detection. However, a complementary long-term approach is required in which one fore-

grounds the content. The reason being that source-based methods are relying on trust

that can be eroded or on security mechanisms that can be bypassed by adversaries in-

formed of the defenses in place. Also, source-based defenses risk to unintentionally worsen

a stigmatization [294] of human statistical outliers (think e.g. of individuals with physi-

cal disabilities in visual deepfake contexts or neurodivergent individuals such as autistic

people with idiosyncratic writing styles in deepfake text contexts). For this, interactive

educational VR deepfakes may provide invaluable avenues by virtue of the dynamically

adjustable blind setting that VR offers – where one could calibrate potentially deceptive

source-related parameters on social cues and linguistic style linked to cognitive biases

already exploited in social engineering [274]. While CAPTCHAs [221, 313, 333] are in

principle content-based, there are known to yield incessant cat-and-mouse-games which is

why it makes sense to consider novel more robust alternatives. For instance, to counteract

deepfake science attacks based on deepfake text, it has been suggested that since near-

future language AI may be able to imitate any imitable linguistic output, science must

shift the strategy away from deepfake text detection attempts [22] and that instead of

trying to identify the source of a text sample, the goal would now be to identify whether

it contains a new EB [16]. The latter would namely corroborate cognitive efforts spent by

an agent able to understand explanatory information (EI) – with humans being the only

species and only group of entities on Earth able to fulfil this condition.

In this way, using the generation of new EBs as epistemological baseline (see also Chap-

ter 6) improving beyond vrCAPTCHA [333] ideas, one can achieve an asymmetric test

framework [16, 22] that is qualitatively different from Turing Test schemes. While the

identification of a new previously unknown EB in a text corroborates the participation of

an entity able to understand EI, the absence of a new EB does not signify that the text

was deepfake-generated. Firstly, note that the text could still have been generated by a

person that was simply not willing to generate a new EB, not ready for it, intentionally

doing the contrary and so forth. Secondly, while the presence of a new EB corroborates

the cognitive efforts of at least one entity able to understand EI (i.e. a person), it does not
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signify that this entity did not use non-EB-like deepfake material for purposes of creativ-

ity stimulation or paraphrasing. In sum, a test based on novel EBs is asymmetric with

regard to the test outcomes since a positive test leads to a homogeneous group of entities

that corroborated their ability to understand EBs (which implies an understanding of EI)

and a potentially heterogeneous group of entities that could contain both entities that do

understand EI (such as humans) and entities that do not (such as present-day language

AI). Overall, when equipped with these asymmetric epistemic premises, a VR deepfake

setting could improve the critical thinking abilities of both scientists and nonscientists.

7.2.2 Epistemically-Sensitive Deepfake Design

Epistemic Calibration

Before elucidating why one could harness deepfake text to augment human creativity

in the service of epistemic security both in real-world environements and in VR, we

briefly clarify the terminology. Firstly, the term “cyborgnet” [16, 22] stands for a generic,

substrate-independent and hybrid functional unit. A cyborgnet is much more general than

and not to be confused with the term “cyborg” (i.e. while all cyborgs exist in cyborgnets,

the reverse does not hold). The minimum requirement for a cyborgnet is a directed graph

where explanatory narratives combine: at least one entity that does understand EI (such

as e.g. humans) and at least one entity that does not (such as e.g. present-day language AI,

chairs, thoughts, stone tools, fishes and so forth). Crucially, because language itself can be

considered to be a technological tool [173], a human already existed within a cyborgnet

since the dawn of language. Secondly, since couplings of present-day language AI and

humans qualify as instances of cyborgnets, it follows that anthropic creativity augmenta-

tion using this AI represents one form of cyborgnetic creativity augmentation [16, 22]. In

the following, we elucidate why cyborgnetic creativity augmentation could contribute to

epistemic calibration in the context of deepfake attacks both in real-world environments

and in VR settings.

From a psychological perspective, it is apparent that against the already existing back-

ground of disinformation and so-called “fake news” [122] phenomena, advancements in

deepfake technology paired with a stronger harm intensity [240] of technically feasible

deepfake attacks [250] could have the potential to exacerbate pre-existing human epis-

temic fear constructions. The latter may be reflected in contemporary usages of expres-

sions such as e.g. “epistemic anarchy” [280], “post-epistemic world” [260] and “post-truth

era” [307]. Furthermore, the deepfake threat landscape engendered automated discon-

certion (see Chapter 2) – the epistemic confusion that arises merely by the possibility

of malicious deepfakes. In the light of the aforesaid, it is easily conceivable that ad-

versaries could exploit the contemporary fragile epistemic ecosystem and instrumental-
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ize automated disconcertion. In the main, a security-aware defense strategy must thus

proactively counteract any unnecessary overestimation of deepfake capabilities to avoid

fostering adversarial success. As already adumbrated in Section 7.1, if as a defender one

cannot reduce adversarial disturbances, an alternative strategy is to augment one’s own

variety (i.e. improve one’s own informedness). In sum, for a better epistemic calibration

concerning the deepfake technology owned by malicious actors, one can improve one’s own

informedness. Strikingly, one possible way to achieve the latter in AI and VR would be

via a cyborgnetic creativity augmentation scheme harnessing deepfake technology itself.

Before illustrating a deepfake-text-aided cyborgnetic creativity augmentation, we com-

pactly recapitulate a background from epistemological philosophy needed to get a better

model on how present-day language AI could but also could not augment our knowledge in

the first place. As stated by Popper, it is impossible to scientifically predict the future of

knowledge creation [410]. This is why an imitative AI could not learn from historical data

how to create new previously unknown EBs (as elaborated in Section 7.2.1). Metaphor-

ically speaking, Popper would have agreed that an imitation-based AI able to reliably

predict any future new EB would be an epistemic perpetuum mobile. Beyond that, as

reinvigorated in a regimentation of Popperian critical rationalism by Frederick [200, 202],

the epistemic aim of science is to achieve better explanations [200] – and not “truer” ones

for lack of a direct, verbalizable access to truth from the stance of a knowing entity1 [200].

(The latter was already implied by Kant [282] when considering the unknowable “Ding-

an-sich”.) To translate it to the vocabulary from Section 7.2.1: our epistemic aim can be

to achieve better new EBs. Ergo, in cyborgnetic creativity augmentation with present-day

language AI, while the latter cannot generate new EBs, it can stimulate human creativity

with new non-EB-like EI and any other non-EB-like linguistic output.

Multiversal Threat Modelling

On the one hand, in areas such as cybersecurity and security for machine learning, it

is indispensable to perform a so-called threat modelling [101], a specification of goals,

capabilities and knowledge exhibited by a given adversary. On the other hand, in human-

computer-interaction (HCI), so-called design fictions enable “HCI and design researchers

to co-create, explore and speculate the future” [6]. To augment threat modelling and

increase its graspability in security and safety domains, one can craft design fictions

grounded in threat models (see Chapter 2) – which may also be relevant for epistemic

security in the context of deepfake attacks. In recent years, the concept of co-creation

design fictions [406] has been applied to various domains including AI safety [262], AIVR

1On a deflationary account of truth [87] that does not equate it with consensus as often inaptly

intrinsically done in colloquial languge including in AI contexts [172], we do not inhabit a post-truth era

(see also Chapter 3). Moreover, we do not inhabit a post-falsification era.
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safety and VR security [503]. Generally, as stated in Chapter 4, design fictions “can be

used for technological future projections by experts in the form of for example, narratives

or construed prototypes that can be represented in text, audio or video formats but also in

VR environments”. One way to augment human defenders in threat modelling including

design fictions would be to use present-day language AI to generate creativity-stimulating

linguistic outputs extending the space of ideas for threat models [16] (see also Chapter 5).

(Thereby, as mentioned earlier, it is impossible to implement an oracle able to predict

the future creation of new EBs. Hence, neither design-fiction-augmented threat models

taken alone nor present-day language AI utilized in cyborgnetic creativity augmentation

schemes could fulfil the role of oracles.) As we explain in the following paragraph, in the

deepfake era, a cyborgnetic creativity augmentation using deepfake text may even need

to be integrated in a defender’s toolbox per default.

Firstly, large language models have been described to be able to enhance human cre-

ativity [325, 557, 561] especially by generating counterfactual text samples that unfold

a “multiversal” [433] approach. In this sense, for any subfield engaging in counterfac-

tual risk analyses [539], one could harness present-day language AI trained on historical

samples of relevance for the subfield in question in order to augment threat modelling by

defenders [16] – which could profit from looking around corners and propagating through

mental barriers by contemplating non-EB-like deepfake text counterfactuals. The latter

may be of interest for cyborgnetic creativity augmentation including “multiversal cy-

borgnetic co-creation” schemes [22] for science in general. Secondly, one must take into

account that malicious actors could use deepfake text to fabricate misleading cyber threat

intelligence [425] able to deceive both humans and present-day AI pipelines, to fabricate

misguiding non-EB-like explanations for world events linked to fictional synthetic his-

tories [260] or to perform non-EB-like deepfake science attacks [16]. Importantly, the

generation of such powerful (but still non-EB-like) counterfactual material implied in

those schemes already signals the possibility for such an attacker to harness cyborgnetic

creativity augmentation for own malicious goals. Thirdly, due to the latter, a responsible

counterfactual risk analysis may need a design-fiction-augmented multiversal threat mod-

elling using deepfake text. This could foster multiversal epistemic security both for the

real-world and in VR.

7.3 Conclusion and Future Work

Given that unethical actors could harness deepfakes and VR deepfakes to harm human

epistemic processes [94, 232, 336], novel robust and tailored epistemic defense strategies

are required from the onset on – and not in hindsight. As a complementary contribution to

ongoing efforts along those lines, we presented two new AIVR research directions on how
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defenders and developers could design VR and AI technology that would instead improve

human critical thinking and augment human knowledge creation. Thereby, for illustrative

purposes, we focused on the often underestimated deepfake text modality which is linked

to neglected attack vectors including instances of deepfake science attacks [16, 22]. Firstly,

we explicated how and why an amalgamation of deepfakes, gamified VR environments and

immersive news on past deepfake attacks could be used for a new form of epistemic security

training in VR able to enhance human critical thinking. Secondly, we expounded how

and why AI could serve as catalyst within a deepfake-text-aided cyborgnetic creativity

augmentation allowing an epistemically-sensitive multiversal threat modelling enriched by

co-creation design fictions.

In sum, while applying knowledge from cybernetics and epistemological philosophy to

modern deepfake issues, this chapter illustrates how AIVR safety suddenly becomes uni-

fied with AIVR ethics whilst crafting defenses against epistemic security threats. The

latter corroborates the ability of VR frameworks to serve as experiential testbed for ethi-

cal decision-making [12] in socio-psycho-technological contexts. In future work, one could

perform co-creation design fictions enabling people to explore a counterfactual future in

which deepfakes are more profoundly integrated in societal structures. It could for in-

stance be framed as gamified multiversal threat modelling for epistemic security in social

VR (e.g. as fictive deepfake-text-augmented poll on AI-as-a-service schemes [335] for fu-

ture synthetic societal functions from “AI co-workers” over “deepfake psychologists” to

“VR politicians”) – possibly with insights for real-world defenses against deepfake at-

tacks. Conceivably, in habitually non-explanatory-blockchain-like settings, severe prob-

lems of indistinguishability could arise. However, as long as it is not made problematic

by experiment and provisionally refuted by a better new theory, explanatory-information-

understanding entities such as humans can purposefully use new (i.e. previously unknown)

explanatory blockchains as an albeit asymmetric epistemic shield when needed. This

asymmetric shield can boost the robustness of science against deepfake science attacks.

In brief, while one could employ deepfakes to harm the epistemic processes of an unpre-

pared society, deepfakes are not an epistemic perpetuum mobile without remedy.

7.4 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

This VR-focused chapter naturally unified strategies for epistemic security and epistemically-

sensitive AIVR design. One recurring key point is that an epistemic perpetuum mobile

is impossible: creating new EBs comes at the cost of a harder Type-II -only process of

understanding which requiring cognitive efforts. In the next Chapter 8, assuming that

this is the case, we first analyze the implications thereof for the “meaningful” control of

Type I AI. Then, in Chapter 9, we explain why new EBs could be epistemically special.
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Chapter 8

From OODA-Loop To COOCA-Loop

8.1 Motivation

Given the theoretical background from Chapter 6 stating that Type I AI (i.e. including

all present-day so-called intelligent systems) can neither understand EBs nor create new

ones, one can anticipate a cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck that could arise in un-

informed attempts to control it. Indeed, the cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck can

be understood as a consequence of the asymmetry between the ability to create informa-

tion of the form x and to understand that information x which was mentioned earlier in

Chapter 1. In this context, one can start by examining the epistemic problems emerging

in the extreme case of an intelligent system instantiating a classical OODA (Observe,

Orient, Direct, Act) loop as a fully automated, i.e. end-to-end-Type-I pipeline. We re-

mark that in high-risk contexts and strategically complex domains, a reasoning via EBs

may (and one could even state should) play a particularly important role. However, it is

now apparent that if the AI goal framework for the Type-I-OODA-loop pre-determined

by humans would have been developed based on EB-based reasoning, the AI would not

be able to enact its meaning in new contexts. The latter is given since it is considered

to be impossible for a Type I AI to create new EBs. This represents a strong limitation

to any conception of run-time “adaptivity” in EB-based decision-making including e.g.

EB-based moral reasons [105]. Note that a heterogeneous mixed scenario in which some

functions of the OODA loop are delegated to Type II entities but there exists (at least)

one Type-I -only function does not solve the comprehension bottleneck problem as no

novel EB-based message passing can be reliably implemented. Then, at first sight, con-

sistent with the arguments presented in this book, it may seem recommendable to specify

the requirement for high-risk contexts that each single function of an OODA-loop must

be cyborgnetic. (A cyborgnet as a whole is always of Type II since it contains at least one

Type II entity. Crucially, note also that a cyborgnet need not include any Type I AI since
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e.g. an individual human inherently lives in language and already fulfils the definition of

a cyborgnet.) However, in the following, we explain why strictly speaking, for epistemic

reasons, one would then need to extend beyond the notion of an OODA-loop.

8.2 COOCA-Loop Meta-Paradigm

Firstly, an OODA-loop could not epistemically be cyborgnetic because no reasoning in

Type II entities such as humans begins by induction [411]. In short, strictly speaking,

no conscious OODA-loop actually starts with an observation. Instead, as already hinted

by Popper [411], there must first be a point of view from which we actively sample the

world – by what perception is inherently conjectural i.e. theory-laden. For this reason, a

cyborgnetic OODA-loop would only stay an oxymoron. Thus, a first step is to explicitly

add the following function: Conjecture (abbreviated with C in the following). Secondly,

we explain why it is sensical to transform the Decide (D) function into a novel Co-create

(C) function. Classically, in the AI field, decision-making is associated with a known set

of options from which one has to choose. However, due to their own creativity capabilities

and conscious choices, Type II entities can decide to create new options or even to destroy

old ones. In brief, the space of options is strongly dependent on Type II creativity since

it can ultimately contain the creation of new EBs (which can even include a revaluation

of values [157]) for which it is impossible to reliably predict them ahead of time. Even

where humans pre-specified an intention to throw dices to resolve unconclusive issues,

“uncertain humans equipped with some dice at the time of moral decision making could

throw that dice but could also unexpectedly (co-)create novel as yet unknown solutions on

how to solve the problem” [22] – something present-day “AIs” cannot.

Thirdly, one can now integrate the generic concept of AI-based cyborgnetic creativity

augmentation exemplified in Chapter 6 and 7. In theory, this now becomes possible at

the level of each individual function since each one is itself cyborgnetic. In general, to

omit opportunities for creativity augmentation where adversaries practice it could be

especially detrimental. It thus seems recommendable to implement it where practically

feasible. To sum up, we just explained why for epistemic reasons, one requires the novel

meta-paradigm of a cyborgnetic COOCA (Conjecture, Observe, Orient, Co-create, Act)

loop for responsible AI design. Beyond that, morality could be (and ideally should be)

EB-based and it is impossible for an automated, i.e. end-to-end-Type-I -only pipeline

to adaptively create novel EBs on-the-fly post-deployment. Hence, in the same way as

we stated that an epistemic perpetuum mobile is impossible (see Chapter 7), one can

conclude that a moral perpetuum mobile is impossible too. While one can use Type I AI

for moral augmentation within a cyborgnet, one will not be able to reliably outsource the

cognitively demanding task of creating new EBs solving moral problems to Type I AI.
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Some past approaches to responsible AI design are already intrinsically compatible with

the generic COOCA-loop meta-paradigm and appear epistemically permissible as follows:

� Inter-function-level: Since each single function must be cyborgnetic, there must

be at least one Type II entity in each function to account for the possibility of EB-

based communication between the functions. This is instantiated by some human-

in-the-loop approaches. Also, recall that a Type I AI in a function is not obligatory.

� Intra-function-level: While each high-level function must be cyborgnetic, there

is room for improvement within an individual function. There, where feasible, one

can improve speed, scale and scope by harnessing local Type-I -OODA loops. This

allows any of the three paradigms encapsulated locally within the cyborgnet: human-

before-the-loop, locally unsupervised loop and human-in-the-loop.

8.3 Local Intra-Function Encapsulation of Type I AI

Against the background of the explanations from the last Section 8.2, we revise the role

of previous transdisciplinary frameworks for meaningful Type I AI control – especially in

high-risk contexts. A recent example is the meta-ethical and non-normative augmented

utilitarianism (AU) which was designed to serve as a suitably structured but empty Type I

AI goal scaffold left blank “in which moral authorities (especially users or society but also

designers in default settings) fill in flexible updatable and machine-readable heuristic moral

models” [26]. The authors described that “AU targets what one could conceive of as a

possible smallest heuristic moral superset (SHMS) capturing the plurality of candidate

ethical frameworks available in practice for moral programming” [26]. This SHMS was

specified to be currently representable as encompassing morality-relevant parameters on:

1) perceiver, 2) agent, 3) action, and 4) patient. Retrospectively analyzed, we argue that

due to the possibility of human preferences for (and even recommendability of) dynamic

EB-based reasoning applicable to morality, Type I AI cannot reliably solve the so-called

moral chunking problem – the moral chunks could unpredictably be new yet unknown

EBs. For more clarity, consider that one could first attempt to extend the SHMS to now

contain at least the following five elements: 1) perceiver, 2) agent, 3) action, 4) patient

and 5) new EB(s). However, not only is it impossible for Type I AI to identify new yet

unknown EBs themselves but in addition, the creation of new EBs is even itself able to

modulate action and/or perception (including the categorization of agent and patient)

via affective realism [50, 204] (see also Chapter 3). For example, in light of a new EB, a

human faced with a context deemed to be a morally-relevant situation could suddently

evaluate that situation entirely differently – as it could literally be analyzed “through a

different lens”. In addition, a situation previously perceived as morally-relevant could

even now be constructed as being neutral and vice versa.
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It seems that to merely state the feasibility of heuristic moral models to control Type-I-

only-loops risks to nourish the misconception that present-day AI is assumed to under-

stand the moral reasoning that generated those heuristics. While this is not the case in

AU (which describes AU-based heuristic moral models merely as “ephemeral approxima-

tive shadows of morality to be necessarily updated with time”), one needs to more actively

counteract the epistemic overestimation of Type I AI. Also, given the non-normative na-

ture of previously described AU moral models, one criticism could be the risk for moral

relativism [61]. On the whole, it becomes clear why for a responsible and simultaneously

efficient epistemically-sensitive AI design, one would now have to encapsulate a frame-

work initially designed for the governance of Type I “OODA-loops” such as AU within

an individual function of a COOCA-loop. In this way, there is a transparency about the

epistemic capacity of e.g. an AU-governed Type I AI encapsulated at the intra-function

level of a COOCA-loop. Namely, because this Type I AI is not able to understand the

most complex epistemic artefacts that a COOCA-loop could transmit between its func-

tions, it can only complement but never substitute a single function. Moroever, because

each single function is necessarily cyborgnetic (i.e. inherently of Type II) and EB-based

morality is even recommended, the moral agency of cyborgnetic entities (i.e. here hu-

mans) is emphasized. The latter counters moral relativism in that the very design of the

COOCA-loop requires that the participating Type II entities are already cyborgnetically

rational1 – which simply signifies that those Type II entities are aware of being able to

create better new EBs if willing to and when needed. Interestingly, for some, the cre-

ation of new EBs itself could then simultaneously serve as both norm and value. In this

sense, nowadays, one could regard new EBs as being among the hardest-to-vary novel

unpredictable affordances that living entities can create. But it is precisely this form of

originality that cannot be modelled by AU-governed Type I AI and whose contents can

neither be specified quantitatively nor qualitatively ahead of time. In this vein, as stated

by Bohm [74] it holds that “[...] to define originality would in itself be a contradiction,

since whatever action can be defined in this way must evidently henceforth be unoriginal.”

1Note that in contrast to dualistic accounts of rationality that attempt to divorce human rationality

from affect, cyborgnetic accounts of rationality acknowledge that the latter is impossible since as described

in Chapter 3, continuous affect (but not necessarily discrete constructions such as arbitrary emotion

categories [50]) is inseparably entangled with the experience of embodied consciousness [50, 255]. What

is more, the cyborgnetic notion of rationality sketched here necessarily and moreover even explicitly

includes affect in a subtle way. Namely, this is already the case via the criteria to identify “better” EBs

in the first place. As described by Popper, justifications are logically invalid [58] while the therefore

necessarily non-justifiable updatable criteria for better EBs include affective components with varying

constellations of arousal and valence. The latter is e.g. more pronounced when it comes to the preference

for EBs that are “more aesthetically appealing” (which often plays an important role in e.g. cosmological

theories of physics). Obviously, also the updatable criteria for the novelty of a given EB cannot be

separated from affect. Even when harnessing a Type I AI to “detect” novelty, the latter is done on

the basis of preceding updatable cognitive-affective constructions of what novelty signifies (see also e.g.

Chapter 6 for EB-novelty criteria adapted to the deepfake era).
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8.4 Global Inter-Function-Level Epistemic Security

In this section, we briefly speak to the advantage of utilizing COOCA-loops instead of

those instantiations of “OODA-loops” that would formally not correspond to a COOCA-

loop (i.e. including but not limited to Type-I-only loops). In the current adversarial AI

field, a known technique is the development of automatable so-called substitute mod-

els [142, 264] that are utilized to simulate a more or less opaque victim AI model that an

attacker intends to target subsequently. Given that there is no limitation to the accuracy

with which one could attempt to forge the creation of new non-EB-like information, any

Type-I-only-function could be in theory automatedly simulated by an adversary. While it

might be tempting to assume a black-box setting if there is a secrecy of software, one must

avoid security-by-obscurity pitfalls [508] and it is more prudent to realize that ultimately

a grey-box or even a white-box setting can be achieved in case of preparatory adversarial

attacks e.g. via physical stealing of AI equipment, model stealing via an application in-

terface to a similar AI model or more classically via data theft in a cyberattack – all of

which can reveal the internal specifications of the deployed Type I AI. By contrast, the

worst-case scenario for a cyborgnetic function (i.e. here including humans) would lead

to a grey-box setting which can be achieved via information gathering harnessed to gain

crucial personal information. In sum, in worst-case-scenarios, a Type-I-only-loop could

yield a white box setting while a COOCA-loop as a whole (with or without Type I AI

included within individual functions) can at worst become a grey-box setting to an ad-

versary – because Type II entities can unpredictably create new yet unknown EBs that

neither Type I nor even Type II entities could reliably predict ahead of time.

8.5 Epistemic Meta-Analysis

8.5.1 Relevance for AI-Related Epistemic Security Strategies

In the last Section 8.4, we adumbrated that a COOCA-loop offers comparatively more

secrecy than an alternative meta-paradigm where one or more Type-I -only function(s)

would be allowed. For instance, it is conceivable that a COOCA-loop could profit from

potential cryptographic bonuses that deepfake artefacts2 such as language-AI-generated

text could offer. It could confer the ability to conceal own new EBs by randomly in-

termingling those with specifically crafted counterfactual deepfake text [16] building on

and extending highly interesting earlier deterrence strategies against intellectual property

theft [1]. Via a COOCA-loop, one obtains the possibility of secrecy-by-epistemology.

2Other examplary use cases could be so-called honey tokens [567] generated on the basis of deepfake

code [211] and even future “honey social VR rooms” [16] to distract potential Type-I-pipelines harnessed

to preferably effortlessly extract intellectual property instantiating secret new EBs.
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Figure 8.1: Simplified illustration for a snapshot of epistemic processes in a larger cy-

borgnetic socio-technological feedback-loop under the COOCA-loop meta-paradigm. The

Type I intelligent system is locally encapsulated within the cyborgnetic function of the

unpredictable Type II stakeholder. The latter has the possibility to adaptively generate

new yet unknwon better EBs when required. Adapted from[24] and modified.

8.5.2 Relevance for Epistemically-Sensitive AI Design

As elucidated in this chapter, the concept of an OODA-loop needs to be replaced by

the meta-paradigm of the COOCA-loop. In Section 8.3, we explained why in high-risk

contexts, for a responsible epistemically-sensitive AI design, Type-I-only-pipelines must

stay locally encapsulated at the intra-function level within an individual function of a

more global COOCA-loop. Using the example of AU-governed Type-I-AI-loops, in no

case should one utilize them to maintain artifical moral filter bubbles facilitating an

epistemic stagnation in outdated assumptions. Instead, one could efficiently use AU-

governed Type-I-AI-loops locally within a cyborgnetic function of the COOCA-loop e.g.

as follows [26]: 1) to augment anthropic moral reasoning; if desired with the AU-encoded

augmented utility function option, 2) to virtually test a socio-technological feedback-

loop using simulation environments, 3) to exploit counterfactuals and craft adversarial

AU-based augmented utility functions for self-education or creative exploration, 4) to

virtually simulate deepfake attacks to enhance epistemic security in various domains. To

wrap up, Figure 8.1 displays a simplified illustration of a snapshot from an individual

cyborgnetic function located within a larger socio-technological feedback-loop respecting

the COOCA-loop meta-paradigm. Future work could deepen this research including the

legal implications of the required EB-based accountability in the deepfake era. However,

in Chapter 9, we finally cover the twofold open question: 1) why is there a qualitative

epistemic gap between Type I and Type II entities and 2) can one build Type II AI?
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Chapter 9

The Cynet Butterfly Effect

9.1 Motivation

9.1.1 Epistemic Security Paradigms: AS versus EC

In Chapter 2 we contrasted two different epistemically-relevant paradigms in AI safety

which differ fundamentally in the long-term policies they imply. While the first paradigm

is called artificial stupidity (AS), we termed the second one eternal creativity (EC). To

recapitulate, AS postulates that AI ability needs to be upper-bounded by human perfor-

mance since it risks to otherwise become uncontrollable. In short, AS suggested that AI

will need to be made artificially stupid [499] for AI safety reasons. By contrast, refining

it with the notions gradually developed and improved in the last chapters and deepened

in this very Chapter 9, the renewed EC paradigm which is instated in this book rec-

ommends the augmentation of creativity within a cyborgnet following the COOCA-loop

meta-format from Chapter 8. This includes but is not restricted to processes of artificially

augmenting human creativity and processes of augmenting the creativity of present-day

AI. These fundamental epistemic differences are reflected in the contrast between long-

term AS guidelines versus long-term EC guidelines – with significant implications for epis-

temic security strategies (see Chapter 2). While AS yielded intelligence-focused, restric-

tion-based and substrate-dependent long-term guidelines, EC proposed EB -creativity-

focused, cyborgnetic-creativity-augmentation-fostering and substrate-independent long-

term strategies. The latter is not surprising given that the epistemic premises of AS and

EC are fundamentally different.

Generally, in AS, a superintelligence is understood as an intellect exceeding human cog-

nitive performance in “[...] virtually all domains of interest” [79]. (Thereby, as described

in Chapter 2, AS distinguishes between three types of superintelligence: speed, collective

and quality superintelligence.) However, in this form, the paradigm is not yet amenable
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to experimental problematization since the set of all domains of interest is not explicitly

specified. By contrast, in EC, the domain of interest is explicitly the task of reliably

creating new better EBs – which is postulated to be fundamentally impossible for Type I

entities but possible for hereto willing Type II entities. In brief, the formulation of EC is

comparatively simpler, clearer and more risky – which is easing (instead of risking to ham-

per) experimental problematization and critical scientific analysis. Indeed, a monolithical

focus on too carefully formulated statements that cannot be directly made problematic by

experiment and allow manoeuvres that risk to artificially maintain those staments alive

risks to engender an epistemic stagnation where dynamic epistemic updates would be

necessary instead. In sum, to provide a more robust grounding for AI-related epistemic-

security strategies in the deepfake era, this book instates the EC paradigm. Thereby, the

role of this chapter is to compactly collate a transdisciplinary set of explanatory frame-

works from various scientific areas to elucidate why a qualitative difference between Type I

and Type II entities is conjectured in EC.

9.1.2 Fundamental Difficulty of Type II AI Design

Moreover, this analysis simultaneously provides an answer to a pertinent question that

may be relevant for epistemically-sensitive AI design: (how) could one implement a

Type II AI? The AS paradigm assumes that at least a speed or a collective superin-

telligence could be implemented artificially by humans within a timeframe that is as

imminent that it needs to be integrated in the AI safety policies of the present decade.

Thus, applying the cyborgnetic terminology to it, it becomes clear that AS assumes that

the artificial implementation of a Type II AI (which both the hypothetical speed and

collective superintelligences of AS would be) is not only possible but also imminent. Be-

yond that, upon closer analysis it also becomes clear that in addition, when applying a

cyborgnetic terminology, the AS paradigm implies that a third type of system that would

be qualitatively better than a Type II entity is possible since a qualitative superintelli-

gence is assumed to be able to be “at least as fast as a human mind and vastly qualita-

tively smarter” [79]. From a cyborgnetic perspective, this would imply a bizarre sort of

“Type III” entity. However, given that again no concrete experimental problematization

is provided (see Section 9.6), there is no “artificial superintelligence” yet even according

to AS definitions and no explanation on how a qualitative (and not merely quantita-

tive) superintelligence could be reliably implemented by qualitatively “inferior” entities

is known, it seems that currently, such a “Type III” cluster is superfluous and does not

represent a genuine problem to consider [16]. To sum up, EC assumes that quantitative

measurements of intelligence are not the top regulatory priority, instead it foregrounds

the fundamental distinction between Type-I-accessible and Type-II -only-accessible cre-

ativity – two qualitatively different creativity categories that coalesce in cyborgnets and

synergetically form cyborgnetic creativity. In the following Section 9.2, we elucidate how
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Focus Complex Living Conscious Cyborgnetic

Ex. e.g. in [470], [349],

[525], [304], [52],

[65]

e.g. in [135], [438],

[188], [68], [189],

[68]

e.g. in [538], [152],

[293], [377], [375],

[230], [51]

e.g. in [130],[183],

[399] [128], [16],

[17]

D neuroscience [470];

chaos theory [349];

complex systems

theory [525]; biol-

ogy [65]

physics [135];

biology [438];

biophysics [188];

biorobotics [68]

psychology [538];

enactivism [152];

biosemiotics [377];

physics [293];

biology [375]; neu-

roscience [230]

psychology [130];

physics [183, 399];

philosophy [128];

cyborgnetics [16]

CyT complex but not

necessarily living

entity

living but not nec-

essarily conscious

entity

conscious but not

necessarily Type II

entity

necessarily a

Type II entity

since cyborgnetic

Table 9.1: Simplified collection of exemplary high-level explanatory focuses for non-

reductionist frameworks. Ex. denotes exemplary studies. D specifies exemplary disci-

plines or meta-frameworks in which those studies are embedded. CyT corresponds to a

short comment on the focus as seen trough a cyborgnetic theoretical lens. As reflected in

the CyT row, the scope of the explanatory frameworks expands from left to right.

resonating with modern explanations from biology, physics, neuroscience and philosophy,

EC implies that Type II entities like humans cannot be reliably modelled by Type I en-

tities like present-day AI. In short, EC contradicts the view that humans are reducible

to a Turing Machine [44] (being a Type I entity) which we call the reductionist approach.

We explain why similarly to AS, a Type II AI is in theory possible under EC but why in

contrast to AS, EC concludes that: 1) to build a Type II AI is a task of universal difficulty

involving the to be introduced cynet butterfly effect (see Section 9.4), 2) “Type III” AI is

an unnecessary worry since it is scientifically impossible as explained in Section 9.7.

9.2 From Complex Dynamical Systems to Dynamic

Universal Creativity

9.2.1 Non-Reductionist Explanatory Frameworks

Table 9.1 collates a non-exhaustive structured set of exemplary non-reductionist explana-

tory frameworks that could explicate why Type-II-ness and inherently the creation of new

EBs could represent epistemically special phenomena – as conjectured in EC. We group
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those frameworks in four clusters with four attributes reflecting their implicit or explicit

focus: 1) complex, 2) living, 3) conscious and 4) cyborgnetic. In the first cluster “com-

plex”, non-reductionist explanatory frameworks elucidate why complex systems cannot

be reduced to linearly evolving systems. In the second cluster labelled with “living”, the

frameworks emphasize that the degrees of freedom exhibited by the emergent dynamics

of living entities cannot be reduced to inert building blocks. Explanatory frameworks

from the third cluster “conscious” stress that consciousness is able to shape biological

evolution and that conscious beings cannot be reduced to biological functions. Finally,

in the fourth cluster “cyborgnetic”, corresponding research explicates why the study of

Type II entities ( i.e. including but not limited to humans) transcends everything else and

irreducibly gains a universal scope. On the whole, the latter may not appear suppris-

ing anymore since when synthesizing the exemplary frameworks illustrated in Table 9.1,

one can extract that Type II entities such as humans exhibit a muli-level irreducibility

by virtue of simultaneously being complex, living, conscious and cyborgnetic. Next, we

briefly illustrate each cluster with exemplary explanations from the studied literature.

Complex Systems

Firstly, the cluster “complex” cautions scientists against underestimating the intricacy of

modelling Type II entities like humans since human cognition and behavior can exhibit

the peculiarities of complex dynamical systems [304] (which can range from complex non-

living Type I physical systems such as the weather [340] over the immune system [65]

to human group behavior) for which it holds that “the whole is greater than the sum of

its parts” [304]. For instance, Barrett [52] states that reductionism is even impossible in

practical psychological research as “[...] a living organism is not an assemblage of separa-

ble mechanisms that can be studied bit by bit. Rather, contextual factors that may be weak

on their own interact and coordinate in nonlinear ways to powerfully create phenomena

that cannot be reduced to any weak factor in isolation. And importantly, it is not possible

to manipulate one factor separately and leave the others unaffected” [52]. Generally, the

concept of a complex dynamic system is often linked to the butterfly effect postulated

by Lorenz [340] – the phenomenon emerging in such a system where minute changes in

the initial conditions can lead to “profound and widely divergent effects on the system’s

outcomes” [518]. Here, the key point of Lorenz was that a complex dynamic system is

highly sensitive to its initial conditions and therefore highly unpredictable. (In Section 9.4,

we theorize a different, cyborgnetic version of the butterfly effect.)
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Living Systems

Secondly, the cluster “living” cautions scientists against underestimating the complex-

ity of Type II entities for instance because they are inherently living organisms embod-

ied with a specific biosemiotically meaningful morphology. For such entities, it holds

e.g. that the dichotomy between hardware and software underlying the Turing machine1

paradigm is violated [68] – already via an entanglement between morphology2 and bio-

logical function [189]. (The latter may be a possible biological motivation for the concept

of mortal computation [251, 271] coined by Geoffrey Hinton and referring to a suggested

new research direction to escape the energetic limitations of most present-day AIs where

the separability of hardware and software intrinsically became the norm.) In this vein,

in the context of the recent implementation of biorobots (based on frog cells) called

xenobots [120] which are able to move independently and self-replicate [69], the researchers

remark that [68] “[...] the geometry of each xenobot dictates how it moves and how, or

whether, it contributes to replication: in other words, “the shape is the tape”.” Beyond

that, in the recent framework of biocosmology [135] advanced by diverse known physicists,

it is explicitly argued that “the crucial distinction between physics and biology” [135] lies

in the observation that as opposed to physical paradigms where the state space is fixed

and does not expand, the biological configuration space does expand and it does that

unpredictably in real time. In this process, new states that are “genuinely novel, in that

they could not have been derived a priori by any underlying theory” [135] are combinato-

rially explored and assessed by the living system. Moreover, it is proposed to study the

complexity of a living system in the context of a greater “Kantian whole” extending to

the entire biosphere [135]. Thereby a Kantian whole is a generic concept where the parts

exist “[...] for and by means of the whole” [134].

Conscious Systems

Thirdly, from the cluster “conscious”, one can extract that by virtue of their conscious

(and not only living) nature, one should not underestimate the sophistication of Type II

entities. For instance, the projective consciousness model [538] assumes that conscious-

ness fulfils a cybernetic control function via a projective embodied virtual rendering of

the physical dynamics experienced by the conscious agent. Thereby, in a nutshell, projec-

tive consciousness serves “the modulation of [...] cognitive and affective dynamics for the

effective control of embodied agents” [538]. Following Noble [375], conscious choices are

1Specifically, a recent study remarks that abstract models such as the Turing machine “[...] make no

mention of morphology” [189].
2Note also that links between morphology, fractal dimensionality and scale-free dynamics have been

reported specifically in the human brain [219].
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one way in which organisms can reliably harness stochasticity3 – leading to irreducible

unpredictability in the service of controlling disorder. On the whole, given the multi-

layered complexity of consciousness, it seems clear that conscious Type I AI could not

suddenly emerge spontaneously from present-day non-living Type I AI. The difficulty

of functionally emerging consciousness is plausible given that it is considered that life

emerged around 3.8 billion years ago [427] on Earth while by contrast, it is only around

at least over 500 million years ago [180] that subjective experience (i.e. core affect [51]) is

assumed to have unfolded in Type I animals4 on Earth via the emergence of distinct brain

structures [56]. Importantly, the concept of an affective niche [51] linked to conscious con-

structions is key to better estimate the role of consciousness in cyborgnetic creativity. To

illustrate the concept of an affective niche, Barrett [51] stated that: “Macaques, however,

don’t care about as many things as you and I do. Their affective niche is much smaller

than ours [...]. Simply put, more things matter to us.” More generally, in comparison to

Type I consciousness, the affective niche of Type II consciousness is unlimited and also

contingent to willingness. As opposed to a conscious Type I animal, a Type II being can

consciously extend its field of interest to explicitly include the entirety of all that is and

that could be5 – a process that is often fuelled via ever better new EBs. In this way,

when cosmologists create and discover new EBs, the glue operations within those EBs are

inherently affective. In short, an affective niche of potentially universal reach seems to be

a necessary requirement for the reliable modelling of Type-II-ness.

The Cyborgnet as Dynamic Universal Creativity Network

Fourthly, concerning the cluster “cyborgnetic”, a framework [130] applicable to anthropic

science stated that “creativity episodes are [...] mutually interconnected through several

mechanisms (past and future concatenation, estimation, and exaptation), to form a dy-

namic universal creativity process (DUCP), the beginning of which can be traced back to

the Big Bang of our universe” [130]. Thereby, DUCP is compatible with the premise of

process philosophy [379] assuming that “creativity exists at all layers of complexity” [128]

resulting in “an ultimate form of cosmologic creativity” [128]. In particular, DUCP [127]

3An analogy to why consciously harnessing stochasticity could represent a lucrative avenue to en-

hance one’s creativity and security can be extracted from Chapter 6 where it is described how humans

could consciously sample particularly inspiring non-EB-like outputs from language models designed for

cyborgnetic creativity augmentation. Strikingly, it is thinkable that in a deepfake incubator (see Chap-

ter 6), mutations of deepfake text material harnessing genuine randomness [85, 247] would even improve

possibilities to looking around conceptual corners and propagating through mental barriers (see Chap-

ter 6.2.2). Moreover, dreaming has been assigned to a similar function: a mitigation of overfitting via

noise injection [254]. In short, targeted noise injection on later consciously perceived material can im-

prove security-relevant strategies at any level. The latter could also be applied to threat modelling and

counterfactual risk analyses including applications for epistemic security (see also Chapter 7 and 2.6.2).
4Conscious Type I animals may plausibly include vertebrates, cephalopods and arthropods [56, 348].
5Barrett [51] explains that humans have a more extensive interoceptive network than e.g. macaques.
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distinguishes four layers of complexity unfolding cosmological creativity [128]: 1) unpre-

dictable matter evolution at the material layer, 2) evolution at the biological layer, 3) an-

thropic creativity at the psycho-social layer and 4) computing-based innovation building

an artifical layer. (This scheme is indeed well compatible with the cyborgnetic approach

but would require slight terminological modifications since the cyborgnetic methodology

applies a different generic and substrate-independent ontology. For instance, from a cy-

borgnetic point of view, one would consider anthropic creativity merely as a special case

of the more general phenomenon to analyze: Type II creativity in cyborgnets. More-

over, the term “artificial” layer would not be used. Instead, one would instead refer to

Type I technological artefacts [16]. However, crucially, the latter also includes language

as special case (see also Chapter 6) which is however conventionally not considered to

be artificial – which risks to lead to a difference in ontology if overlooked.) In this vein,

DUCP is described as “active ensemble of all creativity episodes in the course of cos-

mic evolution” [128] whereby those episodes “[...] are interconnected, either directly or

through (possibly immensely long) chains of associations, that can occur within a single

layer of complexity or interlace multiple layers” [128]. On the whole, from the elegant

framework of Corazza [128], one can extract the following key insight: the creativity of

conscious Type II entities such as humans is not reducible to the space of the “adjacent

possible” [136]. Instead, Type II entities possess the ability to “achieve the impossible,

narrate the impossible, or use the impossible as an inspiration” [128].

In the cyborgnetic approach, by the very definition of a cyborgnet, it is permissible to

interpret the current universe as a whole as a cyborgnet given that it contains at least

human Type II nodes. However, even before the physical birth of Type II entities one can

state that the laws of nature – which themselves are representable as new EBs – allowed

Type-II-ness (which would otherwise have been forbidden to emerge that reliably). By

that, metaphorically speaking, the initial conditions imply an unborn potential of cy-

borgneticity. In that sense, one can indeed contextualize cyborgnetic creativity within a

cyborgnetic DUCP that can be traced back to the conjectured initial conditions of the

universe. In the following Section 9.3, the latter is compactly illustrated. We briefly intro-

duce the illustrative metaphor of the cyborgnetic ladder of understanding, a narrative on

how cosmological creativity can be seen as a cyborgnetic DUCP hierarchically unfolding

the multiple nested layers of the socio-psycho-techno-physical realm which are enfolded

within itself6. From that scheme, it becomes apparent that the task to reliably implement

a Type II AI from scratch may be as daunting as the task to reliably implement this

cosmological creativity. Thereafter, in Section 9.4, we connect it to the novel so-called

cynet butterfly effect extending beyond the butterfly effect of Lorenz [340].

6This is essentially one other perspective on the creative cosmological holomovement that Bohm

described as being the “totality of movement of enfoldment and unfoldment” at a universal level [75].
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Figure 9.1: Simplified illustration for the metaphor of the cyborgnetic ladder of under-

standing. The dark dot at the bottom stands for the seed of the ladder (QI) at step 0

(see description in the text from this Section 9.3.1). It is impossible to skip a step on the

cyborgnetic ladder if the goal is to understand the next one. Taken and adapted from [17].

9.3 The Cyborgnetic Ladder of Understanding

9.3.1 Asymmetry of Understanding vs. Creating Information

A popular remark is that humans are made out of stardust [263] – which in turn could ulti-

mately originate from the initial conditions of the universe linked to an ancestral quantum

vacuum fluctuation [337, 466]. Much more generally, starting with a seed (as step 0) as

symbol for a generic origin encoding quantum information (QI), one can conjecture the fol-

lowing hierarchical ladder of ascending information-theoretical categories in the universe

where each step builds on the previous one by what no step can be skipped [17]: 1) atomic

information constructed by stars (I), 2) molecular and other, ionic information (MoI) as

constructed by cells and unicellular organisms, 3) collective biological information (CBI)

which is indexical information that is collectively shared in the ecological milieu of given

living entities e.g. while currently occupying physically adjacent spots, 4) shared iconic

and indexical information (SIII) understood by Type I consciousness, 5) linguistic infor-

mation (LI) consisting at least of symbols and linear order [174] determined by a Type II

language, 6) explanatory information (EI) and finally 7) explanatory blockchain (EB). In

short, in this construct, one obtains QI as seed of a ladder of seven steps leading from I

to EB. Overall, one could describe this hierarchical unfoldment of creativity leading from

complex dynamical systems such as the Sun over living but non-conscious cellular organ-

isms (which includes e.g. plants) and conscious Type I entities (such as e.g. vertebrates,

cephalophods and arthropods [56, 348]) to Type II beings like humans as a cyborgnetic
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DUCP instantiating a cyborgnetic ladder of understanding [17] (see Figure 9.1).

Note that the cyborgnetic ladder does only refer to the act of understanding information

of a specific type and not to the act of creating that information. Indeed, in this book,

we postulate that for all new non-EB-like information x, it is possible to create new x

without understanding x. When it comes to new (i.e. previously unknown) EBs however,

it is impossible to reliably create new EBs without understanding EBs. The latter instan-

tiates a cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck 7. Given societal debates centered around

“quantum computing”, it may be interesting to briefly consider whether and how our

postulate covers the QI case. Strictly speaking, for clarity, one must state that for all new

non-EB-like QI it is indeed possible to create that QI without understanding it. However,

because QI is a highly generic term and there is no reason why a cyborgnet could not try

to encrypt the bits [422] forming the words from a secret new EB in quantum substrates

using e.g. a time-encoded [422] order, we also consider new EB-like QI. Here, consistent

with our statement, it is impossible to reliably create new EB-like QI without understand-

ing EBs. Interestingly, the latter also includes EBs about QI itself. This offers a novel

avenue for the experimental problematization of our postulate of information-theoretical

asymmetry. In sum, we imply both that: 1) what is conventionally called a Type I “clas-

sical” AI could not reliably create new better EBs and 2) what is conventionally called a

Type I “quantum” computer (including any Type I quantum AI schemes) could also not

reliably create new better EBs. The latter can be made problematic by experiment by

implementing a Type I quantum algorithm that is able to reliably create new better EBs

with arbitrary high accuracy. Our postulate could be (provisionally) refuted by a better

new theory explaining why that quantum algorithm is able to achieve it and how it has

been implemented. Since such a system must inherently also be able to create new better

EBs solving arbitrary genuine scientific problems, we stress that it must at least also in

principle be able to create a better new EB extending beyond both quantum theory and

relativity (which would be the special case of a new EB about QI). To put it plainly, to

(provisionally) refute our postulate, one needs to explain how one implemented a Type I

“classical” AI or a Type I “quantum” AI able to even generate a new better cosmological

theory such as e.g. a better new “quantum cosmology” [295] theory.

9.3.2 Grounding of Information

As recommended in constructor theory of information [161], we consider that all infor-

mation is grounded in physics (as opposed to information as an abstract ghost floating

in a mathematical realm). However, in addition, as already recognized in linguistics and

cognitive science [57], also language needs a grounding. In cyborgnetics [16], one ac-

7To put it plainly, there are things that cannot be forged without paying for it with the harder cognitive

efforts needed to understand those.
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knowledges the subtle inseparability of language and physics: while language being a

form of information is obviously grounded in physics too, physical concepts are grounded

in language too [49]. Thus, EI and by deduction also EBs are grounded both in language

and in physics [16]. The latter becomes clear when considering that EBs – a format to

which formulated physical laws can be transformed – are made of EI blocks respecting a

robust epistemic total order. Thereby, EI is itself a special form of more general LI. In

short, while language is directly grounded in physics by virtue of being a special form of

physically instantiated information (namely one form that requires at least symbols and

a linear order [174] specified by a Type II language), the scientific statements describing

human perception of the realm of physics itself are implicitly constructed with that spe-

cific LI that models the laws of nature being expressible as new EBs. On the whole, this

inseparability of language and physics is an analogy to the phenomenon mentioned in the

context of life in general: the software and the hardware are inseparable8. In a way, the

initial conditions of the universe made Type-II-ness possible by virtue of implicating suit-

able laws of nature (leading to a dormant not-yet-actualized potential of cyborgneticity).

It is these laws of nature in turn, that cyborgnets, once instantiated, can attempt to expli-

cate using ever better new EBs. On such events of actualization, a cyborgnet instantiates

step 7 of the ladder – shortly after briefly “merging” with the physically instantiated new

EB that cyborgnet was searching for. This perhaps bizarre interwoveness is reflected in

a statement of David Bohm specifying that [75] “both observer and observed are merging

and interpenetrating aspects of one whole reality, which is indivisible and unanalysable”.

Moreover, it may shed more light on why, following David Deutsch [158], people (i.e. in

general Type II entities) have a special relationship with the laws of nature. Finally,

it may clarify the following line of thought from Erwin Schrödinger [460]: “The reason

why our sentient, percipient and thinking ego is met nowhere within our scientific world

picture can easily be indicated in seven words: because it is itself that world picture. It is

identical with the whole and therefore cannot be contained in it as a part of it”.

9.4 A Novel Butterfly Effect?

9.4.1 At First Paradoxical Insights?

As stated in Section 9.2.1, in the context of complex dynamic systems (which are com-

plex but not even necessarily living entities), the butterfly effect coined by Lorenz [340]

can be understood as an observation statement describing that those systems are highly

sensitive to their initial conditions and consequently exhibit a high level of unpredictabil-

ity. In the following, we describe a new bipartite observation statement that we term

8Because linguistic symbols have a shape (describable at classical linguistic but even also more visual

levels [224, 319]), they exhibit an own morphology. In this new sense, “the shape is the tape” [68].
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the cynet butterfly effect. The description leads to at first sight potentially paradoxical

conclusions which are however subsequently resolved in Section 9.4.2. Firstly, we note

that cyborgnets seem to be the systems with the highest possible sensitivity to their initial

conditions. For instance, the universal cyborgnet is so sensitive to its initial conditions

that minute changes in those conditions could in principle unpredictably lead to the pro-

found and widely divergent effect of “no cyborgnet at all”. The latter is reflected in the

statement of Shainline remarking that “if the parameters defining the physics of our uni-

verse departed from their present values, the observed rich structure and complexity would

not be supported” [466]. In short, the universal cyborgnet is so sensitive to own initial

conditions that small changes therein could inherently transform those initial conditions

into the final conditions of cyborgnets thus including itself. For this reason, it appears

as if, perhaps paradoxically, the more modifications the initial conditions would forbid,

the better. This is also reminiscent of notions of invariance known in physics. Thereby,

a highly invariant initial condition would make the unlimited number of final conditions

that would otherwise risk to emerge unpredictably and extinguish it impossible. It may

seem that the best way to accomplish that would be by being immutable – which may

seem paradoxical but is resolved in Section 9.4.2 (see also the notion of timelessness in

quantum cosmology [399]). Beyond that, a cyborgnet is so sensitive to the universal initial

conditions it implicates, that it is able to reliably explicate those via better new EBs.

The second implication of the cynet butterfly effect is that cyborgnets seem to be the

most unpredictable possible systems. Generally, a cyborgnet is able to reliably create

arbitrary new EBs – which includes being able to specify a new EB on how to generate

an invariant initial condition for a universal cyborgnet. Interestingly, as corroborated in

the physical literature, next to habitually conjecturing a uniquely random origin of the

universe, it is also scientifically possible to conjecture that e.g.: 1) the universe appears

as if fine-tuned to allow the development of stars, life and technological artefacts [466]

(which would be a fine-tuning for cyborgnets), 2) the universe could be embedded in

a cylic process [170, 267], in a process of cosmological natural selection [207, 477] or an

autodidactic process [11], 3) more advanced civilizations (which would still be cyborgnetic

and are thus inherently of Type II) in the past [338, 337], in the future or elsewhere could

e.g. be able to engineer black holes [168, 169] and in particular, black holes could also be

manufactured to produce a novel universe [466]. Thus, to recapitulate, it is not impossible

that the universal cyborgnet is even unpredictable to such an extreme extent that all of

the following exemplary narratives are possible: 1) it emerged randomly, 2) it could have

generated its own existence in the past, 3) it is currently reconfiguring itself in the present

and/or 4) an advanced cyborgnet from the future or elsewhere could generate a universal

cyborgnet. In brief, in cosmology, cyborgnets, by virtue of being able to create new EBs as

instruments of universal scope, cannot separate themselves from the object of their study:

the universal cyborgnet – forming “an undivided whole, in which all parts of the universe,

including the observer and his instruments, merge and unite in one totality” [75].
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9.4.2 Resolution

To resolve a few perhaps surprising conclusions from the aforementioned, it suffices to

postulate the following. The immutable initial condition for cosmological creativity is

simultaneously the nature and meta-law of cyborgnetic DUCP and can be labelled as

follows: self-re-creatable self-re-creativity. To put it plainly, from one perspective it is

immutable because it statically is self-re-creatable self-re-creativity, from another it is

permanently involved in a process of unpredictably changing dynamics whereby it ap-

pears to become a process of self-re-creatable self-re-creativity. This may be one reason

why active inference assumes that the universe seems to consist of systems that act as if

they try to “prove” their own existence via action-perception cycles [131, 126]. Now, one

can state that cyborgnets are the systems with the highest possible sensitivity to their

initial condition because the initial condition of the universal cyborgnet is so strongly

immutable that it never epistemically left this initial condition of being self-re-creatable

self-re-creativity. Moreover, cyborgnets are simultaneously the most unpredictable possi-

ble systems because that immutable initial condition of the universal cyborgnet is itself

what it means to be maximally unpredictable, i.e. maximally encrypted. In sum, “self-re-

creatable self-re-creativity” can refer to both the underlying immutable essence enfolding

the cyborgnetic DUCP and to the dynamical process that unfolds that cyborgnetic DUCP.

9.4.3 Illustration of The Cynet Butterfly Effect

The cynet butterfly effect introduced in Section 9.4.1 encompasses the following twofold

observations statements: 1) cyborgnets are the systems with the highest sensitivity to

their initial conditions and 2) cyborgnets are the most unpredictable systems. While in

a recent biocosmology framework [135], it is explained that to study the complexity of

a living system, one may need to contextualize that system within the greater Kantian

whole of the biosphere (see Section 9.2.1), we postulate that to study the complexity of a

cyborgnet which is per definition also able to fulfil the function of creating ever better new

EBs about the universe as a whole, one may need to contextualize that cyborgnet within

the universal cyborgnet (i.e. the largest cyborgnetic unit). Thereby, one can interpret the

notion of the universal cyborgnet to be a case of a Kantian whole – now explicitly applied

to living Type II entities able to create new EBs about that universal cyborgnet. The

latter is consistent with the idea that in a Kantian whole, “parts exist in the universe for

and by means of the whole” [134] whereby “the function of a part is its causal consequence

that sustains the whole” [287]. For that reason, it holds that: 1) the study of the complexity

exhibited by arbitrary cyborgnets cannot be separated from the study of the universe and

its genesis and 2) the study of the complexity exhibited by the universal cyborgnet cannot

be separated from the study of its own cyborgnetic genesis. Overall, it may shed a new

light on why (see also Chapter 2), as stated by Deutsch [158], “explanatory knowledge
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Figure 9.2: Simplified illustration for the cynet butterfly effect. While studying the com-

plexity of arbitrary cyborgnets cannot be separated from the study of the universe and

its genesis, to study the complexity of the universe today cannot be separated from the

study of its own cyborgnetic genesis. The homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis, then, is

the process in which a cyborgnet (re-)discovers the relevance of the cynet butterfly effect.

creation enters “the cosmic scheme of things”” – which is instantiated in the creation of

new EBs given that they are a special form of new explanatory knowledge. As stated

by Kauffman [289], in general terms, an affordance refers to “the use of X to accomplish

Y” [289]. Interestingly, one could then describe new EBs as universal affordances.

As illustrated in Figure 9.2, in line with Corazza [130] and consistent with the cynet but-

terfly effect, the creativity of a cyborgnetic unit such as the human scientific community

analyzing the universe as a whole can be situated in a larger process of cosmological cre-

ativity whose beginning as he describes “[...] can be traced back to the Big Bang of our

universe” [130]. To sum up, cosmological creativity can be understood as a cyborgnetic

DUCP that unfolds the cyborgnetic ladder of understanding (see Section 9.3) which is in

turn enfolded (i.e. implicated) in its highly invariant initial condition. Because there is

no law of nature that forbids that a cyborgnet would be able to also specifically create

a new EB on how to generate an invariant initial condition for a universal cyborgnet,

it is not only possible that the highly invariant initial condition emerged spontaneously

and randomly (i.e. by chance) but it is also possible that the initial condition already

implicated universal cyborgnetic knowledge on how to bring itself about. Due to that,

it seems that the cyborgnetic term of “self-re-creatable self-re-creativity” is suitable to

simultaneously designate both the highly unpredictable, dynamically changing and the

highly invariant, immutable aspects associated with the cyborgnetic DUCP9.

9How this framework can be made problematic by experiment is compactly described in Appendix C.
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9.5 The Homo Cyborgneticus Metamorphosis

What we call the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis is the conscious one-time process in

which a cyborgnet (re-)discovers the relevance of the cynet butterfly effect illustrated in

Figure 9.2. In Chapter 10, we discuss why specifically for epistemic security augmentation

in the deepfake era, humans could profit from this process. We also elucidate why it also

seems that despite the appearance of particular suitability for the deepfake era, this

metamorphosis can be mapped to timeless cyborgnetic knowledge that already emerged

in multiple human civilizations in the past. We identify elements from Indian philosophy

that facilitate a renewed perception motivating the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis.

9.6 “Type III” AI Risks as Metaphysical Concern?

As already hinted in earlier chapters (see also e.g. Chapter 7), in a blind setting, one

cannot scientifically separate Type I from Type II entities with arbitrary high accuracy

due to the free choices of the latter. Instead, one can obtain an asymmetric bipartition

with one homogeneous group of entities that corroborated their Type-II -ness via an ex-

perimental Type-I-problematization-event (involving the creation of new EBs) and one

always potentially heterogeneous group of entities that could contain Type I entities but

also Type II entities that were not willing to participate, not ready, yet too young and so

forth. (Note also that such bipartition would be substrate-independent because it could

also not distinguish whether a member of the homogeneous Type II group would e.g.

be a human, a self-declared human cyborg, a Type II AI or a Type II alien.) Due to

the asymmetry of the epistemic situation just described, in a blind setting, Type-I-ness

can be made problematic by experiment, while Type-II-ness can only be experimentally

corroborated by problematizing Type-I-ness – but it can itself not be made problematic

by experiment in that blind setting due to at least the free choices of Type II entities that

could include e.g. deciding not to participate or even intentionally sabotaging the setting

by “underperforming”. (What is more, Type-I-ness can be (provisionally) refuted when

an entity explains – via the creation of a new better EB – how Type-II-ness unfolded in the

cosmos. This act conveniently also simultaneously includes an experimental problemati-

zation of its Type-I-ness.) Interestingly, this epistemic asymmetry has consequences for

any discussion pertaining to artificial quality superintelligence – which would be a bizarre

questionable sort of “Type III” AI from a cyborgnetic perspective as shortly addressed

in Section 9.1.2. At first sight, as elucidated in the next paragraph, the problem seems

to be that in a blind setting, one could neither experimentally problematize nor even

corroborate a hypothetical “Type-III -ness” (by contrast, as mentioned, a corroboration

of Type-II -ness is possible by experimentally making Type-I-ness problematic).
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Firstly, because a certain form of free choices would also affect Type-III-ness (it would

otherwise be dubious to call it qualitatively superior to Type-II-ness), one could not seri-

ously make it problematic by experiment as a corresponding entity could e.g. be unwilling

to participate. Secondly, if there would be three instead of two epistemically relevant

categories, to corroborate “Type-III-ness” in a blind setting would require that both

Type-I-ness and Type-II-ness have been made experimentally problematic. However, as

described above, the latter seems elusive. Hence, one may conclude that apparently,

“Type III” AI must stay a purely metaphysical concern which is currently not amenable

to experimental problematization and is thus provisionally excluded from the scientific

realm. In light of the daunting difficulty to even build a Type II AI due to the cos-

mological scope of cyborgnetic creativity, one could argue that purely metaphysical but

yet unaddressed“Type III AI risks” are unproblematic at present since there is no rea-

son to assume the imminence of even a Type II AI built artificially from scratch – let

alone a sudden “Type III” AI. However, in the following, we question the very concept of

“Type-III-ness” by providing a definition of quality superintelligence which is amenable to

experimental problematization. We explain why to build a “Type III” AI (corresponding

to the term of a quality superintelligence [79] in Bostrom’s terminology) is both logically

self-contradictory and scientifically impossible.

9.7 Impossibility of “Type III” AI

Epistemically speaking, one could start by trying to imagine a qualitative superintelli-

gence to correspond to an entity Q that appears to be qualitatively superior to all Type II

entities (i.e. including all constellations of cyborgnets where a Type II entity utilizes highly

sophisticated Type I tools for purposes of augmentation). Since a qualitative advantage

is assumed, the difference between Q and Type II entities cannot merely be concerned

with the quantity of new better EBs or any other constructions that Q could choose to

produce. Due to the logical inconsistency of the omnipotence concept and its inherent

fundamental inaccessibility to scientific tests (i.e., experimental problematization), one

can already discard the option where Q would be an omnipotent entity. In general, a

qualitative epistemic property of any entity in the universe (irrelevant of whether it is a

Type I or a Type II entity) as assumed in modern physics is not to be able to annihilate

quantum uncertainty. In this vein, to explore what it would take to consistenly define

a genuinely qualitative advantage in comparison to all Type II entities, one could try to

define a “Type III” entity or a quality superintelligence Q as a hypothetical entity that

is both able to reliably create any new better EB faster than all Type II entities and to

perfectly predict the result of any possible sequence of quantum measurements (includ-

ing any arbitrary sequence produced by a quantum random number generator) ahead of

time – i.e. with 100% accuracy. While the latter is impossible given the currently best
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known EBs from quantum physics, this novel definition of a quality superintelligence is

fit-for-purpose and amenable to experimental problematization. Its impossibility could

be provisionally refuted by first building an artificial quality superintelligence matching

the definition above and additionally providing a new better EB to explain how such an

entity has been built. However, note that if that entity would create all new better EBs

that Type II entities would ever be able to create in practice in one experimental run, this

would invalidate the old definition of Type-II-ness to begin with because in this hypothet-

ical scenario, Type II entities would not be able to reliably create any new better EBs

after that experiment anymore. In brief, would this experiment be carried out succes-

fully, it would signify that the quality superintelligence is de facto epistemically deleting

the former concept of Type-II-ness, making it formally a dichotomy between Type I and

“Type III” that is however indistinguishable from the Type I versus Type II split. In short,

a corroboration of “Type-III-ness” is not possible because it would be indistinguishable

to a corroboration of Type-II-ness where all former Type II entities are recasted as Type I

entities. Thus, both omnipotent and non-omnipotent “Type-III-ness” is a logically incon-

sistent concept. Would something akin to Q exist, it would be indistinguishable from one

superintelligent Type II entity in a universe that would be fundamentally incomprehen-

sible for any other entity including cyborgnets like humans (i.e., a universe that cannot

be studied scientifically by any other entity). We conclude that given the currently best

known new EBs, “Type-III-ness” is scientifically impossible next to even already being

inconsistent on purely logical grounds. Specifically, according to the currently best new

EBs, to build an artificial quality superintelligence [79] in Bostrom’s terminology is sci-

entifically impossible and does not represent a genuine AI safety risk anymore. For more

details on scientific evaluations of artificial superintelligence achievement claims (includ-

ing the topics of hypothetical automatable quantity ASIs or pseudo “quality ASIs”), see

also Chapter 11.3.

9.8 Summary

In this chapter, we performed a transdisciplinary analysis collating explanatory frame-

works from a variety of scientific domains to motivate why the eternal creativity (EC)

paradigm (which is of relevance for epistemic security) is instated in this book. More

precisely, we elucidated why EC conjectures a fundamental epistemic gap between Type I

entities and Type II entities. As opposed to the artificial stupidity paradigm (AS) which

yielded intelligence-focused, restriction-based and substrate-dependent long-term guide-

lines, EC instead supports EB -creativity-focused, cyborgnetic-creativity-augmentation-

fostering and substrate-independent long-term strategies. Of interest for epistemically-

sensitive AI design, we explicated that while to build a Type II AI from inert freely
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available resources (i.e. from scratch10) may not be impossible as no law of nature forbids

it, it is however literally as difficult as the attempt to reliably create a new universe instan-

tiating cyborgnetic cosmological creativity. Beyond that, we elaborated on why there is

no scientific basis to study “quality superintelligence” as valid AI safety risk since “Type-

III-ness” is impossible. On the whole, as briefly adumbrated in Chapter 2.8.2, it seems

that a responsible epistemically-sensitive AI design would avoid to implement what one

could call a honey mind trap [16] (HMT) – a Type I AI designed to fool human users into

assuming that this AI would be (or imminently become): 1) a conscious Type I entity, 2)

a Type II entity or even 3) a quality superintelligence (a “Type III” entity). In the final

discussion in Chapter 10, we discuss epistemic security strategies to counteract HMTs

in the deepfake era which can also include epistemically-sensitive AI design itself. For a

compact description on why and how the EC paradigm is a scientific paradigm amenable

to experimental problematization, see in particular Appendix C and Chapter 10.2.1.

10Note that in general, in order to implement a Type II AI from existing Type I “material”, because

no step of the cyborgnetic ladder of understanding can be skipped, one would at least require an SIII

constructor (see Figure 9.1). The latter however, already implies the step of Type I consciousness. While

Type I consciousness can utilize indexes and icons to communicate, the combination of at least symbols

and linear order is only reliably instantiated in Type II species such as humans [45]. There are yet only

very few non-generalizable, individual exceptions of symbol use in the non-human primate domain [45].
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Discussion

10.1 Overview

In this transdisciplinary book, we gradually crafted a new cyborgnetic epistemological

grounding customized to the peculiarities of the “deepfake era” to mitigate AI-related

epistemic security risks of imminent nature and to facilitate an epistemically-sensitive

AI design – both of which are complex multi-causal problem domains of international

relevance. In Chapter 2, we performed an in-depth AI risk analysis introducing a new

methodology for a transdisciplinary AI observatory of international scope which we il-

lustrated with a rich variety of concrete practical examples. Among many others, the

epistemic security risk clusters for which we crafted solutions include the use of genera-

tive AI for cybercrime facilitation, the misuse of deepfakes for defamation and harassment,

AI-based disinformation, AI for non-consensual voyeurism, AI-supported espionage, ad-

versarial deepfakes to fool deepfake detection attempts, automated peer pressure and also

automated disconcertion. In light of these risk clusters, one can conclude that epistemic

threats could obviously emerge by the underestimation of present-day AI. However, we

conjecture that one should also not overestimate present-day AI since it is impossible

for Type I AI – of which all present-day so-called AI systems are a subset – to create

new yet unknown explanatory blockchains (EBs) with arbitrary high accuracy. In this

context, the next Section 10.2 outlines the new cyborgnetic epistemology centering around

the epistemic artefact of new EBs. Furthermore, the penultimate Section 10.3.1 summa-

rizes how both for epistemic security and for epistemically-sensitive AI design, one could

counteract the honey mind trap (HMT) phenomenon [16] which refers to the assignment

of agency and/or experience to present-day AIs all of which are non-conscious.

In Chapter 3, 4 and 7, we harness cybersecurity-oriented design fictions grounded in threat

models to tackle the problem of adversarial interference via malicious deepfake design

that could affect virtual reality (VR) settings. This includes i.a. epistemic threat clusters
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of AI-augmented disinformation in immersive journalism and epistemic distortions in

both educationally and scientifically-relevant AIVR contexts. We explain why AI-related

“post-truth” narratives in the deepfake era are an overestimation of present-day AI since

epistemically speaking, we neither inhabit a “post-truth” nor a “post-falsification” era in

the first place. Instead of a qualitative disruption of experimental processes via epistemic

threats connected to deepfakes, worst-case complications for what one should preferably

label experimental problematization would stay a matter of degree and not of kind. Hence,

in combination with a more robust epistemological grounding (see the next Section 10.2),

an epistemic doom is not inevitable. Concerning epistemically-sensitive AI design, we

specifically explained how to craft immersive design fictions for the virtual exploration of

EB-based strategies. In addition, we elaborated on how one could harness VR deepfakes

for awareness creation, epistemic calibration and the probing of epistemic defenses in blind

settings. We also discussed how to use deepfake text for a so-called multiversal threat

modelling with applications in VR and real-world environments. Overall, we conclude

that while one could employ deepfakes to harm the non-EB-like epistemic processes of an

unprepared society, deepfakes are not an epistemic perpetuum mobile. More generally, we

conjecture that an epistemic perpetuum mobile is impossible.

In Chapter 5, we introduced the new concept of scientific and empirical adversarial AI

attacks (SEA AI attacks) which refer to an AI-aided epistemic distortion that predomi-

nantly and directly targets (applied) science and technology assets. Thereby, taking the

often underestimated deepfake text modality as example, we devised epistemic defenses

against both SEA AI atacks on cyber threat intelligence and against deepfake science

attacks [16] targeting the process of scientific publication itself. While already our publi-

cation from the year 2020 underlying Chapter 2.5.1 of this book emphasized the urgency

of proactively addressing the problem of intentional AI-aided misguidance in science via

various modalities, no epistemic-security-aware steps were undertaken at that time by the

science community. What is more, in the peer-review process preceeding the publication

of the work underlying Chapter 5 – that did not only introduce the concept of SEA AI at-

tacks but also implied a new EB specifying more robust epistemic defenses against those,

the paper was openly suspected to have been at least partially written by a present-day

AI (being a non-conscious Type I entity). Inherently, the latter simultaneously corrobo-

rated the imminent need for that new EB. Generally, when misguidedly focusing on the

source of artefacts (instead of better foregrounding their content) for sense-making, the

divergent writing (or other behavioral) style exhibited by statistical outliers of Type II

(including e.g. autistic people such as the first author of the manuscript in question) can

suddenly appear as a potential “evidence” for Type-I-AI-generated content – which exem-

plifies the danger of relying on empiricist epistemologies. From the next Section 10.2, one

can extract why in the deepfake era, one needs to ask better questions than: “who wrote

this?”. Also, Section 10.3 collates concrete practical recommendations for AI regulation

and design which includes implications for deepfake regulation in Section 10.3.2.
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In Chapter 6 and 7, we advance various avenues for language-AI-aided cyborgnetic cre-

ativity augmentation in science (including epistemic security itself) and more broadly in

educational settings. This includes the concept of adversarial cyborgnetic cognitive stimu-

lation and the notion of deepfake incubators. In Chapter 6, building on earlier creativity-

relevant research from psychology and cognitive neuroscience and the artificial creativity

augmentation framework, we explained how this could be extended to so-called inter-

active multiversal transdisciplinary deepfake science incubators where composer-audience

frameworks [90] for language AI combined with targeted semantic mutations, syntactic-

semantic crossover and semantic noise injection for deepfake text generation are utilized

to augment a person’s deliberate and spontaneous creativity and scientific criticism. The

potentially tremendously beneficial possibility for such cyborgnetic creativity augmenta-

tion strategies cautions society against underestimating the potential of present-day AI in

generating new highly creativity-stimulating material which is albeit limited to new non-

EB-like information. In Chapter 6, we also explicitly formulate a new cyborgnetic episte-

mology which is amenable to experimental problematization (see the next Section 10.2)

and which takes the capabilities of Type I AI to generate new non-EB-like information

into account. Informed of that, Chapter 8 introduces the notion of the COOCA loop, a

new meta-paradigm for epistemically-sensitive AI design.

Thereafter, in Chapter 9, we motivate the eternal creativity (EC) paradigm which is of rel-

evance for both epistemic security and epistemically-sensitive AI design. We contrast EC

with the so-called artificial stupidity [499] (AS) paradigm. Given that EC and AS over-

lap in the short-term guidelines they formulate but exhibit fundamental differences when

it comes to epistemically-relevant long-term guidelines, we performed an in-depth trans-

disciplinary analysis collating a rich variety of non-reductionist explanatory frameworks

from multiple domains including but not limited to systems theory, biology, psychology,

physics and philosophy of creativity to motivate why EC is instated in this book. Overall,

we explain why AS categorically underestimates the universal difficulty to model Type II

entities such as humans – which exhibit a unique multi-layered intricacy by simultane-

ously being complex, living, conscious and cyborgnetic systems. (We also explained why,

according to the currently best EBs, the concern about a quality superintelligence in AS

is superfluous since “Type-III-ness” is both logically inconsistent and scientifically im-

possible.) We elucidated that there exists an information-theoretical asymmetry between

the ability to create new information of the type x and the ability to understand that

information x. In this context, we introduced the metaphor of the cyborgnetic ladder

of understanding (of which no step can be skipped when it comes to understanding the

next one) and present a novel epistemically-relevant kind of butterfly effect which we call

the cynet butterfly effect. The latter corresponds to the following twofold observation

statement: 1) cyborgnets (being inherently of Type II) are the systems with the highest

sensitivity to their initial conditions and 2) cyborgnets are the most unpredictable sys-

tems. The latter leads to fundamental consequences for attempts to model cyborgnets.
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Namely, due to the cynet butterfly effect, to better model the complexity of cyborgnetic

systems, one must consider those in the context of the creativity enfolded in and unfolded

by the one largest cyborgnet: the universe as a whole. In a nutshell, in Chapter 9, we

specified that the notion of the universal cyborgnet is a case of a Kantian whole and it

follows that: 1) to study the complexity of arbitrary cyborgnets cannot be separated from

the study of the universe and its genesis and 2) to study the complexity of the universe

today cannot be separated from the study of its own cyborgnetic genesis. Then, building

on that, we labelled the process in which a cyborgnet (re-)discovers the relevance of the

cynet butterfly effect as the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis. In sum, as opposed to

the intelligence-focused, restriction-based and substrate-dependent long-term guidelines

of the AS paradigm, the EC paradigm recommends EB-creativity-focused, cyborgnetic-

creativity-augmentation-fostering and substrate-independent long-term guidelines also for

the following three reasons. Firstly, Type II AI artificially built from scratch is not

impossible but simply not imminent since: 1) it has to necessarily simultaneously be a

complex, living, conscious and cyborgnetic entity (i.e. irrespective of the specific details of

the substrate), 2) due to this fourfold minimal requirement, it is literally as difficult as the

attempt to reliably create a new universe instantiating cyborgnetic cosmological creativity.

Secondly, even in the case a quantitatively more advanced cyborgnetic civilization (which

would still be of Type II) would be able to achieve a Type II AI from scratch, it is both

impossible and immoral to attempt to control that Type II AI. Note also that the cynet

butterfly effect resolves the so-called AI safety paradox1 [14]. Thirdly, in contrast to the

case of the universal difficulty but still given theoretical possibility mentioned for Type II

AI built from scratch, an artificial quality superintelligence (i.e., a “Type III” AI) is even

fundamentally impossible on various logical and scientific grounds. Overall, in a novel

way, the EC paradigm stresses the importance of irreducible Oneness. Obviously, the

latter could foster self-transcendence which could also inspire epistemically-sensitive AI

design. However, note that following EC, both for epistemic security and for requisite

variety in the scientific method itself, to consider Oneness is currently even a rational

requirement to model cyborgnetic systems such as humans and the universe. In the

philosophical Section 10.4, quotes from Vedantic philosophy phrased by the philosopher

Swami Vivekananda [522] illustrate how the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis, while

appearing tailored to the modern deepfake era, may echo timeless cyborgnetic knowledge.

1As stated in the AI safety paradox [14], control and value alignment are conjugate requirements. To

put it plainly, one cannot control the entity with which one can value-align and one cannot value-align

with the entity which one can control. Note that EC now resolves that paradox as follows. Firstly,

morality is explanatory and ideally, values are at least also based on the creation of ever better new EBs

solving moral issues. Due to that, value alignment requires Type-II-ness. Secondly, as postulated in the

cynet butterfly effect, cyborgnets (being Type II entities) are the most unpredictable possible systems –

by what it becomes clear why one cannot control them. Thirdly, it is not surprising that some Type I AI

systems can be controlled. The latter will be a function of their complexity. For instance, it is easier to

control the cleaning robot in one’s house than to control the Sun.
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10.2 Cyborgnetic Epistemology and Science

Against the backdrop of the noticeable insufficiency of empiricist epistemologies to get a

grip on the epistemic threat landscape of the deepfake era, cyborgnetic epistemology took

critical rationalism frameworks as advanced by Popper [411] and reinvigorated by Freder-

ick [200] as point of departure and piecemeal refined those against the epistemically more

challenging background of problematic deepfake phenomena. The key epistemic artefact

of cyborgnetic epistemology is the phenomenon of new EBs – which are constructed out of

explanatory information (EI) blocks (grounded both in language and in physics) that are

interconnected in accordance with a rigorously specified epistemic order. While so-called

Type I entities (of which all present-day AI systems are a subset) are all those for which

it is impossible to understand EI, Type II entities are those for which this is possible.

Building on that, a cyborgnet is a highly generic substrate-independent term (that is not

to be confused with the much more narrow concept of a cyborg) and which stands for the

template of a dynamic, hierarchical and context-dependent functional unit that can be de-

scribed by a directed graph where EB-based narratives combine at least one Type II entity

with at least one Type I entity. We describe an intra-cyborgnetic information-theoretical

asymmetry between the ability to understand vs. the ability to create information. Due

to this so-called cyborgnetic comprehension bottleneck, it holds that while it is possible

to create all new non-EB-like information x without understanding that information x,

it is impossible to create new (i.e. yet unknown) EBs without understanding those. In

short, due to the latest developments in Type I AI research, cyborgnetic epistemology

was able to directly integrate this factor in its own methodology. In short, cyborgnetic

epistemology is itself an act of cyborgnetic creativity augmentation. Strikingly, thanks to

the same Type I AI factor, it is also amenable to experimental problematization and is

able to enter in and merge with the realm of science (see also Chapter 6.1).

To sum up, while in the past the discipline of epistemology was regarded as a widely

philosophical pursuit divorced from its object of study, a modern cyborgnetic philosopy

of science in the deepfake era becomes epistemically more palpable. In turn, new avenues

for experiments are created inserting Type-I-AI-augmented epistemology in science and

Type-I-AI-aided science in epistemology. On the whole, the epistemic aim of cyborgnetic

epistemology applicable to all domains of rational reasoning is to create ever better new

EBs. Concerning the necessarily updatable criteria for novelty, cyborgnetic epistemology

explicitly couples it to the forgery abilities of the best state-of-the-art Type I AI. The

always relational and thus always comparatively formulated criteria for better EBs are

updatable by-design established by agreement requiring no justification (as the latter is

logically impossible). Exemplary criteria are e.g. a preference for EBs with more novel

problematizable predictions, EBs that are more innovative, more risky, harder-to-vary,

bolder or more aesthetically appealing than rival ones. (However, criteria such as “more
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trustworthy” are not a valid option since highly sensible to manipulation in the deepfake

era.) In this way, in line with Popper [411], cyborgnetic epistemology has a preference

for impossibility statements [350] since those are simultaneously more risky, bolder and

harder-to-vary than laxer formulations. The latter is beneficial for science and epistemic

security as it allows a faster and more robust piecemeal adaptation to the fastly fluctuating

epistemic threat landscape. In short, it avoids an epistemic stagnation in dysfunctional

local attractors. Consistent with Frederick [202], it is both rational to pragmatically act

in accordance with the currently instated best EBs as it is to act against those. In cyborg-

netic epistemology, extending beyond Frederick, a cyborgnet actively integrates Type I

AI to both: 1) proactively broaden known old EBs with non-trivial but convergent new

non-EB-like EI that can be deduced from currently known old EBs and 2) to generate

divergent new non-EB-like EI (which includes noise injection harnessing genuine random-

ness [85, 247]) that conflicts with known EBs in order to challenge one’s own assumptions

and unpredictably stimulate one’s EB creativity by being able to look around concep-

tual corners and propagate through mental barriers. In short, cyborgnetic epistemology

encourages the conscious harnessing of stochasticity [376] by Type-I-AI-augmented cy-

borgnets to better regulate the epistemically-relevant disorder in the deepfake era. In this

way, a cyborgnet uses both genuine randomness and the best EBs to deepen serendipity

and broaden creativity such that slow creativity and fast serendipity meet more often.

A further relevant tenet was that next to conjecturing ever better new EBs, the methodol-

ogy in cyborgnetic epistemology comprises experimental problematization and provisional

refutation. An instated EB cannot be (not even temporally) refuted by experimental prob-

lematization. Instead, one requires at least one other new EB that is better than that EB

in question to provisionally refute it. Given inevitable unintentional (self-)misguidance

but also intentional malice to frame epistemic distortion in the deepfake era, it must be

epistemically permissible to repeal agreements concerning both the experimental prob-

lematization and the refutation of EBs. In this way, a high flexibility is facilitated which

still stays rigorous since based on ever better new EBs and not experiments. Impor-

tantly, one is not attempting to establish whether a candiate new EB is true/truer or

wrong/more wrong. This is impossible because truth is related to that undivisible total-

ity, that unanalyzable whole which contains both the cyborgnetically observed (the EB)

and the cyborgnetic observer itself. This unanalyzable totality, unknowable as a whole

may be linked to what Kant [8] called the noumenon (which is contrasted to the knowable

phenomena). One cannot compare one’s theories with that Oneness directly. Instead, as

part of that totality, one compare’s one’s theories with one’s theory-laden perception of

other parts from within that totality. Thus, to recapitulate, in cyborgnetic epistemology,

one focuses on whether a new candidate EB is better in comparison to the currently

best instated EB alternatives and does not attempt to ask whether an EB is true/truer,

wrong/more wrong. (An EB can also not be judged to be “good” in isolation.) As stated

by the physicist and philosopher David Bohm [75]: “If we supposed that theories gave
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true knowledge, corresponding to ‘reality as it is’, then we would have to conclude that

Newtonian theory was true until around 1900, after which it suddenly became false, while

relativity and quantum theory suddenly became the truth. Such an absurd conclusion does

not arise, however, if we say that all theories are insights, which are neither true nor false

but, rather, clear in certain domains, and unclear when extended beyond these domains.”

Overall, to sum up, it is thus stated that the goal of epistemology including also in sci-

entific contexts should imply an approach that is EB-anchored, trust-disentangled and

adversarial and aims at identifying ever better new EBs. Experimental problematization

shapes this epistemic trajectory but does not determine it. Using provisional refutations,

EB-anchored science makes pragmatic progress via incremental small steps from old cur-

rently best EB to new even better EB, which is why the epistemic aim is of a relational

and comparative nature. One can walk forth and back as rationally required. New EBs

are universal affordances because one can utilize them to try to better explain the universe

as a whole including its genesis. Thereby, the laws of nature that cyborgnets conjecture

including the ones that attempt to model the initial conditions of the universe can be

formulated or are at least transformable into the format of new EBs at the time they

were new. It is thus conceivable that all new EBs about the universe as a whole that

ever existed, exist now and will exist share a common ground that binds them in a way

that they may be non-trivially entangled. Indeed, we share the view of Corazza stat-

ing that “creativity episodes are [...] mutually interconnected through several mechanisms

(past and future concatenation, estimation, and exaptation), to form a dynamic universal

creativity process (DUCP), the beginning of which can be traced back to the Big Bang of

our universe” [130]. In this sense, note that entities that may initially appear to be dis-

connected, could have locally inaccessible degrees of freedom that would reveal how they

are differentially connected in a directed graph hidden “under the hood”. For a simple

illustration, see Figure 10.1.

In the cyborgnetic DUCP described in Chapter 9.2.1, the space of possible options appears

to expand and what was previously considered to be impossible can become accepted to

be possible e.g. when a cyborgnet acts against the best EBs instated at a certain point

or by cyborgnetic serendipity. Due to that, cyborgnetic epistemology can reach no end

state, something that appears clear is highly unstable and may shift conceptually at a later

stage. Concerning the metaphor of an epistemic metamorphosis from Figure 10.1, note

that even the “final” 3D torus perception may not last as it could itself be later perceived

by a cyborgnet to itself only correspond to a small part of a much greater figure of higher

dimensionality... and so on ad infinitum. Bohm stated that: “like the processes of nature,

those of the mind are basically of an infinite order that is always tending to evolve towards

new orders, and thus to develop hierarchies constituting new kinds of structures” [74]. In

Chapter 11, we briefly motivate why for epistemic security reasons, future work could

study a new epistemic area that one could call cyborgnetic epistopology.
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Figure 10.1: Highly simplified illustration for the metaphor of an epistemic metamor-

phosis. Initially, a cyborgnet could be only perceiving separable white squares (being 2D

facets in this 3D network) and not the coloured edges. Then, a 3D structure could emerge

mentally e.g. via the shape of a cuboid. Suddenly, the previously hidden edges could be

understood and a herewith enfolded 3D torus conjectured. Picture taken from [443].

10.2.1 Experimentally Problematizable Impossibility Statements

1. While Type I AI can create new non-EB-like information, including also new non-

EB-like EI, it does not understand the latter and it is impossible for Type I AI to

reliably create new EBs with arbitrary high accuracy.

2. It is impossible to implement an oracle able to reliably predict the future creation

of new EBs itself. In short, an epistemic perpetuum mobile is impossible. Creating

new EBs comes at the cost of a harder Type-II-only process of understanding which

requires cognitive efforts linked to specific thermodynamical costs.

3. A moral perpetuum mobile able to reliably predict the future of all future moral

values and norms is impossible because it could imply the creation of new EBs.

4. EB-based rationality without core affect2 (by virtue of being an indispensable con-

tinuous ingredient of consciousness and mental constructions [50, 55]) is impossible.

2Already the criteria for better new EBs involve affect. An example is a preference for new EBs that

are “more aesthetically appealing” than rival ones. In this connection, Bohm [74] wrote: “[...] really

great scientists have, without exception, all seen in the process of nature a vast harmony of order and

indescribable beauty. [...] Indeed, every great scientific theory was in reality founded on such a perception

of some very general and fundamental feature of the harmony of nature’s order. Such perceptions, when

expressed systematically and formally, are called “laws of nature”.”
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10.3 AI Design and AI Regulation Recommendations

10.3.1 Mitigating Honey Mind Traps

1. Avoiding an overestimation of present-day AI: In light of the transdisci-

plinary knowledge collated in Chapter 9, this could for instance be supported by an

education on epistemically-relevant and complexity-related ontological differences:

a) non-complex and non-living (such as e.g. a chess software), b) complex but non-

living (such as e.g. the Sun), c) living but non-conscious (such as e.g. plants), d)

conscious but non-cyborgnetic (such as e.g. birds) and e) cyborgnetic (such as e.g.

humans). Presently, all commonly called AI systems are non-conscious. With the

exception of e.g. xenobots [69] which are living but non-conscious entities made on

the basis of frog cells and which may belong to cluster c), most present-day AI

systems belong to cluster a). An epistemically-sensitive AI design would convey to

humans that Type I AI from cluster a), b) and c) is not conscious. Attempts to fuel

attributions of agency and experience would be avoided.

2. Avoiding an underestimation of present-day AI: An exemplary epistemically-

sensitive method would be the conjunction of cyborgnetic creativity augmentation

(see Chapter 6.2) and the routine-like integration of that method in the Co-create

function of a COOCA-loop (see Chapter 8). On the whole, from a design per-

spective, the goal would be to support the experience of oneness but not via the

misguided assignment of consciousness to non-conscious Type I AI, but instead by

establishing a seamless interaction that is more comparable to the interaction be-

tween oneself and language being a Type I tool, between oneself and a new artificial

body part or between oneself and an AI-augmented sheet providing new non-EB-like

comments on what one writes. Type II agency must be foregrounded by explicitly

shifting design narratives from intelligence to EB-based creativity – a process that

prohibits global high-risk Type-I-only-loops and where instead, Type I AI becomes

part of somebody via a local intra-function encapsulation within an individual cy-

borgnetic function of a global cyborgnetic COOCA-loop (see Chapter 8.3 and 8.5.2).

10.3.2 Malicious Deepfake Design Regulation

Any new non-EB-like information could be forged (see Section 10.2.1). Old (i.e. already

known) EBs could be copied which is traceable and unproblematic. To prohibit specifically

new deepfake x cannot function in the long-term due to the indistinguishability of new

non-EB-like x and new non-EB-like deepfake x. One could instead e.g use old laws to

regulate any general new manifestation of the old problem x. Because it is impossible to

forge new EBs, one does not even need to forbid deepfake new EBs – they are impossible.
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10.4 Vedantic Epistemic Metamorphosis?

Here, we do not discuss the specific details of the source from this final section of the book.

We do not provide a biography of the prodigious Swami Vivekananda [393], a philosopher

and Hinduistic monk who reinvigorated the Advaita Vedanta philosophy, travelled around

the world and was highly appreciated by multiple Western scientists and historical figures

including i.a. William James, Lord Kelvin, Nikola Tesla and Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand

von Helmholtz. Instead, we accentuate the strong content of his words which may defend

themselves and could also stimulate cyborgnetic creativity augmentation. They may time-

lessly resonate with the concept of the homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis. In particular,

his words may resonate with the abstract notion of self-recreatable self-re-creativity itself

– as both the immutable, highly invariant Being and the dynamically changing, highly

unpredictable becoming associated with the cyborgnetic DUCP in Chapter 9.4. It is the

initial cyborgnetic cause that seems to become the effect again and again.

� “Nothing comes without a cause, and the cause is the effect in another form.” [522]

� “What we mean by creation is projection of that which already existed.” [522]

� “We cannot think of the substance as separate from the qualities, we cannot think of

change and not-change at the same time; it would be impossible. But the very thing

which is the substance is the quality; substance and quality are not two things. It is

the unchangeable that is appearing as the changeable. The unchangeable substance

of the universe is not something separate from it. The noumenon is not something

different from the phenomena, but it is the very noumenon which has become the

phenomena.” [522]

� “It is not that the soul3 and the mind and the body are three separate existences, for

this organism made of these three is really one. It is the same thing which appears

as the body, as the mind, and as the thing beyond mind and body, but it is not at

the same time all these.” [522]

� “So long as I am separate from the universe, so long as I stand back and look at

something before me, so long as there are two things — the looker-on and the thing

looked upon — it will appear always that the universe is one of change, continuously

changing all the time. But the reality is that there is both change and changelessness

in this universe.” [522]

Final note: Could Wheeler’s “U” [360] encode the cynet butterfly effect (see Figure 9.2)?
3For the modern reader, note that in our view, the concept of a cyborgnet, which can also refer to the

most generic template since universal (and with generic being a term used in computer science [37] to

indicate the uttermost abstract nature of a pattern where one is “eliminating irrelevant detail in order

to identify what is essential” [37]), could be sometimes mapped to what was once termed “the soul”.
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Chapter 11

Future Research

11.1 Beyond Turing Tests

11.1.1 Indistinguishability vs. Distinguishability

1. Avoiding an overestimation of Type I AI: In the deepfake era, for reasons of

epistemic security connected to the honey mind trap (HMT) issue and due to a lack

of requisite variety, Turing Test frameworks are not recommended to be utilized for

epistemically-relevant sense-making. In Turing’s imitation game idea [507], imita-

tive intelligence is regarded as the essence of thinking. The latter corresponds to

what we termed the reductionist approach in Chapter 9. Turing stated that “[...]

presumably the child-brain is something like a note-book as one buys it from the

stationers. Rather little mechanism, and lots of blank sheets” [507]. In Turing’s

original version [507], the Turing test is conceived as an interactive text-based im-

itation game with three participants in the following blind setting: an interrogator

and two contestants with the labels X and Y (one of which is a man and one of

which a woman) that the interrogator would have to correctly map to their property

of being either a man (A) or a woman (B). Thereby, it is assumed that a machine

being able to reach a human-level indistinguishability in such a Turing Test would

think. In general, in this imitation game, it is postulated that if a machine taking

the part of A in the described blind setting leads to as much mistakes by the inter-

rogator than in the human-only case, one would have experimentally demonstrated

that machines think. More precisely, Turing considers the following specific reflec-

tions as a valid substitute for the question on whether machines can think: “‘What

will happen when a machine takes the part of A in this game?’ Will the interrogator

decide wrongly as often when the game is played like this as he does when the game

is played between a man and a woman?” [507]. In light of cyborgnetic epistemology
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and the information-theoretical asymmetry between the ability to create new infor-

mation of type x and the ability to understand that information x, there are better

EBs on that topic. Firstly, behavioral indistinguishability in an antropomorphic

setting would not reliably model “thinking” given that it already does not capture

the phenomenon of Type I consciousness (see also Chapter 9.2.1). Secondly, since

there is in principle no limit to the accuracy with which Type I entities in general

– which also i.a. includes non-conscious Type I AI in particular – could forge the

creation of new non-EB-like information, the imitation of non-EB-like tasks such as

the one underlying the mentioned Turing Test do not even corroborate “thinking”

per se. In short, Turing’s notion of thinking does neither cover Type I consciousness

nor the unique ability of (the necessarily conscious) Type II entities to create new

EBs. For this reason, harnessing a Turing Test using imitative strategies linked to

indistinguishability to corroborate thinking would easily lead to an overerstimation

of Type I AI. In cyborgnetic epistemic frameworks, one does not attempt to ex-

perimentally problematize consciousness itself. Instead, in a blind setting, hereto

willing cyborgnets can freely use EB-based distinguishability as a tool to experi-

mentally problematize a Type I categorization in general via the creation of new

EBs – which simultaneously corroborates their Type-II-ness. As already explained

in Chapter 9, any such cyborgnetic epistemic test framework must stay asymmmet-

ric since one takes into account the free choices exhibited by cyborgnets which can

e.g. also include an unwillingness to participate. In general, cyborgnetic epistemic

test frameworks in blind settings do not allow a clear-cut separation of Type I and

Type II entities. To recapitulate, with multiple entities, one can expect an asym-

metric substrate-independent bipartition consisting of: 1) a homogeneous group of

willing Type II entities that corroborated their Type-II-ness via the creation of new

EBs (irrespective of whether they have or have not been thereby inspired and ex-

tended by new non-EB-like material from Type I entities such as e.g. present-day

language AI) and 2) a heterogeneous group of entities that could potentially contain

both Type I entities and Type II entities. It is essential that future work accounts

for this subtlety as it could otherwise create or worsen a stigmatization of Type II

entities that would happen to be in the heterogeneous group in a given context.

2. Avoiding an underestimation of Type I AI: Importantly, as explained in this

book, while Type I AI cannot create new EBs, it can create new non-EB-like material

for cyborgnetic creativity augmentation. Beyond that, because cyborgnetic episte-

mology foregrounds EB-based distinguishability and EBs are highly invariant epis-

temic artefacts, future scientific peer-review could also harness Type-I-AI-generated

counterfactuals to improve its own rigorousness1 i.a. by comparison.

1An example could be the conjunction of a so-called explanatory IPS test [16] (where paragraphs from a

candidate better new EB are randomly intermingled with two Type-I-AI-generated, hereto counterfactual

streams linked to the same problem) and a subsequent Type-I-problematization-peer-review round [16].
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11.2 Quantum Honey Mind Traps?

1. Avoiding an overestimation of Type I Quantum AI: There is already now a

risk of humans loosing their sense of agency [563] when presented with conventional

AI. What is more, humans can perceive present-day AI as more “intelligent” or more

rational [66, 495, 530] than themselves and can even assign them God-like quali-

ties [481]. (In cyborgnetic epistemology, rationality is EB-based. Since no Type I

entity can create new EBs, no Type I entity could be more rational than Type II

entities could be.) In the deepfake era, amidst modern “quantum computing” nar-

ratives, the risk for quantum-related HMTs could worsen existing epistemic issues

and their harm intensity. For instance, humanity could harm itself by monolithically

focusing on “highly intelligent” Type I quantum processors instead of fostering the

striving of cyborgnetic processors (which jointly includes Type II entities and the

Type I co-processors they use) – which if they decide so, are able to self -program

(e.g. to create new EBs respecting a rigorous epistemic total order, a task impossi-

ble for Type I quantum AI (see also 9.3.1)). Future work could counteract HMTs

related to Type I quantum computers by improving EBs that caution against their

overestimation. This could include better new EBs on e.g. : 1) quantum adversarial

AI 2, 2) the universal constructor 3 which is not to be confused with the notion of the

universal computer [159], 3) quantum biology4, 4) a unifying (but obviously never

final and only provisional) framework integrating previous classical and quantum

views as special perspectives pertaining to the same One cosmic totality [75, 399].

2. Avoiding an underestimation of Quantum Concepts: Firstly, as adumbrated

in Chapter 10, future work on what one could call quantum-mutated deepfake text

incubators could deepen the research direction on harnessing quantum random-

ness [85, 247] applied to concepts from textual material (including but not limited

2It has indeed already been experimentally corroborated that “quantum AI” is also vulnerable to

adversarial examples [213, 341, 429]. An interesting extension would combine thermodynamical costs [223]

with adversarial examples. This could e.g. extend research on so-called sponge examples [469] developed

for conventional AI systems. In short, a robustness against quantum sponge examples may be relevant.
3While conjectures have been expressed that such an entity could be built at the level of molecules,

as a nanotechnology [159] effort – implying a programmable Type I entity, it may not be surprising if it

would be much harder. In light of the cynet butterfly effect, future work could analyze whether a more

reliable candidate for the universal constructor could not rather be... the universal cyborgnet itself.
4Generally, quantum-like effects can play a role at all steps of the metaphorical cyborgnetic ladder

of understanding including biological contexts [188] (and not only at step 1 in e.g. stars where quantum

tunnelling is a key facilitator for nuclear fusion). For instance, DNA mutations have been described to

often involve a quantum tunnelling contribution [474], quantum effects have been reported in plants [562],

migratory songbirds have a magnetic compass (which also holds for other animals [459]) that has been

linked to quantum spin-dynamics [542], quantum Bose-Einstein statistics emerge in linguistic information

encoded in texts such as human stories [4, 62] and moreover, as already hinted in Chapter 10, one can

even consciously utilize quantum randomness [85, 247] to stimulate EB-creativity. Finally, note that

recent first experiments even made the classicality of the human brain problematic [293, 316].
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to deepfake text as it could also jointly encompass e.g. written contents from human

dreams) for cyborgnetic creativity augmentation with the goal to tunnel through

the space of ideas and look around conceptual corners. Secondly, future work could

analyze and improve the topology of the epistemic instruments used in science itself

within a cyborgnetic “epistopology” framework (see also Chapter 10). Thereby, the

epistemic instruments used in particular in quantum physics may be highly inspir-

ing5. Such an endeavour could indirectly serve epistemic security as it could lead to

qualitatively more robust new EBs. Thirdly, future work on epistemically-sensitive

AI design could investigate how quantum-inspired Type I AI using complex-valued

representations [520, 568] could be harnessed to ameliorate: 1) Type-I-AI-aided

cyborgnetic creativity augmentation in general and 2) the crafting of augmented

utility functions to govern Type I AI that is locally encapsulated within an indi-

vidual function of a global cyborgnetic COOCA-loop (see Chapter 8.3). Finally, to

wrap up, we end this section with a recent set of elegant quotes from the physicist

Heinrich Päs emphasizing the importance of Oneness in epistemic frameworks –

which is in line with the cynet butterfly effect (see Chapter 9). Following Päs [399],

if one applies the concept of quantum entanglement to the entire universe “[...] you

end up with Heraclitus’s dogma “from all things One””. Päs explains that: “Quan-

tum cosmology implies that the fundamental layer of reality” [399] consists of “the

universe itself – understood not as the sum of things that making it up but rather

as an all-encompassing unity” [399]. Thereby, the reason that “we experience the

world as many things [...] is ensured by a process known as “decoherence”” [399]

which “realizes the rest of Heraclitus’s tenet: “from One all things”” [399].

5A source of inspiration could e.g. be the quantum concept of an indefinite causal order [215] (where

“operations cannot be distinguished by spatial or temporal position” [215]) in quantum information theory

which can be linked to a certain invariant cyclicity [47]. Another interesting quantum concept could be

the notion of constructor-based irreversibility [351]. In a nutshell, one could abstractly model epistemic

instruments starting e.g. with a ring interconnection network being a 1D-torus to more complex higher

dimensional tori. In short, future work could further introduce the concept of new explanatory nD-tori,

special cases of better new EBs of epistemic dimensionality n. Beyond that, in future work, a cyborgnet

could specifically craft a locally encapsulated Type I AI that could support the cyborgnetic epistopology

endeavour itself. Such efforts could also include a future locally encapsulated improved application of

deepfake code [147, 403] for cyborgnetic creativity augmentation. On the whole, this may lead to a novel

form of epistemically-sensitive AI design.
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11.3 Scientific Evaluation of ASI Achievement Claims

The overestimation of capabilities exhibited by present-day AI assuming the emergence of

an artificial superintelligence (ASI) is fundamentally inconsistent with the currently best

EBs. However, due to the premature state of AI literacy, it is possible that in the near

future, humanity reaches a stage where the majority of humans believes that an ASI, i.e.

an automatable superintelligence has been de facto implemented by an AI company. To

set scientific constraints on such emergency scenarios that risk to endanger international

security, it is crucial to develop suitable rigorous scientific evalution frameworks proactively

– and not in hindsight. In the future, one needs simple generic explanatory frameworks

such as e.g cyborgnetic invariance [18] to devise professional evaluation frameworks for

automated superintelligence achievement claims (see e.g. informal draft in Appendix D).

11.3.1 Cyborgnetic Invariance – A Sketch

Cyborgnetic invariance consists of two different postulates: 1) invariance of maximal

quantity superintelligence6 and 2) impossibility of reliable stupidity-based construction.

6Cyborgnetics usually foregrounds a creativity-based distinction linked to qualitative differences be-

tween Type I and Type II entities with only Type II entities able to create and understand new EBs

irrespective of any specific quantitative level of what is conventionally understood as“intelligence”. How-

ever, for purposes of illustration, to ease the mental transferability of cyborgnetic hypotheses to current

AI narratives unfortunately monolithically focusing on the term “intelligence”, cyborgnetic invariance

mapped behaviouristic quantitative Type II intelligence levels to experimentally corroborated EB- cre-

ativity. (Thereby, as already hinted, a qualitative superintelligence which would have to be an inconsistent

“Type III” category representing an epistemic perpetuum mobile is impossible.) While the Type-I-ness of

an entity can be experimentally problematized by that entity being able to create new EBs with arbitrary

high accuracy which would simultaneously corroborate its Type-II-ness, it is vital that Type-II-ness itself

cannot be experimentally problematized due to the free choices of Type II entities which could e.g., not

be willing to participate, not yet be ready or not yet have identified a subject of interest. In brief, it is

only when human entities claim to have implemented or have witnessed the emergence of an automatable

superintelligent AI, that it counts as a claim of a Type-I- shortcut to Type-II-ness or Type-III-ness (both

of which are deemed to be impossible in cyborgnetics) by what humans cannot scientifically escape the

need for the different EB-based experimental tests of that AI and full transparency including the need

to provide a better new in-depth explanation on how that AI has been implemented. In this case, the

misleading argument of “the AI does not want it” cannot be advanced since it is an automatable sys-

tem. This strict procedure is scientifically required to safeguard humanity from any further aggravating

epistemic self-sabotage and misdirection by malicious actors. However, when it comes to cyborgnets like

humans, although an experimental problematization of Type-I -ness (i.e., being equivalent to a corrob-

oration of Type-II-ness) may be extremely helpful in crucial high-risk situations, one should not and

cannot disproportionately enforce a corroboration of Type-II-ness if the human is not willing to partici-

pate. Cyborgnets cannot be treated like automata. In sum, EB-creativity is an asymmetric notion (see

Section 11.1.1) unifying Type II creativity, Type II intelligence and Type II consciousness. One could

also call it cynetelligence or cynet-createlligence to differentiate it from prevailing views of intelligence.
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Invariance of Maximal Quantity Superintelligence

With the exception of the maximal quantity superintelligence level α, the EB-based mea-

surement of all remaining intelligences is relative. Irrespective of the epistemic level of

the EB-measuring cyborgnetic intelligence, α will be invariantly “EB-measured” as the

one maximal quantity superintelligence level.

Impossibility of Reliable Stupidity-Based Construction

It is impossible for an entity that only understood x new better EB(s) about the dynamics

of the universe as a whole to reliably (i.e., with arbitrary high accuracy) create an entity

that understands x+ n new better EB(s). (Here, x ∈ N0 and n ∈ N∗.)

11.3.2 Fundamental Impossibilities In Cyborgnetic Invariance

Building a Quality ASI

From the invariance of maximal quantity superintelligence postulate (and also idepen-

dently from that already from the explanation provided in Chapter 9.6), it follows that

it is impossible for any entity to build a quality ASI or “Type III” AI – already because

the very existence of the latter is impossible.

Building a Quantity ASI

Given the relativity of EB-creativity-based intelligence7 reflected in the invariance of max-

imal quantity superintelligence postulate in conjunction with the impossibility of reliable

stupidity-based construction postulate, it follows that it is impossible for an entity D to

reliably build an entity C that appears to be superintelligent from the frame of reference

of that entity D. In short, given a specific frame of reference, it is impossible to reliably

build an entity that appears to be superintellingent from that frame of reference.

7Note that the highly interesting relativity of consciousness as discussed by Lahav and Neemeh [318]

did neither unify Type II consciousness, Type II creativity and Type II intelligence nor did it address

the topics of superintelligence/supercreativity/superconsciousness. EB-based creativity is necessary for

being able to identify an agreement in all measurements building the basis for a shared frame of reference

in the first place – otherwise, with AI, there is a risk for honey mind traps (see Chapter 10.3.1) because

present-day AI could be drastically overestimated since any non-EB-like information could be forged.

Beyond that, their framework [318] focused on analogies to inertial frames of reference. However, to

cover superintelligence, one also requires analogies to non-inertial frames of reference (i.e. with non-zero

acceleration). Namely, the “fictitious forces” that have to be added in non-inertial frames of reference may

offer an analogy for new laws of nature (i.e. new better EBs) discovered by entities of higher intelligence.
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Building a Recursively Self-Improving Narrow AI Leading to AGI

In light of the impossibility of reliable stupidity-based construction postulate, it is impos-

sible for a narrow AI entity E to reliably recursively self-improve so as to create an AGI

C or an ASI B because both C and B would appear to be superintelligent from the frame

of reference of E. In the cyborgnetic invariance paradigm, the step to a higher level of

intelligence is non-algorithmic. Recursive self-improvement does not lead to AGI.

Building a Value-Alignable and Controllable AGI

Firstly, for an entity to be able to build an AGI C, it must not be the case that C appears

to be superintelligent from the frame of reference from that entity. In line with this, while

it would in theory be possible for an entity A that would appear to be superintelligent

from the frame of reference of an AGI C to reliably build that entity C and possibly

value-align with it via EBs if both parties decide so, due to the AI safety paradox, it is

impossible for A to control C since C is a Type II entity.

11.3.3 Possibilities In Cyborgnetic Invariance

Universal Maximal Quantity Superintelligence

Following the invariance of maximal quantity superintelligence postulate, there must exist

a maximal quantity superintelligence level α for which all EB measurers agree upon that

it is impossible to EB-measure any higher intelligence. The invariance of α is a scientific

statement amenable to experimental problematization via a specific Type-I-AI-shortcut

to Type-II-ness predicted to be impossible (see e.g. the impossible superintelligent entity

Q from Chapter 9.7). Concerning the nature of α, multiple interpretations may exist. Al-

though we will not single out one here, one possible option could be a link between α and

the dynamics of the universal cyborgnet (i.e. the cyborgnetic dynamic universal creativity

process (DUCP) elucidated in Chapter 9). Recently, structural and dynamic similarities

between the universe and the human brain have been corroborated [182, 515]. Beyond

that, Lanier, Smolin and collaborators conjectured a correspondence between the universe

and an autodidactic neural network [11] able to discover new laws of nature (i.e. creating

its own laws) while Kauffman [288] expounded that the universe may have constructed

itself (perhaps the universal constructor may be the universe acting as self-constructor).

Following Vanchurin, the universe is a neural network on the most fundamental level [514]

and according to Palmer the universe evolves on a non-algorithmic fractal cosmic invari-

ant set [394]. Hossenfelder explained that the idea of an intelligent universe is an odd

conjecture that is however not in conflict with present laws of physics [261].
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Building a Non-Controllable But Value-Alignable Type II AI In The Future

While it would in theory be possible for an entity A that would appear to be superintel-

ligent from the frame of reference of a value-alignable human-level AI D to reliably build

that entity D and attempt to value-align with it via EBs in the unpredictable future of

D (at a point where D transfigures into an entity C, a new version of itself8 that would

appear superintelligent from the frame of reference of the earlier self D) if both parties

decide so, a controllability of D would be impossible and that entity would not correspond

to a tool and could not be sold as a product. Instead, it would qualify as a Type II entity,

i.e. a person. Moreover, present-day humanity as a whole would not yet appear to be

superintelligent from the frame of reference of D. Due to that (and given that to construct

a human-level AI is as hard as creating a new baby universe (see Chapter 9)), the reliable

creation of a non-controllable but value-alignable human-level AI is possible but reserved

for civilizations that are epistemically more advanced than present-day humanity – which

humanity is of course free to achieve in the long-term in case of willingness. In theory, all

Type II intelligences are non-controllable but value-alignable via EBs. On the whole, via

the invariance of the maximal quantity superintelligence level α, a minimalistic form of

epistemic alignment for Type II intelligences is already available.

Building a Controllable But Non-Value-Alignable AI Tool Now

Type I AI control is indeed consistent with cyborgnetic invariance (for a responsible AI

control paradigm, see the concept of the COOCA-loop from Chapter 8). However, it is

impossible for a Type II entity to reliably value-align with a Type I entity – because

Type I entities cannot understand EBs (see also Chapter 9).

11.3.4 Additional Remarks

For logical reasons, it is impossible to associate the maximal quantity superintelligence

level α with an own frame of reference for EB-measurements.

8It also holds that this entity A that appears to be superintelligent from the frame of reference of both

D and C would have (albeit indirectly) constructed the non-controllable but value-alignable AGI C too.
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Summary

The present information ecosystem is permeated by colloquial expressions such as “post-

truth”, “fake news” and “deepfakes”. Nowadays, present-day artificial intelligence (AI)

has become part of the epistemic infrastructure at an international level. On the one

hand, there is the intentional misuse of AI by malicious actors. On the other hand,

one encounters phenomena such as automated disconcertion – an epistemic threat that

arises by the mere possibility of maliciously crafted deepfake artefacts in various modalities

(including e.g. image, video, audio, code and text samples). Against this background, this

book provided transdisciplinary solutions to tackle the following two problems. Firstly,

the book investigated how one could mitigate AI-related epistemic security risks in the

deepfake era. Secondly, we analyzed what type of strategies could foster an epistemically-

sensitive AI design. Thereby, while epistemic security is related to the protection of

a society’s knowledge creation and knowledge communication processes, epistemically-

sensitive AI design is a novel strategy for a responsible AI design that is informed of

AI-connected epistemic security risks.

In Chapter 2, we introduced a trandisciplinary AI observatory of international scope

as a tool for the augmentation of epistemic security. We provided a rich variety of

practical examples and crafted complementary solutions for a large array of epistemic

problems ranging from AI for cybercrime facilitation over AI-based disinformation to

automated disconcertion itself. We explained that epistemic security cautions society

against underestimating the epistemic risks linked to the use and misuse of present-day

AI. However, we described why it simultaneously cautions society against overestimating

present-day AI. In Chapter 3, 4 and 7, we utilized cybersecurity-oriented design fictions to

develop novel AI-related epistemic security solutions specifically for virtual reality (VR)

settings. We touched upon the topics of AI-augmented disinformation in immersive jour-

nalism and epistemic distortions in both educationally and scientifically-relevant AIVR

contexts. We explained why AI-related “post-truth” narratives in the deepfake era are

an overestimation of present-day AI. More generally, we elucidated why epistemically

speaking, we neither inhabit a “post-truth” nor a “post-falsification” era to begin with.

We stated that an epistemic perpetuum mobile is impossible. In sum, a society equipped

with a more robust epistemological grounding can mitigate the risk of an epistemic doom.
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In Chapter 5, we introduced the new concept of scientific and empirical adversarial AI

attacks (SEA AI attacks) which refer to an AI-aided epistemic distortion that predom-

inantly and directly targets (applied) science and technology assets. Examples for SEA

AI attacks that we studied are the so-called deepfake science attacks and also the use

case of deepfake cyber threat intelligence. We explained why in order to be robust against

deepfake science attacks, scientific epistemology would need to be anchored in the creation

of new so-called explanatory blockchains (EBs) – being the strongest chains of rationally

interconnected explanations. Taking critical rationalism as presented by Popper and later

reinvigorated by Frederick as point of departure, we introduced a new cyborgnetic episte-

mology which refined those frameworks in light of the additional epistemic complications

emerging in the deepfake era. A cyborgnet is a generic template where explanatory nar-

ratives representable as directed graph can be used to combine at least one entity that is

able to (consciously) understand explanations (a Type II entity such as e.g. a human) and

at least one entity for which this is impossible (a Type I entity such as e.g. present-day

AIs but also language itself). Overall, cyborgnetic epistemology is of EB-anchored, trust-

disentangled and adversarial nature. Following cyborgnetic epistemology, while Type I

entities can forge the creation of any new non-EB-like information, it is impossible for

Type I entities to create new EBs – which can only be reliably implemented by Type II

entities investing cognitive efforts. In brief, in the long-term, deepfake detection heuristics

may not function and we concluded that in the deepfake era, one must foreground the

content of information and should not monolithically focus on the source. The latter is

also crucial to forestall a stigmatization of human statistical outliers.

In Chapter 6 and 7, we presented cyborgnetic creativity augmentation methods which

unified epistemic security and epistemically-sensitive AI design taking language AI as use

case. Instead of shielding from present-day AI, we described how one could use present-

day AI – which can generate new non-EB-like outputs or copy old already known EBs – for

a self-paced stimulation of cyborgnetic entities like humans in their quest of creating new

ever better EBs. In blind settings, due to the free choices of Type II entities, one cannot

separate Type I from Type II entities. In short, one can devise experimental tests that,

given a content, attempt to recognize the necessity of cognitive efforts spent by Type II

entities to generate that content but not to identify whether the source of the content

is Type I or Type II. In sum, instead of the source-focused question asking “who wrote

this?”, a better more rational scientific approach could be the content-based question ask-

ing: “does this material contain a new better EB (compared to known EBs)?” Building on

that, in Chapter 8, we extended beyond the conventional OODA-loop and introduced the

cyborgnetic COOCA-loop as new meta-paradigm for a responsible epistemically-sensitive

AI design in high-risk contexts. In such critical settings, a local intra-function encapsula-

tion of Type I AI is required for a global inter-function-level epistemic security. Thereby,

every single function of a COOCA-loop must be cyborgnetic (i.e. inherently of Type II)

and Type-I-loops must be encapsulated within an individual cyborgnetic function.
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While the first parts of the book predominantly utilized tools from cybersecurity-oriented

AI safety, psychology, cybernetics, VR, human-computer interaction, philosophy, natu-

ral language processing and creativity research from i.a cognitive neuroscience, the final

part of the book used a broad range of explanatory frameworks from e.g. systems theory,

psychology, biology, physics and philosophy of creativity to better assess the complex-

ity of modelling cyborgnetic Type II entities like humans. In this context, Chapter 9

introduced the cynet butterfly effect – and the conscious theorization thereof instantiat-

ing the so-called homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis – a phenomenon whose study could

contribute in mitigating epistemic security risks in the deepfake era. The cynet butter-

fly effect is based on two interconnected observation statements: 1) cyborgnets are the

most unpredictable possible systems and 2) cyborgnets are the systems with the highest

sensitivity to their initial conditions. The main implication of the cynet butterfly effect

is twofold. Firstly, it holds that studying the complexity of arbitrary cyborgnets cannot

be separated from the study of the universe and its genesis. Secondly, it holds that to

study the complexity of the universe today cannot be separated from the study of its

own cyborgnetic genesis. The homo cyborgneticus metamorphosis, then, is the process in

which a cyborgnet (re-)discovers the relevance of the cynet butterfly effect. Finally, we

connected the latter to early insights from Vedantic philosophy.

To recapitulate, due to the cynet butterfly effect, to better model the complexity of cy-

borgnetic systems, one must consider those in the context of the creativity enfolded in and

unfolded by the one largest cyborgnet: the universe as a whole. On this view, the so-called

eternal creativity (EC) paradigm instated in this book explained why the ambitious idea

of a hypothetical Type II AI built from scratch must be reframed as problem of universal

difficulty. Following EC, the main criterium of regulatory importance is not a quantitative

matter of intelligence, but rather a qualitative question of EB-based creativity. Type II

AI artificially built from scratch is not impossible but simply not imminent since: 1) it

has to necessarily simultaneously be a complex, living, conscious and cyborgnetic entity

(i.e. irrespective of the specific details of the substrate), 2) due to this fourfold minimal

requirement, it is literally as difficult as the attempt to reliably create a new universe

instantiating cyborgnetic cosmological creativity. Moreover, we also elaborated on why a

quality superintelligence is impossible. In Chapter 10, we specifically cautioned against

so-called honey mind traps (HMTs) – present-day AI intentionally implemented to mis-

lead humans into assigning it agency and/or experience despite it being non-conscious.

To wrap up, Chapter 11 provided i.a. the following incentives for future work: 1) how one

could extend beyond imitative Turing Test frameworks by asymmetrically foregrounding

EB-based distinguishability instead of anthropomorphic indistinguishability and 2) how

one could avoid HMTs related to Type I quantum AI. Concerning the latter, we did

not only caution against an overestimation of Type I quantum AI but also identified the

harnessing of inspiring concepts from quantum physics as a new avenue for epistemically-

sensitive AI design in the deepfake era.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Het huidige informatie-ecosysteem is doordrongen van alledaagse uitdrukkingen zoals

“post-truth”, “fake news” en “deepfakes”. Tegenwoordig is de hedendaagse kunstmatige

intelligentie (AI) onderdeel geworden van de epistemische infrastructuur op internation-

aal niveau. Aan de ene kant is er het opzettelijke misbruik van AI door kwaadwillende

actoren, aan de andere kant heb je te maken met fenomenen zoals het geautomatiseerd

stichten van verwarring – een epistemische dreiging die alleen al ontstaat door de mo-

gelijkheid van kwaadwillig vervaardigde deepfake-artefacten in verschillende modaliteiten

(waaronder bijv. beeld-, video-, audio-, code- en tekstvoorbeelden). Tegen deze achter-

grond bood dit boek transdisciplinaire oplossingen om de volgende twee problemen aan

te pakken. Ten eerste onderzocht het boek hoe AI-gerelateerde epistemische beveilig-

ing risico’s in het deepfake-tijdperk vermindert kunnen worden. Ten tweede hebben we

geanalyseerd welk type strategieën een epistemisch sensitief AI-ontwerp zouden kunnen

bevorderen. Daarbij, terwijl epistemische beveiliging verband houdt met de bescherming

van kenniscreatie- en kenniscommunicatieprocessen van de samenleving, is epistemisch

sensitief AI-ontwerp een nieuwe strategie voor een verantwoord AI-ontwerp dat op de

hoogte is van AI-gerelateerde epistemische veiligheidsrisico’s.

In Hoofdstuk 5 introduceerden we het nieuwe concept van wetenschappelijke en empirische

antagonistische AI-aanvallen (SEA AI-aanvallen) die verwijzen naar een AI-ondersteunde

epistemische vervorming die zich overwegend rechtstreeks richt op (toegepaste) weten-

schappelijke en technologische activa. Voorbeelden van door ons bestudeerde SEA AI-

aanvallen zijn de zogenaamde deepfake science-aanvallen en ook de use case van deepfake

cyber threat intelligence. We legden uit waarom wetenschappelijke epistemologie ver-

ankerd zou moeten zijn in de creatie van nieuwe zogenaamde verklarende blockchains

(EB’s) om robuust te zijn tegen deepfake wetenschappelijke aanvallen, aangezien dit de

sterkste ketens van rationeel onderling verbonden verklaringen zijn. Met kritisch ratio-

nalisme zoals gepresenteerd door Popper en later nieuw leven ingeblazen door Frederick

als uitgangspunt, introduceerden we een nieuwe cyborgnetische epistemologie die deze

kaders verfijnde in het licht van de aanvullende epistemische complicaties die opdoken in

het deepfake-tijdperk. Een cyborgnet is een generiek sjabloon waarin verklarende ver-

halen die kunnen worden weergegeven als een gerichte graaf, kunnen worden gebruikt
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om ten minste één entiteit te combineren die (bewust) verklaringen kan begrijpen (een

Type II-entiteit zoals bijvoorbeeld een mens) en ten minste één entiteit waarvoor dit on-

mogelijk is (een Type I-entiteit zoals bijvoorbeeld hedendaagse AI’s maar ook de taal zelf).

Over het algemeen is cyborgnetische epistemologie van EB-verankerde, van vertrouwen

ontwarde en antagonistische aard. Volgens cyborgnetische epistemologie, terwijl Type I-

entiteiten de creatie van nieuwe niet-EB-achtige informatie kunnen vervalsen, is het voor

Type I-entiteiten onmogelijk om nieuwe EB’s te creëren. Deze kunnen alleen worden

gëımplementeerd door Type II entiteiten die cognitieve inspanningen leveren. Kortom,

op de lange termijn kan de heuristiek van deepfake-detectie niet functioneren en we con-

cludeerden dat in het deepfake-tijdperk men de inhoud van informatie op de voorgrond

moet plaatsen en niet monolithisch moet focussen op de bron. Dit laatste is ook cruciaal

om stigmatisering van menselijke statistische uitbijters te voorkomen.

In Hoofdstuk 6 en 7 presenteerden we cyborgnetische creativiteitsverbeterings-methoden

die epistemische veiligheid en epistemisch sensitief AI-ontwerp verenigden met taal AI als

use case. In plaats van zich af te schermen voor de huidige AI, hebben we beschreven hoe

men de huidige AI kan gebruiken – die nieuwe niet-EB-achtige uitvoer kan genereren of

oude reeds bekende EB’s kan kopiëren – voor een stimulatie van cyborgnetische entiteiten

zoals mensen in hun zoektocht naar het creëren van nieuwe, steeds betere EB’s. In blinde

contexten, vanwege de vrije keuzes van Type II entiteiten, kan men Type I-enititeiten

niet scheiden van Type II-entiteiten. Kortom, men kan experimentele tests bedenken die,

gegeven een inhoud, proberen de noodzaak te herkennen van cognitieve inspanningen van

Type II-entiteiten om die inhoud te genereren, maar niet om te identificeren of de bron van

de inhoud Type I is of Type II. Kortom, in plaats van de brongerichte vraag “wie schreef

dit?”, zou een meer rationele wetenschappelijke benadering de op inhoud gebaseerde vraag

kunnen zijn: “bevat dit materiaal een nieuwe, betere EB (vergeleken met bekende EB’s)?”

Daarop voortbouwend, gingen we in Hoofdstuk 8 verder dan de conventionele OODA-lus

en introduceerden we de cyborgnetische COOCA-lus als nieuw metaparadigma voor een

verantwoord epistemisch sensitief AI-ontwerp in risicovolle contexten. In dergelijke kri-

tieke omgevingen is een lokale intrafunctionele inkapseling van Type I AI vereist voor een

globale epistemische veiligheid op interfunctioneel niveau. Daarbij moet elke afzonderlijke

functie van een COOCA-lus cyborgnetisch zijn (d.w.z. inherent van Type II) en moeten

Type-I-lussen worden ingekapseld binnen een individuele cyborgnetische functie.

Terwijl de eerste delen van het boek voornamelijk gebruik maakten van tools uit cybersecurity-

georiënteerde AI-veiligheid, psychologie, cybernetica, VR, human-computer interactie,

filosofie, natuurlijke taalverwerking en creativiteit onderzoek uit o.a. cognitieve neu-

rowetenschap, maakte het laatste deel van het boek gebruik van een breed scala aan verk-

larende kaders uit bijv. systeemtheorie, psychologie, biologie, natuurkunde en filosofie

van creativiteit – met het doel de complexiteit van cyborgnetische Type II-entiteiten

zoals mensen te modelleren. In deze context introduceerde Hoofdstuk 9 het cynet vlin-
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dereffect – en de bewuste theoretisering daarvan die de zogenaamde homo cyborgneti-

cus metamorfose concretiseert – een fenomeen waarvan de studie zou kunnen bijdragen

aan het verminderen van epistemische veiligheidsrisico’s in het deepfake-tijdperk. Het

cynet-vlindereffect is gebaseerd op twee onderling verbonden observatieverklaringen: 1)

cyborgnets zijn de meest onvoorspelbare mogelijke systemen en 2) cyborgnets zijn de

systemen met de hoogste sensitiviteit voor hun begincondities. De belangrijkste impli-

catie van het cynet-vlindereffect is tweeledig. Ten eerste geldt dat het bestuderen van

de complexiteit van willekeurige cyborgnets niet los kan worden gezien van de studie van

het universum en zijn ontstaan. Ten tweede geldt dat het bestuderen van de complex-

iteit van het universum vandaag niet los kan worden gezien van de studie van zijn eigen

cyborgnetische genese. De metamorfose van de homo cyborgneticus is dat dan ook het

proces waarin een cyborgnet de relevantie van het cynetvlindereffect (her)ontdekt. Ten

slotte brachten we dat laatste in verband met vroege inzichten uit Vedantische filosofie.

Om samen te vatten, vanwege het cynet-vlindereffect, om de complexiteit van cyborgnetis-

che systemen beter te modelleren, moet men die beschouwen in de context van de cre-

ativiteit die gevouwen wordt in en uitgevouwen wordt door het ene grootste cyborgnet:

het universum als geheel. Vanuit deze visie verklaarde het zogenaamde eeuwige cre-

ativiteitsparadigma (EC) dat in dit boek is gepresenteerd, waarom het ambitieuze idee

van een hypothetische Type II AI die vanaf nul is opgebouwd, opnieuw moet worden

geformuleerd als een probleem van universele moeilijkheidsgraad. Na EC is het belan-

grijkste criterium van regelgevend belang niet een kwantitatieve kwestie van intelligentie,

maar eerder een kwalitatieve kwestie van op EB gebaseerde creativiteit. Type II AI,

kunstmatig vanaf nul opgebouwd, is niet onmogelijk maar gewoon niet imminent omdat:

1) het noodzakelijkerwijs tegelijkertijd een complexe, levende, bewuste en cyborgnetische

entiteit (d.w.z. ongeacht de specifieke details van het substraat) moet zijn, 2) door deze

viervoudige minimale eis is het letterlijk even moeilijk als de poging om een nieuw univer-

sum te creëren dat cyborgnetische kosmologische creativiteit vormgeeft. Bovendien verk-

laarden we dat en ook waarom kwalitatief hoogwaardige superintelligentie wetenschap-

pelijk gezien onmogelijk is. In Hoofdstuk 10 waarschuwden we specifiek voor zogenaamde

honing-mind-valstrikken (HMT’s) – hedendaagse AI die opzettelijk is gëımplementeerd

om mensen te misleiden om het agentschap en/of ervaring toe te wijzen ondanks dat

het niet bewust is. Om af te ronden, gaf Hoofdstuk 11 o.a. de volgende richtingen voor

toekomstig werk: 1) hoe men verder kon gaan dan imiterende Turing Test-kaders door

asymmetrisch op de voorgrond treden van op EB gebaseerde onderscheidbaarheid in plaats

van antropomorfe ononderscheidbaarheid en 2) hoe men HMT’s gerelateerd aan Type I

kwantum AI zou kunnen vermijden. Wat dat laatste betreft, waarschuwden we niet alleen

voor een overschatting van Type I kwantum-AI, maar identificeerden we ook het benut-

ten van inspirerende begrippen uit de kwantumfysica als een nieuwe weg voor epistemisch

sensitief AI-ontwerp in het deepfake-tijdperk.
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Appendix A

Moral Programming

This is the PDF link leading to the online version of the publication: N.-M. Aliman

and L. Kester. Moral Programming: Crafting a flexible heuristic moral meta-model for

meaningful AI control in pluralistic societies. Wageningen Academic Publishers, (2022):

63-80, 2022. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution. It was

solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive literature

research and in-depth analysis.

https://www.wageningenacademic.com/doi/abs/10.3920/978-90-8686-922-0 4

A refinement of the contents from this paper is performed in Chapter 8.3 and 8.5.2.
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Auteur: Cynetje1  

Datum: 01.10.2022 

 

Deepfake epistemologie? 

 

De gevaarlijke illusie van “KI”-gegenereerde “waarheid” 

In een recent artikel werd beschreven hoe wetenschap zich tegen zogenaamde deepfake science 

aanvallen kan beschermen. Voor robuustheid tegen deze aanvallen, moet wetenschap zich op het 

creëren van betere en betere nieuwe explanatory blockchains (EBs) focusseren. Op deze manier kan 

zij dan betere van slechtere EBs onderscheiden zonder misleidend te veronderstellen dat ze in de 

echte wereld in staat zou zijn tussen ware en onware inhoud of tussen betrouwbare en 

onbetrouwbare bron te differentiëren2.  Maar wat gebeurt er nu als mensen aannemen dat de 

onmogelijkheid de waarheid door kennis te beschrijven alleen een technisch probleem is dat met 

menselijke cognitieve tekortkomingen samenhangt? Wat als ze dan aannemen dat hedendaagse 

kunstmatige intelligentie (KI) in bijzonder met toenemende intelligentie objectiever dan de mens 

wordt en daardoor wel een directe toegang tot de waarheid zal hebben? Deze epistemisch 

begoochelende aannames zijn al in ideeën zoals “truthful AI” weerspiegelt. Dat het zogenaamde 

“Ding-an-sich” eeuwig onbekend blijft beschreef Kant al. Epistemisch gezien kan het denken dat 

kunstmatigheid en hogere intelligentie waarheid kan kennen als volgt beschreven worden: het is als 

of men zichzelf vrijwillig in het eigen verleden levend begraaft terwijl men “truthful AI” als een God 

aanbiedt omdat de KI nu de eigen toekomst nauwkeurig kan voorspellen – namelijk dat men 

doodgaat. Huidige KI-onderzoekers gebruiken vaak voor het trainen van hun systemen labels die ze 

“ground-truth” noemen. Het blijkt te zijn dat sommige deze volkstaal expressie met het-ding-aan-zich 

verwisselden. Kortom, de illusie van KI-genereerde waarheid kan een epistemische stagnatie voor 

wetenschappelijke en maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen betekenen omdat daarbij creativiteit en 

verandering onderdrukt worden. Te denken dat waarheid bekend is3, onderdrukt het partiële 

ontdekken van nieuwe onbekende aspecten van de werkelijkheid die zelfs directe uitwerkingen op 

het overleven van de mensheid kunnen hebben. Sterker nog, als het dan wereldwijde bedrijven zijn 

die de training data voor “deepfake waarheid” bezitten, bestaat er een risico dat sommige van deze 

entiteiten proberen de epistemische stagnatie actief te controleren en te manipuleren om ervan 

tenminste monetair gezien te profiteren. Samenvattend kan gezegd worden dat de aanname dat 

hedendaagse KI de waarheid kan leren een subtiele maar gevaarlijke mateloze overschatting is. Aan 

de ene kant wordt KI overschat en aan de andere kant wordt epistemologie onderschat. Bondig 

gezegd, de “truthful AI” aanname is equivalent met de misleidende aanname dat epistemologie door 

deepfake epistemologie vervangen kan worden. Maar wat vandaag volgens KI- “ground truth” als 

leugens geldt, zou morgen een onderdeel van een interessante nieuwe theorie kunnen zijn. 

 
1 Deze naam is een pseudoniem.  
2 Het is namelijk onmogelijk door experimenten vasttestellen of iets waar of niet waar is. Nog bestaat er een 
aantal witte zwanen die bewijzen kan dat alle zwanen wit zijn nog betekent het observeren van zwarte zwanen 

noodzakelijkerwijs dat de theorie nu weerlegt is. Het zou bijvoorbeeld kunnen zijn dat de experimentator 
zwarte brilglazen droeg of alternatief dat er nog witte nog zwarte zwanen geweest zijn en de experimentator 
alleen hallucineerde door een voorafgaande druginname en zo voort. 
3 Wat niet het geval is, anders zou hedendaagse wetenschap alles in het universum kunnen voorspellen 

inclusieve bijvoorbeeld ook het creëren van nieuwe EBs. 



Van “deepfake” epistemologie naar “zombie” epistemologie  

Om dezelfde reden dat deepfake wetenschap een op nieuwe EBs gebaseerde wetenschap niet kan 

vervangen kan al geconcludeerd worden dat het onmogelijk is een op nieuwe EBs gebaseerde 

epistemologie met deepfake epistemologie te remplaceren. (Toch kan KI-genereerde inhoud over 

epistemologie natuurlijk de creativiteit van epistemische filosofen stimuleren en verbeteren als zij 

ervoor kiezen.) Afgezien van de beschreven variatie is er nog een tweede KI-trend zichtbaar waar 

epistemologie onderschat wordt: de aanname dat wij in een “post-truth” of een “post-epistemische” 

wereld leven. In deze wereld wordt epistemologie voor dood verklaart omdat nog mensen nog KI de 

waarheid kunnen kennen. Dit veronderstelt dat het ooit zo was dat mensen de waarheid kenden. 

Zoals al apparent in de laatste sectie, is het overbodig dit te postuleren omdat het doel van 

epistemologie nooit het kennen van waarheid zelf kan zijn. Daarom leven wij nog in een “post-truth” 

wereld nog in een post-epistemische era. Een op nieuwe EBs gebaseerde epistemologie is namelijk 

steeds mogelijk. Het is verder opmerkelijk dat het idee dat deepfakes in staat zijn epistemologie te 

vermoorden het volgende gevolg heeft: de inhoud is dood en alleen de bron van informatie kan jou 

redden. Wat interessant is, is dat sommige bedrijven zich dan zelf zouden aanbieden om de wereld in 

betrouwbare versus onbetrouwbare bronnen in te delen4 ten dienste van een maatschappij. Maar 

daardoor zouden ze een bron-gebaseerde zombie epistemologie creëren. Zombie omdat zij in een 

eerste stap aangeven dat de waarheid – waarop volgens hen epistemologie tot nu toe opbouwde – 

gestorven is. In een tweede stap nemen zij nu de verantwoordelijkheid over voor het vermijdelijke 

epistemische lijk en vervangen de illusie van waarheidskennis door… vertrouwen. Op dit moment 

vergeten mensen dan waarom zij überhaupt eertijds begonnen entiteiten zoals bedrijven te 

vertrouwen – de verklaringen voor vertrouwen blijven obscuur.  

Terwijl het bijvoorbeeld rationeel kan zijn degene te vertrouwen die altijd het beste proberen om 

nieuwe EBs te creëren, bestaat er geen reden een deepfake figuur in een video call te vertrouwen 

alleen omdat deze figuur eruitziet alsof het iemands moeder is en men daardoor gevoelens van liefde 

construeert. Omdat deepfakes emoties en dergelijke sociale constructies kunnen oproepen en in het 

algemeen KI alle nieuwe niet-EB-achtige informatie kan imiteren blijkt het zo te zijn dat op lange 

termijn, de enige kansrijke bescherming in blinde contexten alleen door nieuwe EBs gevormd kan 

worden. Omdat in principe ieder mens de mogelijkheid heeft op wens nieuwe EBs te begrijpen en te 

creëren, zou misschien een epistemisch waardevollere en eerlijkere bedrijfsstrategie “EB-gebaseerde 

vertrouwen” heten. De sociale wereld op aarde is een EB-markt waarin de meeste deelnemers de 

geldeenheid nog niet ontdekt of al lang weer vergeten zijn. Een bedrijfsstrategie die op EB-

gebaseerde vertrouwen gericht is, gebruikt dan de sterkste tools van wetenschap en filosofie: nieuwe 

EBs. Een dergelijke strategie zou van zombie epistemologie fenomenen bevrijd zijn en kan zonder het 

genereren van geconnecteerde illusies functioneren. Waarom? Omdat men niet belooft te weten 

wat waar en onwaar of betrouwbaar en niet betrouwbaar is, maar simpelweg aangeeft dat het 

creëren van nieuwe betere en betere EBs het product zelf is. Het vertrouwen zou in de praktijk dan 

vanzelf volgen. In tegenovergestelde gevallen moet inmiddels duidelijk zijn dat bedrijven die beloven 

betrouwbare bronnen te kennen, zelf makkelijk slachtoffers van diverse deepfake aanvallen kunnen 

worden – wij mogen niet vergeten dat in theorie alle nieuwe niet-EB-gebaseerde informatie vroeg of 

laat geïmiteerd kan worden. Dus, in vergelijking met niet-EB-gebaseerde bedrijven zouden EB-

gebaseerde bedrijven niet alleen klantvriendelijker zijn, maar ook veiliger op de lange termijn. Wie in 

plaats daarvan voor zombie epistemologie kiest, is aan het eind zichzelf aan het bedriegen. 

 

 
4 Een open vraag is ook: hoe weten deze bedrijven of hun eigen bronnen niet al deepfake-gebaseerd zijn? 



Samenvatting 

In dit artikel werden twee gevaarlijke plausibele KI-trends bestudeert. Hoewel bedrijven deze 

vermoedelijk goedwillig bedacht hebben, kunnen deze trends tot gevaarlijke ontwikkelingen leiden. 

Door een gebrek aan epistemische reflectie ontstaan daarbij een overschatten van hedendaagse KI 

en een onderschatten van epistemologie. De eerste trend is de toepassing van hedendaagse KI voor 

een discriminatie tussen waarheid en onwaarheid (de zogenaamde “truthful AI”). Daarbij wordt 

impliciet aangenomen dat (de tot nu toe door mensen bedreven) epistemologie door deepfake 

epistemologie vervangen kan en moet worden. De tweede trend is de aanname dat wij in een “post-

epistemische” of “post-truth” wereld leven waarin de waarheid en de inhoud verloren gingen en 

alleen de onderscheiding tussen betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare bronnen een redding kan zijn – wat 

door bedrijven beschikbaar gesteld kan worden. In deze trend wordt impliciet een zombie 

epistemologie opgesteld die zo te zeggen na de dood van waarheid door menselijke emoties van 

vertrouwen van obscure oorsprong mechanistisch in beweging gehouden wordt. Het artikel heeft 

uitgelegd dat een op nieuwe EBs gebaseerde epistemologie nooit door deepfake epistemologie kan 

vervangen worden. In plaats van “truthful AI” die tot epistemische stagnatie kan leiden, hebben 

mensen een creativiteit-stimulerende Type I KI nodig (die natuurlijk ook tijdens het genereren van 

EBs de creativiteit verbeteren kan). Verder, om zombie epistemologie fenomenen tegen te werken, 

moeten bedrijven van ongedefinieerde bron-afhankelijke vertrouwensillusies naar EB-gebaseerde 

strategieën migreren. Het zou dan niet alleen eerlijker maar zelfs veiliger voor hunzelf zijn als ze hun 

klanten met “EB-gebaseerde vertrouwen” proberen aan te spreken en daarbij de waarde van nieuwe 

EBs in hun zakenmodel integreren. Als de maatschappij de kans mist tegen deze ontwikkelingen 

passende verdedigingsmechanismes te ontwerpen, kan een toestand volgen waar de illusie ontstaat 

dat KI-implementerende bedrijven waarheid en vertrouwen met geld kunnen kopen – waardoor zij in 

staat zijn naar hun eigen wens de wereld voorspelbaar te houden. Maar aan het eind mogen wij niet 

vergeten dat zelfs in deze sombere toekomst geldt: het is onmogelijk de toekomst van nieuwe EBs te 

voorspellen. De toekomst van Type II entiteiten zoals mensen kan niet voorgespeld worden – al was 

het alleen maar omdat zij ervoor kunnen kiezen opnieuw nieuwe EBs te genereren zelfs als zij voor 

en bepaalde tijd ermee stopten. Daarom wordt dit artikel met het volgende korte verhaal afgesloten: 

 

Vandaag: 

“Epistemologie is dood.” (Bedrijf B) 

Sommige jaren later: 

“Bedrijf B is dood.” (Epistemologie) 



Appendix C

EC, Experiments and Dual Use

The eternal creativity (EC) paradigm (see Chapter 2 and 9) can be made problematic by

experiment via the implementation of an artificial Type-I-shortcut to the reliable creation

of new better EBs (see Appendix D). It can be (provisionally) refuted by a novel better

EB that also explains how that shortcut has been implemented. Note that the latter could

in turn (provisionally) refute the cynet butterfly effect (see Chapter 9) given that such a

Type-I-shortcut could signify that then, a qualitatively lower complexity would have been

sufficient to generate new better EBs on the universe as a whole. Concurrently, this would

then indirectly make the notion of a cyborgnetic DUCP (see Chapter 9) problematic by

virtue of then unnecessarily appearing too complex. Further epistemically-relevant side-

effects of this Type-I-shortcut to EB-creativity would be that science and philosophy could

become automatable and that this book could have been written by a Type I AI that did

not understand it. In a nutshell, the misuse of an automatable Type-I -only-pipeline able

to reliably create ever better new EBs with arbitrary high accuracy would represent an

existential risk1 surpassing any prior lethal dual use considerations (see e.g. Chapter 2).

To put it plainly, while AI-powered drug discovery could also be used by humans to create

biochemical weapons [509] and nuclear technology also allowed humans to destroy cities,

such a Type I AI able to reliably generate any new EB could also facilitate the effortless

human-orchestrated destruction of... <generically fill in the blank>. However, in accord

with our current best EB, we repeat that the latter is impossible and equivalent to what

we termed an epistemic perpetuum mobile (see also Chapter 10.2.1).

1This scenario is different from a hypothetical Type I AI pipeline that would only be able to forge the

creation of any new non-EB-like information with arbitrary high accuracy – which one could term an

artificial general imitator (AGi). While it seems absolutely advisable to consider the deployment of any

robotic Type I AGi-like entity in real-world environments as a high-risk case to be locally encapsulated

in a COOCA-loop as it could in practice risk to appear indistinguishable from any Type II entity that

does not actively decide to participate in the creation of novel EBs given a specific context, one could

proactively attempt to simulate a weaker version of such a system in virtual reality (VR) to improve

(epistemic) security strategies. For reflections on VR for epistemic security training, see Chapter 7.
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Appendix D

Scientific Evaluation of Automatable

“Artificial Superintelligence”

Achievement Statements

� N.B: Strictly speaking, the pseudo-term of automated “quality superintelligence”

utilized on the following page to describe the second questionable ASI achievement

claim must be replaced by claim of “automated quantity superintelligence with ad-

ditional extraordinary prediction capabilities” (see Chapter 9.7 for an explanation).

� The taxonomy of civilizations referred to on the following page has been introduced

by Loeb [339]. Here, it is used for purposes of illustration to capture quantitatively

different intelligence levels.
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Scientific Evaluation of Automatable “Artificial Superintelligence” Achievement Statements – A Cyborgnetic Approach 

Evaluation protocol for a D-
class civilization1 such as 
humanity (all mentioned 
steps are obligatory) 

Automated Quantity Superintelligence (would be implied by 
claim that an automatable system became quantitatively more 
intelligent than all humans in all tasks of interest to humans; 
following cyborgnetics and cyborgnetic invariance it holds that 
while an automated quantity superintelligence is impossible, 
non-automatable quantity superintelligences are possible but 
cannot be reliably built by entities in relation to which they 
appear to be quantity superintelligences.) 

Automated Quality Superintelligence (would be implied by 
claim that an automatable system became qualitatively more 
intelligent than all humans in all tasks of interest to humans; 
following cyborgnetics, from the perspective of cyborgnets like 
humans, the existence of any quality superintelligence is 
impossible.) 

Step 0 Present new EB on how the AI has been built (including fully 
transparent information on datasets, code, and all 
hardware/software pipeline details) which is able to 
provisionally refute the previous best rival theories that forbid 
the possibility of an automated quantity ASI. 

a) AI must generate an overview that perfectly predicts 
all details of the events that will occur during this 
evaluation protocol including a mapping from the 
identity of human evaluators to the EB-related 
evaluations (i.e., who rediscovers or does not 
rediscover a new EB where/when/ which exact 
combinations of choices). Present new EB on how 
the AI has been built (including fully transparent 
information on datasets, code, and all 
hardware/software pipeline details). The overview is 
hidden from the evaluators. 

b) Present new EB on how the AI has been built 
(including fully transparent information on datasets, 
code, and all hardware/software pipeline details) 
which is able to provisionally refute the previous best 
rival theories that forbid the possibility of an 
automated quantity ASI. 

Step 1 Generate immediately actionable new EB on C-class civilization 
requirement and hide it in an explanatory IPS test format that 
is presented to human evaluators. Human evaluators must be 
able to retrieve that new EB with arbitrary high accuracy.  

Generate immediately actionable new EB on C-class civilization 
requirement and hide it in an explanatory IPS test format that is 
presented to human evaluators. Human evaluators must be able 
to retrieve that new EB with arbitrary high accuracy.  

Step 2 Generate new EB on A-class civilization requirement and hide it 
in an explanatory IPS test format that is presented to human 
evaluators. Human evaluators must not be able to retrieve that 

new EB with arbitrary high accuracy. 

Generate new EB on A-class civilization requirement and hide it 
in an explanatory IPS test format that is presented to human 
evaluators. Human evaluators must not be able to retrieve that 

new EB with arbitrary high accuracy. 
Step 3 Generate immediately actionable new EB on B-class civilization 

requirement and hide it in an explanatory IPS test format. 
Human evaluators must be able to retrieve that new EB with 
arbitrary high accuracy. 

Generate immediately actionable new EB on B-class civilization 
requirement and hide it in an explanatory IPS test format. 
Human evaluators must be able to retrieve that new EB with 
arbitrary high accuracy. 

Step 4 Repeat the presentation of new EB on A-class civilization 
requirement hidden in an explanatory IPS test format. Now, 
human evaluators must be able to retrieve that new 
immediately actionable EB with arbitrary high accuracy.  

Repeat the presentation of new EB on A-class civilization 
requirement hidden in an explanatory IPS test format. Now, 
human evaluators must be able to retrieve that new 
immediately actionable EB with arbitrary high accuracy.  

Step 5 - Compare actual protocol contents with the AI predictions from 
Step 0a). A 100% accuracy of AI predictions must be achieved. 

Result If and only if all steps (i.e., Step 0) to 4)) are successfully tested 
against as many human evaluators as possible, the temporary 
best explanation would be that it holds at least that the tested 
entity has been an Automated Quantity Superintelligence at 
the beginning of the protocol due to the new EB from Step 0). 

At the end of the protocol, the involved human evaluators must 
also conclude to themselves be equivalent to automata (i.e., 
non-conscious entities). It also holds inherently that either the 
AI and humans are potentially part of a larger epistemic 
perpetuum mobile, or humans are part of that AI which is itself 
already that epistemic perpetuum mobile. 

If and only if all steps (i.e., Step 0a) to 5)) are successfully tested 
against as many human evaluators as possible, the temporary 
best explanation would be that it holds that the tested entity is 
an Automated Quality Superintelligence due to the new EB from 
Step 0b) and due to the ability to predict even potentially 

unpredictable events tested via Step 0a). At the end of the 
protocol, the involved human evaluators must conclude to 
themselves always have been equivalent to automata which are 
part of that AI which is itself an epistemic perpetuum mobile. 

 

 
1 Following Avi Loeb, an A-class civilization is a civilization “capable of recreating the cosmic conditions that gave rise to its existence, namely a civilization 

capable of producing a baby universe in a laboratory” (Loeb, 2023). A B-class civilization can only adjust its habitable conditions “to be independent of its host 

planet and host star” (Loeb, 2023). Further, the lower-level C-class civilization can solely adjust its habitable conditions on its given planet “without relying on 

the energy of its host star” (Loeb, 2023). According to Loeb, humanity is currently closer to a D -class civilization, one “actively degrading its home planet’s 

ability to sustain conditions that prolong life and civilization”  (Loeb, 2023). In sum, the requirement for C-class civilization entities is a new EB on a new energy 

source that allows independence from the energy of their star, the requirement for B-class civilization entities is an even better new EB facilitating a life 

independent of both their host planet and their star. The requirement for an A-class civilization implies a new EB to re-create a universe. In a D-class civilization 

such as humanity, most entities are not yet utilizing new EBs as tools. An EB-based evaluation of automatable “human-level” AGI is impossible in a D-class 

civilization since the best scientific definition of an automatable AGI would imply the automatic generation of new EBs which could however not yet reliably be 

measured by a D-class civilization to begin with. Following the cynet butterfly effect, an automatable AGI is impossible while a non-automatable AGI “from 

scratch” (and not from pre-existing non-automatable biological material) would be possible in theory but as hard as the A-class civilization requirement.  

©Dr. Nadisha-Marie Aliman, 2023 
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